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1. Introduction

Face recognition1 is crucial to a wide range of social behavior, and suddenly loosing all
or part of one’s face recognition abilities is confusing at the least. In a classical study,
Bodamer (1947) reports of a patient who lost the ability to identify persons by looking
at their face after having suffered a closed head injury. The deficit occurred not only in
the identification of persons encountered after the injury (e.g. personnel at the hospital)
but also in the identification of members of the family and the self-identification in a
mirror. The patient reported being blind to the specific information contained in faces

“No, the face doesn’t tell me anything, faces don’t tell me anything at all,
they all look the same to me.”2

In this and other cases of acquired prosopagnosia, colloquially also referred to as “face-
blindness”, the cause of the deficit is easily identifiable: A closed head injury and the
resulting damage inflicted upon specific cortical ares. However, in recent times more and
more cases of prosopagnosia have been reported where the deficit was not acquired due
to an accident, but presumably present from birth, i.e. congenital3 (see e.g. McConachie,
1976; Ariel and Sadeh, 1996; Barton et al., 2001; Kress and Daum, 2003a; Behrmann
and Avidan, 2005; Kennerknecht et al., 2006; Grüter et al., 2007). Recent research on
this congenital form of prosopagnosia has provided an estimate of the prevalence of this
deficit at 2.5% (Kennerknecht et al., 2006) and persons concerned include celebrities like
Jane Goodall or Oliver Sacks (Grüter, 2007). In congenital prosopagnosia, the deficit
can be equally profound as in the acquired form and equally selective such that only
facial identification is impaired while all other aspects of face and object recognition
remain intact (Duchaine, 2006).

The study of prosopagnosia is contributing greatly to our understanding of human
face recognition. Establishing correspondences between the location of damaged regions
and the exact nature of the deficits in acquired prosopagnosia has contributed to the

1In the following the term face recognition will always be used in the general sense of extracting
information from face images. If the exact type of information extracted during the process of face
recognition is important it will be specified explicitly (e.g. facial identification or gender recognition)
whenever this is not clear from the context.

2Nein, das Gesicht sagt mir nichts, Gesichter sagen mir überhaupt nichts, sie sehen alle für mich gleich
aus. [own translation]

3In this work, congenital prosopagnosia will be used to demarcate the difference between acquired
prosopagnosia, characterized by a shift from functional to non-functional face processing, and non-
acquired prosopagnosia where processing never reached a functional stage in the first place. Other
terms for the latter non-acquired form of prosopagnosia that have been used in the literature include
developmental prosopagnosia and hereditary prosopagnosia.
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localization of subsystems of face processing (see e.g. Damasio et al., 1990). For example,
it has been shown that, under normal conditions of maturation and development of the
brain, faces and objects are processed in different parts of the inferotemporal cortex
(Kanwisher et al., 1997; Gauthier et al., 2000a; Hoffman and Haxby, 2000), which are
possibly integrated into distinct cortical systems for face vs. object recognition (Haxby
et al., 2000). The spatial separation of cortical systems can explain the observation of
intact object recognition and dysfunctional or even absent face recognition in cases of
acquired prosopagnosia. However, in subjects with congenital prosopagnosia a spatial
separation of face and object processing areas that is indistinguishable from the one in
control subjects can also be observed (Hasson et al., 2003; Avidan et al., 2005; Behrmann
et al., 2005; Duchaine, 2006). Accordingly, the face recognition deficit in congenital
prosopagnosia can not be solely explained by a spatial separation of specialized systems
for the processing of faces or objects. Rather, it raises the question why such a spatial
separation arises in the first place.

So far no quantitative or computational model of congenital prosopagnosia has been
proposed, and models of prosopagnosia have focused on changes in the information pro-
cessing taking place after inflicting some kind of “damage” to the system. In the context
of artificial neural networks, acquired prosopagnosia has been modeled by the removal
of units in attractor networks (Farah et al., 1993), lower self-excitation of output units
(Zifan et al., 2007) or reductions of network connectivity through random (Virasoro,
1988, 1989) or targeted removal (Burton et al., 1991) of connections between units.

In this work, a computational model of congenital prosopagnosia is derived from formal
considerations (chapter 2), implemented in artificial neural network models of facial
encoding (chapter 3), and tested in experiments with prosopagnosic subjects (chapters 3
and 4). The main hypothesis is that the deficit in congenital prosopagnosia4 is caused by
a failure to obtain adequate descriptions of individual faces: A predisposition towards
a reduced structural connectivity in visual cortical areas enforces descriptions of visual
stimuli that lack the amount of detail necessary to distinguish a specific exemplar from
its population, i.e. achieve a successful identification. In contrast to previous models
of prosopagnosia (see above), the developmental aspect of congenital prosopagnosia is
incorporated into the model, quantitative arguments for a deficit that is task specific
(identification) - and not necessarily domain specific (faces) - are provided for synthetic as
well as real data (face images) and the model is validated empirically in experiments with
prosopagnosic subjects. Furthermore, the computational theory of object recognition
proposed in chapter 2 can explain observed neurophysiological and behavioral differences
not only between prosopagnosic and control subjects, but also between face and object
recognition in general.

4More specifically, the model describes the deficit in apperceptive congenital prosopagnosia (see sec-
tion 1.1).
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1.1. Prosopagnosia

Prosopagnosia, colloquially also referred to as “face-blindness”, is defined as a profound
deficit in the specific task of face identification which can be either acquired due to
brain damage or is present from birth. Although deficits in face identification have been
reported previously, (Quaglino, 1867, reprinted in Quaglino et al., 2003; Lissauer, 1890;
Wilbrand, 1892) an explicit definition of prosopagnosia5 was first given by Bodamer
(1947):

Prosopagnosia [is] the (s)elective dysfunction in realizing physiognomies,
both the own face and alien physiognomies, which are perceived, but not
recognized as physiognomies attributed to a specific bearer.6

Bodamer later went on to clarify the meaning of physiognomies as

not the unrelated parts of a face, like nose, lips, mouth etc. [. . . ], but an
internally structured formation into an individual entity.7

Bodamer (1947) only observed the acquired form of prosopagnosia where the cause
of the deficit could be traced back to cortical lesions. Depending on the location and
extent of the cortical lesions, acquired prosopagnosia is often accompanied by other
perceptual or cognitive deficits (Damasio et al., 1990). Examples include a lack of overt
recognition of familiar faces with intact covert recognition (Bauer, 1984; Tranel et al.,
1995; Barton et al., 2001; Bobes et al., 2003; Sperber and Spinnler, 2003), a deficit
in configural encoding of faces (and objects) (Barton et al., 2002, 2003; Barton and
Cherkasova, 2005), an impaired mental imagery of faces (Barton and Cherkasova, 2003)
and difficulties in processing facial expressions (Humphreys et al., 2007). Furthermore,
the spatial separation of face and object processing systems in the ventral visual cortex
(Kanwisher et al., 1997; Gauthier et al., 2000b; Hoffman and Haxby, 2000; Haxby et al.,
2000) can explain the dissociation of prosopagnosia from more general object recognition
deficits. To a large extent, the location of the cortical lesion also determines the type of
deficit underlying the inability to identify people by their face and a distinction is made
between apperceptive and associative prosopagnosia (De Renzi et al., 1991; Damasio
et al., 1990). While the former can be characterized as inadequate face perception due
to insufficient encoding of the visual input, the latter results from mnemestic/semantic
association deficits.

Whereas the behavioral deficits in congenital and acquired prosopagnosia are largely
the same (see chapter 4 for a detailed investigation and appendix A.3.1 for a review of

5Prosopagnosia is a composition of the Greek words prosopon (face) and agnosia (here: blindness)
6Prosopagnosie [ist] die elektive Störung im Erfassen von Physiognomien, sowohl des eigenen Gesichts
wie von Fremdphysiognomien, die zwar gesehen, aber nicht als einem bestimmten Träger zugeordnete
Physiognomien erkannt werden. [own translation]

7nicht die beziehungslos zueinander stehenden Einzelteile eines Gesichts, wie Nase, Lippen, Mund usw.
[. . . ], sondern ein in sich strukturiertes, zu einem individuellen personenhaften Gesamt sich zusam-
menfügendes Gebilde. [own translation]
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published studies of deficits in congenital prosopagnosia), the underlying causes are dif-
ferent. Acquired prosopagnosia is caused by damaging a functional system of face recog-
nition and can be modeled analogously (see above or appendix A.2.3 for a more detailed
review of models of acquired prosopagnosia). In contrast, a similar characterization of
congenital prosopagnosia based on functional neuropsychological and neuroanatomical
differences in face specific processing areas of the ventral occipitotemporal cortex has
remained elusive so far (Hasson et al., 2003; Avidan et al., 2005). Examples of neu-
roanatomical differences in congenital prosopagnosia include a volumetric reduction of
the anterior fusiform gyrus (Behrmann et al., 2007), a region involved in more associa-
tive and mnestic aspects of face recognition, and a reduced structural connectivity in the
ventral occipito-temporal cortex (Thomas et al., 2009), a region involved in more apper-
ceptive aspects of face recognition (see appendix A.1.3 for details on the neuroanatomy
of the human neural face processing system).

In order to model congenital prosopagnosia, it is necessary to get a better under-
standing of how face processing in congenital prosopagnosia differs from normal face
processing, how neuroanatomical constraints during cortical development can give rise
to differences in the actual processing of faces and last but not least why facial identifi-
cation requires a specialized cortical processing system in the first place.

1.1.1. Characteristic Behavioral Differences in Face Recognition

The behavioral characterization of prosopagnosia given by Bodamer (1947) clearly states
what prosopagnosia is, but it only includes a vague specification of the processing dif-
ferences underlying the deficit (“internally structured formation into an individual en-
tity”8). Nonetheless, this vague specification aligns with current research on human
face recognition that emphasizes the aspect of “holistic” processing (Farah et al., 1998)
in facial identification. The term “holistic” refers to the idea that faces are primarily
recognized as undifferentiated wholes. It is mostly used in distinction to“configural”
or “featural” processing, where“featural” refers to a recognition based on a set of dis-
tinct and isolated facial features and “configural” emphasizes the spatial configuration
of these features (see also appendix A.1.1). Previous evidence for a lack of “holistic”
processing and a reliance on featural processing in congenital prosopagnosia is unequiv-
ocal. Compared to controls in subjects with congenital prosopagnosia, the adverse effect
of stimulus inversion is diminished (Behrmann et al., 2005; Le Grand et al., 2006) and
they show decreased integration of spatial information of face parts into a global con-
figuration (Barton et al., 2003). In contrast, Le Grand et al. (2006) observed normal
“holistic” processing using the composite-face paradigm.

So far, properties of “holistic”, “configural” and “featural” processing have been
mostly described empirically and discussions were limited to a conceptual level (see
Maurer et al., 2002, for a more detailed discussion). More importantly, arguments that
can explain why any one of the differing processes is better suited for facial identifica-

8in sich strukturiertes, zu einem individuellen personenhaften Gesamt sich zusammenfügendes Gebilde.
[own translation]
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tion have been vague. Moreover, the possible link between the face recognition deficit in
prosopagnosia and a failure of “holistic” processing has not been investigated in detail.
A central theme appearing throughout this work, will be to elucidate the relationships
between the terms “formation into an individual entity” or“holistic” processing and more
theoretical concepts like “distributed representation” or “high-dimensional representa-
tion space” which will be introduced later.

1.1.2. Congenital Predispositions

Although observations of failures of a previously fully functional, specialized neural sys-
tem of face recognition in acquired prosopagnosia, can shed light on the structure of
the system, they do not convey information about the process that lead to the devel-
opment of a specialized system in the first place. How does the information processing
in individual brain regions changes over time? Conversely, how does learning to solve
this specific information processing task shape the development of the neural system?
Both questions have so far been addressed only at a behavioral and descriptive level
(Mondloch et al., 2003).

Recent evidence revealed strong genetic influences both during normal development,
e.g. similarities in neural activity in monozygotic compared to dizygotic twins (Polk
et al., 2007) as well as in congenital prosopagnosia, which is in most cases hereditary, i.e.
runs in families (Grüter et al., 2007; Kennerknecht et al., 2008). However, it is unlikely
that the structure of the system is fully based on an explicit genetical specification, e.g.
a congenital cortical face processing module. First, the human face processing system
gradually adapt to its environment (e.g. manifestation of the“other-race-effect” during
childhood). Second, the specificity of face processing areas changes in the course of corti-
cal development (Scherf et al., 2007). More likely, an elaborated interplay of nature and
nurture enacted over a developmental trajectory shapes the design and implementation
of the neuronal systems and processes necessary to achieve the expert level of normal
human face processing.

In this work, artificial neural networks will be used to model an early information
encoding stage of the human neural face recognition system. The network is trained
to provide a representation of the training set of faces while different constraints are
placed either on the processing or on the structural connectivity of the network. This
approach allows to study the interplay and dependencies of different requirements on
the representation of faces posed either by the nature of the task itself (i.e. optimal
information encoding of identity), by constraints posed by the set of training objects
(i.e. representation of face images), or by constraints that neither depend on the task
nor on the training objects (i.e. reduced connectivity of the network).

1.1.3. A Deficit in the Processing of Facial Identity

Prosopagnosia is an example of a specific deficit in visual object recognition restricted to
the processing of facial identity. As already noted above, most prosopagnosics generally
do not experience problems in assigning specific faces to a set of predefined classes, e.g.
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male or female, Asian or European. Also most prosopagnosics are able to identify a
person by other sensory modalities, e.g. voice and in some cases also by using different
visual cues such as gait, hair . . . . Thus, it seems that the deficit is neither a general
deficit in all aspects of face recognition, nor a general deficit in attributing an identity
to a person. However, both of these points are still a matter of debate.

The human brain employs cognitive and neural processes specialized for face recog-
nition that are functionally and anatomically distinct from those employed in other
areas of object recognition (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Gauthier et al., 2000b; Hoffman and
Haxby, 2000; Haxby et al., 2000). Yin (1969) attributed this specialization to a “domain-
specificity”, i.e. that the specialization is contingent upon the domain of the objects in
question. According to this theory, prosopagnosia has been interpreted as an example
in favor of this more general dissociation between face and object recognition (Farah
et al., 1995; Duchaine and Nakayama, 2005; Duchaine, 2006; McKone et al., 2007). An
alternative explanation, based on the theory of “visual expertise” (Diamond and Carey,
1986; Gauthier and Nelson, 2001), focuses on differences in the selectivity of the recog-
nition task. While objects are mostly recognized as belonging to a specific (basic-level)
class of objects (“Is this an apple?”), faces are a unique set of objects as they are often
recognized at a more subordinate or even individual level (“Have I seen this particular
face before?”). Consequently, processing of faces may only differ from the processing of
objects because of the level of expertise gained with the respective stimuli in a specific
task. Humans are better trained in the subordinate classification or identification of
faces compared to objects in general.

Here, the question of face specificity is addressed mainly by a theoretical discussion
of differences between classification and individuation tasks. The discussion is based on
a mathematical formalization of the theory of “visual expertise” (see above) and the
idea of an abstract “face space” (Valentine, 1991), or more generally an object space.
This space contains descriptions of the physical properties of the respective objects (re-
spectively faces) which are assumed to correspond to points in this multidimensional
space. Although initially the properties of the object space depend only on the objects
in question (i.e. they are “domain-specific”), the process of sensory encoding maps the
physical descriptions in the object space onto sensory descriptions and thereby defines
the properties of the sensory representation space. Differences in the requirements on
optimal sensory encoding posed by identification or classification tasks can be related
to constraints on the representation provided by the sensory system as well as on its
structure. For example, in the following chapter it will be shown that whereas in clas-
sification tasks, sensory encoding into an optimal representation suffers from the “curse
of dimensionality” (Bellman, 1961), a high dimensionality in the encoding of objects is
beneficial for identification tasks (“blessings of dimensionality”).
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1.2. Computer Vision Systems and Computational Models of
High-level Vision

One of the most striking features of face recognition passes mostly unnoticed: the ease
with which people normally manage it. With the blink of an eye a face is detected and
information such as gaze, facial expression, age, gender, identity, . . . is extracted. For
most humans, this reliable and fast parallel processing of a variety of differing informa-
tion appears effortless. In contrast, attempts at designing and implementing automated
face recognition methods have encountered severe problems. Recognition of gaze and
expression have to function irrespective of the identity of the opponent, viewpoint, il-
lumination or the exact distance. In addition to such changes in the appearance, facial
identification is a difficult classification task per se: A single individual face has to be
separated out of a huge number of possible faces. The discrepancy between the appar-
ent ease in human processing and the inherent difficulties in face recognition is hardly
noticed by most scientists working outside this field of research.

Computer systems designed to recognize faces based on image data reveal these in-
herent difficulties, as the researcher is forced to take them into account explicitly. In
addition computer systems can often serve as quantitative models for the process of
human face recognition. However, it is important to keep in mind differences between
human face recognition and computational systems.

• Information processing in a system designed for face recognition is only partially
independent of the actual hardware implementation used. A computer system
might not suffer so much from diminished resolution as a function of distance
as the human visual system does. It might also use more than two cameras to
minimize perceptual noise and obtain full-depth information. In contrast, current
computational systems are mostly restricted to digital signal processing by serial
computations.

• Computer systems are designed. This means their architecture and processing are
based upon a computational theory of face recognition, which might or might not
be realistic. In contrast, the human visual system has evolved by adaptation to
solve the task at hand, and computational theories applicable to adaptive processes
are often restricted to very general learning rules.

• Most computer systems designed so far operate in a restricted environment, e.g.
fixed illumination conditions and/or viewing angle. It is not clear whether these
processes could be successfully generalized to realistic conditions.

• Computer systems are mostly applied to a limited set of different faces under
laboratory conditions.

Nonetheless, developing computational models for computer vision systems provides
useful conceptualizations of the face recognition process as it forces a detailed, description
of every processing step.
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The progress in computational models of vision has been strongly influenced by the
work of Marr (1982). He did not investigate object recognition specifically, but modeled
vision as the process of representing the information contained in images about shape
and texture. Starting from a set of physical assumptions on the process that generates
sensory stimuli, he developed a theory to represent the information present in the sen-
sory signal (retinal image). The representation was assumed to be hierarchical, starting
with local properties in the retinal image and going up to a 3-dimensional representation
by volumetric primitives, which was later generalized to the theory of recognition-by-
components (Biederman, 1987). Most of these computational models of vision are very
general, describing the process from retinal image acquisition to high-level object recog-
nition, mostly independent of the object class and/or the specific information processing
task to be solved.

The focus of this work is to model a specific deficit in the human face recognition
systems. Prosopagnosia is an example that in the human brain there are presumably
at least two very different types of image and information processing implemented in
parallel. The hope is that studying this dissociation allows to formulate the differences
in these two types of processing more generally; and that based on a mathematical
formulation of the differences further insights can be gained as to how these different
types of processing might also be adopted in computer vision systems.

In general, there are at least two different ways to model a deficit in information
processing. On the one hand, one can implement a model of functional processing
and study whether changes in the model parameters have detrimental effects on the
performance (e.g. models of acquired prosopagnosia as mentioned above). While this
approach has the benefit of actually being able to quantitatively measure the deficit, all
analysis and interpretation is mostly contingent on the initial model specification. On the
other hand, one can analyze the information processing task in a computational theory
independently of the actual implementation. These requirements can then be analyzed
and the effect of violations of the requirements on the actual information processing can
be studied independently of the chosen implementation. In this work both approaches
were adopted: A simple computational model of facial encoding which is amenable
to algorithmic implementation and experimental testing as well as a more abstract,
formal model emphasizing general aspects of task differences between identification and
classification. The focus of this modeling approach is not the question, if or how facial
identification is implemented differently from object classification in the specific case of
the human visual cortex, but why and how it should be implemented differently in any
information processing system. Thus, the human face processing system and the specific
deficit in congenital prosopagnosia serve as a motivation, an example and starting point
of the analysis.
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1.3. Outline

In his seminal work, Marr (1982) not only proposed a computational model of vision,
but also introduced a hierarchical structure of how an information processing system
might be described in terms of:

Computational theory
Includes a formulation of the specific task to be carried out and the logic of the
strategy to solve it.

Representation and algorithm
A description of the representation of the input and the output of the system and
the algorithms used to transform input to output.

Hardware implementation
Analysis of the physical structure in which representation and algorithm are real-
ized

This hierarchy is also the basic structure of this work.

A computational theory of facial identification will be formulated in chapter 2. Based
on a mathematical framework to describe sensory observation processes, differences be-
tween classification and identification9 tasks will be analyzed. Whereas the aim of the
former is a partitioning of possible inputs into distinct object classes, the latter has
the goal of separating individual objects from their population. These aims pose differ-
ent requirements on sensory representations, most notably on the dimensionality of the
representation.

Based on results derived from the computational theory, chapter 3 investigates face
representations in artificial neural network models constructed under two different con-
straints : A sparseness constraint on the output unit activation and a sparseness con-
straint on the network connectivity. It will be shown that enforcing sparse output activa-
tion is equivalent to an optimization constraint on the information processing of identity
in the network. In contrast, enforcing sparse connectivity ensures representations with
a low-dimensionality which is commensurate with optimal representations in classifi-
cation tasks. Thus, the two constraints selectively affect the systems ability to yield
adequate representations for classification or identification tasks. Such a constraint on
sparse network connectivity can be interpreted as a task-independent neurophysiological
constraint on the structural connectivity in the human neural face processing system.
Accordingly, a model for congenital prosopagnosia is proposed where the face recogni-
tion deficit is caused by a neurophysiological predisposition towards a reduced structural
connectivity which entails a low-dimensional representation of faces inadequate to solve

9In the course of this work, also the term individuation will be used interchangeably with identification.
While individuation is a general concept commonly applicable to “processes whereby the undifferenti-
ated tends to become individual”(Wikipedia, 2009), the usage of identification varies across disciplines
and is colloquially applied to persons rather than to objects.
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identification tasks. Results on this representational and algorithmic level are presented
for two investigations: First, a dataset containing frontal face images is used to construct
two model networks under differing sparseness constraints, and the dimensionality of
the obtained representations of faces is compared to psychophysical results on human
processing of faces, most notably “holistic” processing. Second, the two models are
contrasted with human face recognition. In an experiment, perceptual discrimination
abilities of prosopagnosic and control subjects are compared for manipulations of face
images according to changes in either a high- or low-dimensional representation space.

Chapter 4 contains a detailed investigation of the behavioral deficits in congenital
prosopagnosia. A variety of different behavioral tests for face recognition was adminis-
tered to a large group10 of subjects with congenital prosopagnosia to analyze variability
of individual deficits and heterogeneity of the symptoms. A characterization of congen-
ital prosopagnosia is proposed that allows to connect results in behavioral tests to the
classical characterization of three different types of acquired prosopagnosia (appercep-
tive, associative and amnestic).

The thesis will conclude with a short summary and discussion of the results. It con-
tains an outlook on possibilities of further research in the field of mathematical and
computational models of prosopagnosia and facial identification.

Readers who are not familiar with the (neuro-)psychological background on face recog-
nition and prosopagnosia might want to consult the literature review provided in ap-
pendix A. Although most of the work can be understood without this background, a thor-
ough understanding of the results and concepts discussed in the (neuro-)psychological
literature has been fundamental for the formulation of the computational theory and the
computational model of prosopagnosia.

10Most studies on prosopagnosia conducted prior to this work are based on single case studies or a small
number - less than ten - of subjects. Here a group of 16 subjects was tested.



2. Computational Theory of Classification
and Identification

“Nur wer mich kennt, wird mich hier erkennen”
(Only those who know me, will recognize me in here)

By looking at the image of a face a multitude of information can be extracted. We
can easily recognize that the face depicted above belongs to an elderly man of Caucasian
descent without consciously applying classification schemes. He has blue eyes and wears
sideburns but displays no obvious idiosyncratic feature. While the latter information
about facial parts is still pictorial in the sense that it can be extracted without a ref-
erence to other faces, the former information is based on classifying faces into distinct
categories. These can be binary like gender, multi-valued on a nominal (race) or ordered
(age-group) scale. The classification scheme used to extract this information has been
established prior to the exposure with this specific face image, and will presumably re-
main unchanged afterwards. Thus, while classification requires exposure to a sufficient
number of samples (faces) once a classification scheme is established it can be generalized
to classify novel samples (faces).

The identity of a person is a different kind of information. At the first exposure to
a previously unknown face the only identity that can be attributed to the face is “pre-
viously unknown”, and it is questionable whether this qualifies as identity. In order to
recognize the identity of a face (or rather the identity of the person bearing the face) it has
to have been previously encountered. “Nur wer mich kennt, wird mich hier erkennen”;
wrote G.W.F. Hegel under his image (cited in Breidbach, 2004) though presumably an-
other image than the one depicted above. Knowing the identity of Hegel, we may access
a lot of semantic information (e.g. his profession, place and date of birth) which allows a
more specific classification: The image depicts a famous German philosopher. However,
this type of classification scheme is contingent on the identity of the person depicted. It
can not be applied directly to faces and does not generalize to previously unknown faces.
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In this chapter a computational theory of face and object recognition will be devel-
oped that focuses on the differences between classification and identification tasks. In
the computational theory formal differences in the necessary computations are discussed
based only on the differing aims in the two tasks and irrespective of the specific object
class, representation or implementation. The task differences can be summarized quali-
tatively as follows: In identification tasks, the aim is to separate an individual from the
population it belongs to. Given a population of objects, which can be described math-
ematically by a distribution over possible physical properties, the aim is to separate a
specific sample of this distribution from the whole population; a straw in a haystack, a
face in the crowd. In classification tasks the space of all possible physical properties has
to be divided into parts such that each part can be assigned to a unique class of objects,
similar to a division of a space into separate chambers.

The main part of this chapter consists of a formal treatment of the task differences in
object recognition. Section 2.1 begins with a formal definition of the observation process.
It is assumed that individual objects can be characterized by a full description of their
physical properties. The physical properties of an object are then displayed in a specific
environmental context as a specific stimulus. A sensor encodes a stimulus using sensory
features into a sensory description of the object, also referred to as a code for the object,
and more general define the sensory representations of object classes.

Section 2.2 considers object recognition as an information processing task. The infor-
mation encoded in sensory representations is used to estimate not directly observable
properties of the stimulus, e.g. its identity or class membership. The discussion of the
information processing is based on the theory of Bayesian inference which allows to de-
compose the estimation of the probability that an observation belongs to a specific class
(is a specific individual) into the estimation of prior probabilities, i.e. the probabilities
that specific individuals/classes are encountered, and the estimation of likelihoods, i.e.
the probability distributions over all possible physical properties of specific individu-
als/classes. It will be shown that differences between classification and identification
tasks are primarily reflected in the likelihoods that need to be estimated, and are largely
independent of the exact sensory representation chosen.

Task dependent requirements on efficient sensory encoding are then further analyzed
with a focus on the trade-off between representing information about the object identity
or class while simultaneously compressing the information contained in the full physical
description of the object. Information theory provides methods to investigate properties
of sensory encoding without the need for explicit assumptions on sensory features. More
specifically, the information bottleneck method (Tishby et al., 2000) allows to analyze
the information processing capability of sensory representations with respect to the level
at which they compress the full physical description into a reduced sensory description.
In two exemplary cases - Bernoulli and normal-distributed random variables - particular
projections of the full physical description space into subspaces will be proposed and
discussed as methods of compression.

Changes in the environment in which an object is displayed act as transformations
on the stimulus (e.g. viewpoint, illumination), and impose additional difficulties and
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restrictions for the encoding of stimuli into sensory descriptions which in the optimal
case only retain information about the object while discarding information about the
environmental condition. Using the example cases of Bernoulli and normal-distributed
random variables introduced before, stimulus transformations will be studied in more
detail in section 2.4.

The results obtained through this formal analysis are largely independent of the spe-
cific sensory representation and moreover the actual implementation of the sensory sys-
tem as a neuronal network, software program,. . . For example, the theory does treat
differences between identification tasks in different populations (e.g. human faces, indi-
vidual dogs, . . . ) only with respect to abstract properties (e.g. the dimensionality of the
population). Section 2.5 will discuss implications of the formal results in the context of
psychological models of human face recognition:

First, as both information processing tasks require different representations, an anal-
ogous differentiation of the human object recognition system into two distinct systems
for identification or classification should be observable.

Second, any system that is specifically adapted to processing identity should be char-
acterized by high-dimensional representations of the objects.

Third, if specific objects, e.g. faces, are more often involved in the processing of iden-
tity than objects in general, this should lead to an increased representation of faces in
the identity processing system and a processing of faces that is characterized by high-
dimensional representations.

By combining these three points, prosopagnosia can be understood as a special case of
an identification-agnosia in which the deficit is restricted to the visual perception of hu-
man physiognomies: Due to neuroanatomical differences in cases of prosopagnosia1, faces
can be represented only by low-dimensional features, which is sufficient for classification
tasks, but results in behavioral deficits in identification tasks. As a direct application of
these theoretical results, a model of facial encoding for either the identification or classi-
fication of faces, will be developed and implemented in chapter 3. The question in what
aspects faces constitute an object population with unique, “face-specific” properties is
discussed briefly in section 4.3 and appendix A.1.5.

2.1. Observation Process

2.1.1. Physical Description of Objects

In classification and identification tasks a system is initially provided with a set of
physical properties X, and it is assumed that the descriptions belong to a set of objects
Y . We assume that there exists a unique description of the physical properties of any
solid, rigid object2. In the case of visual processing, this would correspond to a full

1Cortical damage to the identity processing system in cases of acquired prosopagnosia and a reduction
in the structural connectivity in congenital prosopagnosia

2Non-static objects are subject to object transformations, in which case an object can express differing
physical properties. This will be discussed in section 2.4.
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description of the reflectance properties and spatial extension of the object. Requiring
a unique physical description is equivalent to demanding that two objects that have
exactly the same physical description are identical.

Definition 1. Assume a discrete object space pY, σpYq, PY q with probabilities PY pyq
of observing individual objects y P Y. Object classes C are defined as collections of
individual objects C P σpYq.
Further assume that there is a space of physical properties3 X and that a (unique) physical
description of each individual object can be obtained by an (injective) map Φ of Y onto
X .

Object classes are defined as subsets in the object space, and so far there are two ways
of constructing these subsets. First, one could assume cases in which the class structure
is not based on physical properties, e.g. all former US presidents. The intuitive way
of constructing this class is by simply listing all former US presidents e.g. by their
name. More generally, this first type of classes is constructed by operations on σpYq,
e.g. taking the union/intersection of two classes. Second, classes could be constructed
by specifying physical properties like the size or color, or more generally by operations
on σpX q which are then mapped onto Y by Φ�1. As an example for a class definition
based on physical properties, consider the class of all black objects. It can be defined as
Φ�1ptx P X : color of x is blackuq. If color is a specific dimension of X , e.g. colorpxq �
πjpxq, where πj is the projection of x onto the color dimension, this simplifies even
further to Φ�1pπ�1

j pblackqq.
More generally, given a set of features which map the physical description onto a

specific attribute fi : X ÞÑ Ai (e.g. color) and some restrictions Ri P Ri on the attributes
(e.g. blueish), a class can be constructed by taking the intersection of all preimages
of the feature restrictions. This is illustrated in figure 2.1. Classes can be refined
by adding features and/or tightening restrictions, and can be generalized by dropping
and/or loosening restrictions.

The differences between class constructions in the object space and class constructions
in the physical description space are especially important if descriptions of objects are
either not unique or an observer has only experienced a limited number of objects. The
former case would apply for example in most cases of industrially manufactured items:
they all look the same but they are not the same. As an example of the latter case,
every human observer will only encounter a small and finite number of samples from the
space of all possible objects (Yknown � Y). With respect to the known objects, a novel

3In the following, the space of physical descriptions will often be restricted to a space of finite dimen-
sion and the space of possible objects that can be observed to a countable/finite set. This seems
somewhat arbitrary and might not be sufficient to describe the properties of all possible - in contrast
to observable - physical objects. However, the theory that will be developed in the course of this
chapter mostly addresses a finite number of finite-dimensional projections of the physical description
of objects. Thus, while in principle the definition of the physical description of objects should not
be restricted to a finite dimension the restriction does not interfere with the theory developed in the
following. A definition as an infinite-dimensional vector space would certainly increase the technical
difficulties.
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Physical DescriptionObjects Features

Figure 2.1. Object classes C � Y can be defined by taking all objects that meet certain
restrictions Ri on some attributes which are extracted/queried by features fi. The classes
are then formally constructed by taking intersections of feature preimages of attribute re-
strictions f�1

i pRiq.

exemplar can initially only be classified as unknown. But with reference to the physical
description, it can be classified according to similarities, i.e. the relative position in the
physical description space.

In section 2.3.2 the construction of object classes by attribute restrictions will be
treated in more detail for binary object classes by introducing class-specific dimensions.
More generally, the number of class members (or equivalently the fraction of description
space covered by a single class) depends on the number of class specific features (their
extent), and object classes can be ordered according to their size (extent) or - inversely
- their specificity. Individual objects occupy a special position in this hierarchy. They
are on the most specific end of the class hierarchy, as they only contain a single element.

All analyses conducted below always assume a given set of features and attribute re-
strictions. However, it is not assumed that there are natural features that can be used
to construct generally shared (objective) object classes; although it might be the case
that certain features, e.g. color are more natural than others, e.g. furry texture. The
definition given above includes the case where object classes are constructed not by any
external, objective features, but by internal, sensory features (see appendix A.1.1 for a
formal discussion of feature characteristics as proposed in the psychological literature).
Under the assumption that sensory features are developed to distinguish between dif-
ferent object classes, this leads to a chicken-and-egg problem: Whether human object
classification is the result of properties of our sensory system, or whether our sensory
system adapts to represent object classes which are defined independently of our sensory
system. However, a general analysis of this problem is beyond the scope of this work.

2.1.2. Sensory Encoding of Observations

In general, an information processing system will obtain information about the physical
description of an object by an observation process. During the observation process, a
stimulus is registered by a sensor and encoded into a sensory description which is then
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used as input to the system. A stimulus might contain information about some but not
necessarily all of the physical properties of an object as they are displayed in the current
environment.

Although the physical properties of any object are assumed to be constant the infor-
mation that is available to the observer can be influenced by environmental conditions
(e.g. illumination, viewpoint, distance, . . . ). The encoding for any given environmental
condition can be one-to-one, i.e. every single stimulus is encoded into one specific signal;
it can be many-to-one, i.e. several stimuli are encoded with the same signal; or it can
be one-to-many, i.e. a single stimulus is encoded with different signals. The latter one is
not a desirable property but could be caused by noise in the process of encoding.

In the following, it is assumed that the encoding of the physical properties of any
stimulus that is observed in a fixed environment into a sensory description is fixed, and
that sensory descriptions take the form of a vector whose elements take values in the same
binary/discrete set or continuous range. Thus, for every fixed environmental condition
e a sensor maps a physical description to a sensory description: Sp�, eq : X Ñ S.

Definition 2. Assume a physical description space pX , σpX qq with probability measure
PX , and a space of environmental conditions pE , σpEqq with measure PE. The stimulus
space is defined as the product space of physical description and environmental conditions,
with measure PpX,Eq on the stimulus space X � E4. A sensor S is defined as a (PpX,Eq-
measurable) mapping from the set of all possible stimuli X �E to the space of all possible
sensory signals S:

S : X � E Ñ S � AD

px, eq ÞÑ Spx, eq,
where the space of sensory descriptions is of dimension D over A, and A is the type of
the sensory description, e.g. A � t0, 1u for discrete or A � R for continuous sensory
descriptions. We call ps1, . . . , sdq P S a sensory description, and, in analogy to the
general definition of a feature given above, we will call si pi � 1, . . . , Dq (or Si � πi � S
resp.) a sensory feature.
For a given object class C � Y we will call the set of possible sensory descriptions evoked
by members of the object class (SpΦpCq, eq) the sensory representation of the object class
C (for environmental condition e � E).

Whenever the environmental condition is assumed to be fixed, we omit specifying it
as an argument to the sensor, and shall consider the sensor as a direct mapping from
the physical description to the sensory description, which will be denoted by Sepxq.

Figure 2.2 schematically illustrates the definitions and assumptions taken so far.

To simplify the notation, we will drop the distinction between individual objects and
object classes whenever the results are applicable to both and simply use y to refer to
individual objects or object classes respectively. Assuming that objects are drawn at

4Environmental conditions are not necessarily independent of object properties. For example, some
objects will more often be observed from some viewpoints or distances than from others (canonical
views or sizes).
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Figure 2.2. Schematic depiction of an observation process: The physical description (x P
X ) of individual objects (y P Y), which are displayed in a specific environmental condition
(e P E), is encoded by a sensor S into a sensory description (s P S).

random, a physical description is itself a random variable X � ΦpY q (and similarly the
sensory description S). In the following, let X be either a real-valued random variable
(X � R

D) with conditional Lebesgue-densities ppx|yq or a discrete random variable
with values in a countable (or finite) set with conditional distributions ppx|yq. This will
certainly be appropriate for object classes ppx|y P Cq and includes physical descriptions
of individual objects as the special case ppx|yq � δΦpyqpxq. Here, δΦpyq refers to a delta
function (Dirac delta function in the continuous case or Kronecker delta function in the
discrete case) which is zero everywhere except for a single point Φpyq P X . To ease
notation, in the following Φpyq will also be denoted as xy.

Similarly, sensory representations of object classes are characterized by conditional
distributions over the sensory description space pps|yq � ppSpX, eq � s|Y � yq, i.e. the
likelihoods. In the following sections, it is assumed that full information is available, i.e.
the sensory description is equal to the physical description (Spx, eq � x). A more general
treatment of sensory representations, including the effects of noise and transformations
will be given in the following section 2.4.

2.2. Identification and Classification Tasks

In identification (classification) tasks the physical or sensory description of an object
is used to obtain information about which object was observed (whether the object
observed belongs to a certain class of objects). Thus, given a physical description x �
Φpyq or rather a sensory observation s � SpΦpyq, eq of an object the system should try
to infer the object identity y or whether it belongs to a specific class of objects.

The identity of an object is mostly uniquely defined without assuming any prior infor-
mation. Confusion only arises when it is unclear whether identity refers to the physical
description (e.g. the same shirt) or object identity (e.g. one and the same shirt)5. Al-
though it might simplify the process, no prior knowledge is needed to solve an identifi-
cation task. Any object is either identical to one of the previously encountered objects,
or it is a novel object that was previously unknown. There is one special case of an
identification task: If the probability of observing a novel, unknown individual is equal

5Comparable to the two German phrases “das gleiche Hemd” und“dasselbe Hemd”
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to zero, the task changes to a classification task with trivial object classes consisting of
a single individual object. In contrast to this special case, in classification tasks usually
at least some level of prior knowledge about the object classes has to be assumed in
order to correctly classify novel objects. This could be the number of classes into which
objects should be grouped, a similarity criterion according to which grouping should be
performed or even a complete listing of all possible objects and their corresponding class.

Thus, identification and classification tasks differ in the amount of necessary prior
knowledge. Under changing environmental conditions and imperfect sensory descrip-
tions, these differences are somewhat obfuscated as familiar objects might generate novel
stimuli. If the system has to use the observation of a stimulus to infer the identity of
the underlying object, prior knowledge about the environment and/or the imperfections
in the sensory representation is needed. However, it is possible that this knowledge can
be gained independently of the identity of the object (see section 2.4).

For a given set of objects and their corresponding sensory descriptions, the aim of a
classification tasks is to find a good classifier, i.e. a map Ŷ : X Ñ Y( or σpYq respectively)
such that Ŷ pΦpyqq is as close as possible to (has as much overlap as possible with) the
true identity (class) y. The quality of a classifier can be judged by calculating the ex-
pected loss. For a given loss-function l, which measures the loss incurred by substituting
the true class (y) with the estimated class (ŷ :� Ŷ pxq) (e.g. l : py, ŷq ÞÑ r0, 1s)6, the
expected loss is given by integration over the the object, description, and stimulus space

LpŶ q :� EY EX|YES|X

�
lpy, Ŷ pxq

�
, (2.1)

where EY denotes the expectation value over y taken with respect to PY and analogously
for the other expectation values.

In most practical settings or benchmark studies, the misclassification error (lpy, ŷq �
δypŷq), is used. In this case, the performance of a classification rule can be summarized by
the confusion matrix, with row-entries for the predicted class membership and column en-
tries for the true (actual) class-membership. In two-class problems, e.g. known/unknown
this reduces to a 2x2 matrix. If the probability distribution PY is known, the column-
sums of the confusion matrix are fixed, which reduces the degrees of freedom in the
matrix to two. A commonly used summary of a 2x2 confusion matrix, reports sensitiv-
ity as the fraction of true positive predictions over positive, and specificity as the fraction
of true negatives over negatives.

2.2.1. Bayesian Inference

In Bayesian inference, prior knowledge about the probability that any individual object
is observed (the prior ppyq) and the probability distribution of sensory descriptions (the

6In the following we will always assume that a correct classification ŷ � y incurs no loss.
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likelihood pps|yq) are combined to yield the posterior (after the observation) probability
that a specific object has actually been observed ppy|sq via

ppy|sq � pps|yq ppyq
ppsq (2.2)

� pps|yq ppyq°
y pps|yq ppyq

(2.3)

(2.4)

To obtain a posterior p̂py|sq which is as close as possible to the true posteriors ppy|sq
the system has to estimate prior and likelihood. If classification is the only purpose, a
Bayes-optimal classifier Ŷ psq � argmaxyp̂py|sq can be used as an estimate of y.

Prior

The prior gives the probability with which an individual object (class) is encountered.
This probability is in principle independent of the actual observation process. Moreover,
in some real life situations a correct estimate of the prior probability of encountering a
specific individual can already yield a correct identification, even if no information about
the identity has been extracted from the physical description, i.e. p̂px|yq is independent
of y. For example, imagine yourself entering your office room that you share with other
colleagues. It is highly unlikely that in your absence anyone else would be in your office
ppY � colleagueq " ppY � anyone elseq. Therefore, if you only share with one colleague
you would probably attribute any unspecific sign of human presence (pps|y1q � pps|y2q,
for all y1, y2) to this colleague. Even if there is more than one colleague, probably
everyone will sit at his desk and identification becomes possible based on the location of
the persons.

Likelihood

As classes of objects contain more than a single individual, physical descriptions of mem-
bers extend over a region of X which is equal to the support of the class likelihood ppx|yq.
Any object class therefore has an extent and accordingly a positive within-class variation.
Given a description in terms of independent components, i.e. ppx|yq �±D

j�1 ppxj |yq, one
can calculate the extent and the variation for each component dimension Xj separately.
If one assumes that for most object classes some component dimensions are not specific,
i.e. ppxj |yq � ppxjq, the likelihood ppx|yq can be written as¹

jPJpyq

ppxj |yq �
¹

jPJpyqc

ppxjq, (2.5)

where Jpyq � t1, . . . , Du denotes the class-specific dimensions.

In classification tasks, a Bayes-optimal classifier is based only on the posterior ppy|xq
and therefore on the ratio ppx|yq

ppxq . Using equation (2.5) the estimation of the original
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d-dimensional likelihood can thus be simplified to a Jpyq-dimensional class specific like-
lihood. For example, most manufactured objects occur in a variety of colors. Therefore,
in a classification tasks with manufactured items color might not be class specific and
could be omitted for estimation of the class specific likelihood. For the remaining class-
specific dimensions the system needs to estimate ppxj |yq, e.g. a function mapping Xj to
the unit interval. Without any further restrictions on the structure of the object class,
the set of admissible functions is large and the estimation can get very complex even in
this simplified case of independent components as it always involves the generalization
from a limited number of observations to the full space X or Xj respectively itself.

In contrast, the physical description of individuals can be characterized by a point-
mass ppx|yq � δxypxq for fixed environmental conditions. This has two important conse-
quences: On the one hand, at least if we restrict the population sufficiently e.g. to adult
European faces, there are no individuum-specific dimensions: Every individual is a typ-
ical sample of the overall population. A reduction of the dimension of the description
will invariably decrease the amount of information (see section 2.3.2 for a detailed dis-
cussion of exemplary cases). On the other hand, in the ideal case of fixed environmental
conditions and noiseless encoding, observations of any given individual should always
look exactly the same, and the likelihood is given by the δ-function of the observation
itself. Thus, no estimation of the likelihood is necessary, as a single observation already
contains all of the information. Even in the case of stimulus transformations and/or
noisy observation, the way in which the likelihoods are affected is very similar across
different individuals and can therefore be estimated largely independently of the identity
of the individual object (see later section 2.4 for a more detailed analysis).

These differences in the structure of the likelihoods are a central aspect of the com-
putational theory.

In identification tasks, the structure of the likelihood is a priori known - or can be
largely estimated independently of the objects identity - and every projection of the
physical description - sufficiently restricted to include only components which actually
vary across the population - which reduces the dimension invariably reduces the in-
formation and degrades the quality of a classifier or likelihood estimate. Given fixed
environmental conditions or sufficient knowledge of the conditions, once an individual
object is observed, all of the information concerning its identity is observed as well.

In classification tasks, the likelihood function changes across different object classes
and does not a priori fall into a specific subfamily of functions. Therefore, it has to
be estimated from observations of class members. Although the estimation process can
lead to the removal of non-informative component dimensions - and thereby a decrease
in the necessary description length of the object class - perfect estimation of object class
likelihoods is not possible based solely on observations without prior assumptions about
the class structure that sufficiently restrict the set of possible functions.
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Posterior

In identification tasks with point mass density for a finite set of known individuals
(ppx|yq � δxypxq for y � 1, . . . , n), the posteriors of known individuals are given by

ppy|xq � δxypxq
ppyq°

y�1,...,n ppxy|y1qppy1q � ppY � 0qppx|Y � 0q , (2.6)

where Y � 0 denotes the sampling population, i.e. the class of unknown individuals.
If one assumes unique physical descriptions ppxy|y1q is equal to zero for all y1 � y and
classification according to (2.6) becomes independent of the prior. It is thus possible to
recognize an individual no matter how unlikely it is to meet this individual in the first
place. Although it might be very surprising to encounter a specific individual in a foreign
context, e.g. being on holidays in a foreign country, recognition is still possible, as the
physical description of an individual is unique. In classification tasks, independence of
the posterior from the prior can only be achieved if we assume non-overlapping classes,
i.e. every individual object belongs to exactly one class. Given the multitude of possible
object classes, this seems to be a rather strict and unrealistic assumption.

Knowledge about the likelihoods of a finite set of known individuals generally does
not imposes a structure on the remaining space/population X . The partitioning of the
physical description space which is induced by the object classes Y is equal to

σpH, x1, . . . , xn,X q.

Thus, a system could in principle achieve perfect identification of known objects but
remain “blind” to any relationships between the unknown objects.7

The lack of structure imposed in identification tasks is visualized in figure 2.3, which
shows two different “posterior landscapes”: In identification tasks there is a smooth
population posterior with a small set of isolated spikes, corresponding to the known
individuals (figure 2.3(a)). In classification tasks, the landscape is composed of hills
and valleys (figure 2.3(b)). Some regions are populated by individuals of several object
classes, but even in single-object regions some areas are more densely populated than
others.

2.3. Information Processing and Compression

In the previous sections it has been assumed that a sensor conveys the full information
present in a stimulus observation. However, under more realistic assumptions a sensor
reduces the amount of information available, either through compression or sensory noise.
For classification of objects, in the best case the sensor is noiseless and only removing

7I am not aware of a study explicitly reporting of cases of such an “inverse prosopagnosia”, where the
deficit is restricted to categorizations of faces while identification is unimpaired. However, there are
certain parallels of the face processing deficit in Williams Syndrome with such an inverse prosopag-
nosia (see section 5.1.1).
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(a): Identification task (n=16) (b): Classification task (n=8)

Figure 2.3. Examples for “posterior landscapes” in an identification (a) and a classifica-
tion task (b). Plotted are posteriors over a two-dimensional description space. (a): The
population distribution (gray, Np0, 1q distributed) is interspersed with peaked likelihoods of
known individuals (colored peaks, approximated by Npµy, 0.001q, µy � Np0, 1q). (b): Mean
and standard deviation of the Gaussian distributions for the class likelihoods were chosen
uniformly and independently from the intervals r�2, 2s and r.05, .4s respectively.

redundant information, i.e. parts of the physical description that are the same for all
objects. In the worst case the sensory representations of different objects are always the
same and a discrimination based on sensory descriptions is impossible.

As noted above, the aim of sensory representations is to compress the information
contained in the physical description of the objects, while maintaining the information
necessary to make correct classifications. The information bottleneck method (Tishby
et al., 2000) provides a variational approach to compare different projections of the
physical description in terms of the information they provide on the classification tasks
and the compression achieved by this projection. In an application of these methods
to sensory representations the following section contains some general statements about
sensory projections, irrespective of the specific features used for implementation.

The information a physical description (a random variable X with values in X ) pro-
vides for the classification in question (a random variable Y with a finite set of values
in Y) can be quantified by the reduction in uncertainty about exactly which object
is present, given the physical description. Here, Shannon’s definition (Shannon, 1948)
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of entropy, denoted by H, and mutual information, denoted by I, for discrete valued
random variables X and Y will be used to elucidate the concept.

HpY q :� �
¸
y

ppyq log2pppyqq (2.7)

HpY |Xq :� �
¸
x

ppxq
�¸
y

ppy|xq log2pppy|xqq
�

(2.8)

IpX;Y q :� HpY q �HpY |Xq (2.9)

For any mapping S : X Ñ S the information processing inequality states that

IpX;Y q ¥ IpSpXq, Y q. (2.10)

Thus, the information about the object class or identity present in the physical descrip-
tion is always equal to or larger than the information present in any sensory description.
Sensory projections can only reduce information.

However, it is possible to find mappings that preserve all of the information, so called
sufficient statistics (Kullback, 1959) which can be characterized in terms of conditional
expectations. The latter will be defined in the following. For any PX -measurable map-
ping T : pX , σpX qq Ñ pT , σpT qq and every y P Y, there exists a gy : T Ñ R such
that

for every B P σpT q,
»
B
gyptqdPT ptq �

»
T�1pBq

ppx|yqdPXpxq.

The function value gyptq is called the conditional expectation of ppx|yq given that
T pxq � t. Similarly, there exists the conditional expectation of ppxq given that T pxq � t,
which in the following will be denoted by gptq. Given these definition, T is a sufficient
statistic of X w.r.t. Y if and only if

ppx|yq
ppxq � gypT pxqq

gpT pxqq , PX almost surely for every y P Y

For example this requirement is met if

@t P T @x P T�1ptq :
ppx|yq
ppxq � const.

Thus, the level-sets of the likelihood ratios provide a sufficient statistics of the full phys-
ical description.

In identification tasks, likelihoods of known individuals are point-masses and a suffi-
cient statistic for the description of a specific object under constant environment con-
ditions is generated by a point, i.e. exactly the full physical description of this object.
While this description is only available after the first observation of the object (“Only
those who know me, will recognize me in here”), the fact that it provides a sufficient
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statistic is known in advance. If the full physical description of an individual object
can be obtained, no further information is necessary to perfectly identify the object. In
contrast the likelihood ratios of object classes have to estimated, which involves gener-
alization from a limited number of samples/observations. The observation of a single
exemplar from any object class thus only provides limited information. However, if it
is known that the class structure is generated by a subspace of the full description (e.g.
a single criterion, for example size), projection on this subspace provides a sufficient
statistic.

Most of the time a full physical description or projection by a sufficient statistic is not
feasible as a sensory representation. The system has to reduce (compress) the physical
description, thereby loosing information about the objects. One criterion to compare
different representations is via the information bottleneck method (Tishby et al., 2000),
which provides a new variational principle by introducing a parameter β to quantify the
a priori importance of accurate presentation of the information in X and compression
of the sensory representation SpXq. For a given β a representation with an optimal
balance is found by minimizing

IpSpXq;Xq � βIpSpXq;Y q, (2.11)

where β ¥ 0 is the parameter adjusting the amount of meaningful information left in
the sensory representation, while keeping the constraint on S, i.e.

°
sPS P pSpxq � sq � 1

for all x P X . A small β leads to strong compression. For β � 0, (2.11) is minimized by
every constant mapping S. A large β requires more accurate representation of the infor-
mation X contains about Y . For β Ñ 8, the minimizer of (2.11) contains increasingly
more information about Y .

A sufficient statistic T provides a loss-less compression of the information IpX;Y q �
IpT pXq;Y q. It is thus preferable - in terms of (2.11) - to any S with IpSpXq;Xq �
IpT pXq;Xq. For example, in the case of identification with point-mass likelihoods any
T which maps X onto the finite set t0, 1, . . . , nu and satisfies

T pxq �
#
y , if x � xy, for y � 1, . . . , n

0 , otherwise
,

is a sufficient statistic. It is obvious, that this mapping T does only impose little structure
on X , i.e. the induced sigma-algebra is given by a finite set of points. Moreover, any given
level of compression can equally be obtained by a mapping from the sufficient statistic,
which is formulated mathematically in the compression lemma (see appendix B.1). Thus,
notwithstanding the exact sensory representation of a system, every classification based
on this sensory representation, can - without loss of information - be described as a
classification based on the sufficient statistic T pxq.
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2.3.1. Curse and Blessings of Dimensionality

Learning of sensory features to optimally represent the object classes (for a given level
of compression) is usually based on a limited number of observations, i.e. samples dis-
tributed in the input space. If the number of samples is small compared to the dimension
of the input space, the space will be sampled sparsely. Mathematically this can be ex-
pressed more easily in a reverse formulation: The probability mass of a neighborhood
around a specific sample point x, i.e. a ball of radius ε, denoted as Bεpxq, decreases with
increasing dimension, e.g. for dim(X )=2k and a probability density p of PX :

PXpBεpxqq �
ε small

ε2k
πk

pkq! ppxq. (2.12)

More generally, the exponential increase in the volume8 of a space as a function of its
dimension is one of the fundamental problems in Optimization, Function Approximation
and Numerical Integration and has been coined the “curse of dimensionality” by Bellman
(1961). As a consequence of the increase in volume, also the average distance between
observations sampled from the space increases with increasing dimension, thereby de-
creasing the generalizability from a limited set of observations. An example of this will
be given in section 2.3.2 for the case of normally distributed random variables, where
the distance to the population mean was calculated explicitly.

In classification tasks the sensory features should provide an optimal representation
for object classes in terms of giving estimates of the class likelihood functions. As
noted above, generalizability from samples decreases with increasing dimension, thus
complicating the estimation process.

In contrast, in the case of identification, estimation of an optimal sensory representa-
tion is trivial, at least under constant environmental conditions: The observation itself
is a sufficient statistic (see section 2.3) and can be used to generate an optimal linear
projection (see section 2.3.2). Furthermore, the focus in identification tasks is not to in-
fer the structure of an object class, i.e. estimate the likelihood from a limited number of
samples, but to separate a limited number of individual observations from their sampling
population. A closer inspection of the corresponding expected loss (see equation (2.1)
in section 2.2) leads to the following simplification

LpŶ q � ppY � 0qEX|YES|X

�
lpy, Ŷ psqq

�
�

ņ

y�1

ppY � yqlpy, Ŷ pSpxyqqq, (2.13)

where xy is the unique description of the individual object y. Thus, the integration over
known individuals is just an evaluation of the loss function at their stimulus description.
Now, if we assume, that the sensory representation enables at least a separation of the
known individuals such that Ŷ pSpxyqq � y, then the sum on the right hand side of (2.13)

8Here, volume was calculated using the Euclidean metric in a continuous space. Extensions to discrete
space and metrics should in principle be straightforward.
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vanishes for the recognition of known individuals Y � 0 and analysis can be restricted
to the case of a single individual that has to be recognized in a population based on
its physical description xy. In the case of a full sensory description (i.e. Spxq � x) the
Bayes-optimal classifier is given by

Ŷ psq �
#
y , if s � xy and P pY � yq ¡ P pY � 0qP pxy|Y � 0q, for y=1,. . . ,n

0 , otherwise
. (2.14)

In this case the expected loss reduces to

minpP pY � yq lpY � y, 0q, P pY � 0qP pxy|Y � 0q IpY � 0, yqq.
To ease computations, in the following, it is always assumed that the loss function is
symmetric and that P pY � yq ¡ P pY � 0qP pxy|Y � 0q. Hence, the expected loss of a
Bayes-optimal classifier is equal to P pY � 0qP pxy|Y � 0qlpy, 0q.

Blessings of Dimensionality More generally, one can investigate the loss incurred by
using sub-optimal classifiers, i.e. a classifier Ŷ that for each known individual y assigns
not only observations of xy but also observations in some neighborhood Bε of xy to y.
This would be useful, for example, if the sensory description is noisy and SpXq � X�Z,
where Z is a random variable with probability density pz and support supppZq � Bεp0q.

To ease computations, assume that there is no overlap between the extended accep-
tance regions for two known individuals.9 Then, the expected loss of the classifier can
be expressed as

LpŶ q � EY EX|Y ES|X

�
lp0, Ŷ psqq

�

� ppY � 0q
¸
y

�»
Bεpxyq

lp0, yq ppx|Y � 0q dx
�

� ppY � 0q
¸
y

rlp0, yqPXpBεpxyqqs

In the case of a loss-function that assigns equal loss to any false identification, irre-
spective of the assigned and actual identity, i.e. lpy, y1q � lpy, y2q �: lc for all y1, y2 � y,
and using the approximation in (2.12), this further simplifies to

LpŶ q � ppY � 0q lc Vol2kpBεqloooomoooon
�ε2k π

k

pkq!

¸
y

rppxy|Y � 0qs ,

9Without this simplifications, further assumptions about the exact assignment of observations in these
overlap regions have to be made.
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where Vol2kpBεq denotes the volume of a 2k-dimensional sphere with radius ε and°
y rppxy|Y � 0qs is the summed typicality of known individuals. Thus, for any fixed

radius ε, the volume of the sphere decreases with increasing dimension, and thus the loss
decreases with increasing dimension. The “curse” of dimensionality turns into a “bless-
ing” such that the identification task becomes the simpler the higher the dimension of
the sensory description space and the loss incurred by using suboptimal classifiers (or
noisy observations) decreases.

2.3.2. Example: Dimensionality of Sensory Features

In this section, the influence of the dimensionality of sensory features on the information
they provide about the identity or class membership will be studied in detail for two
example cases of information processing and compression.

First, it is assumed that the physical description is given in terms of a binary alpha-
bet, x P t0, 1uD, and the influence of coordinate projections on the mutual information
between observed projections and object class or identity will be studied. More specif-
ically, the influence of the number of object classes/individuals (n) and in the case of
identification the influence of the prior over the unknown population (p0) on the mutual
information of projections is analyzed.

Coordinate projections onto subspaces are probably the most simple form of com-
pression. The class-specific dimensions introduced in section 2.2.1 provide an example.
Assuming a product decomposition of the physical description, i.e.

ppx|yq �
¹
jPJpyq

ppxj |yq
¹
jRJpyq

ppxjq, for all y P Y,

the dimensions that are not class specific, i.e. j R Jpyq, do not carry information as
to whether an object belongs to this class. Thus, they can be dropped in any sensory
representation of this object class. We will call the minimum number of input dimensions
needed to obtain a sufficient statistic the effective dimension or minimum description
length of an object class.

A special case is the representation of individual objects sampled out of a population.
If X is sufficiently restricted according to the population, e.g. the physical description
space of all possible faces, an individual sample from the population will be a point in
this space. Dropping further dimensions will always identify this point (individual) with
a subset of the population and therefore reduce the information.

Second, we assume normal distributions over the physical description of object classes,
X|Y � Npµ,Σq, where the identification classes are identified with the limit case of zero
variance (Σ Ñ 0). Here, the decrease in the goodness/quality of linear projections for
classification will be analysed only in the identification task. It is beyond the scope of
this thesis, to investigate classification tasks in full generality, i.e. without specifying a
distinct representation and/or distribution.
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Binary Features

Assume physical descriptions X as random variables mapping to a binary D-dimensional
feature space X � t0, 1uD and classes Y as random variables with values in the finite set
Y � t0, 1, . . . , nu with joint distribution PpX,Y q given by marginals on Y and conditional

distributions P pX|Y q.10 Furthermore for each J � t1, . . . , Du we denote by XJ the
projection of X onto the dimensions in J , i.e. XJ :� πJ �X and correspondingly define
X J :� πJpX q. In contrast to the identification task, including only relevant projections
onto class-specific dimensions can compress the sensory representation in classification
tasks.

Identification tasks In identification tasks, known individuals y P t1, . . . , nu have to
be distinguished and differentiated from the remaining population, which is labeled as
y � 0. For ease of notation we introduce the class of known individuals Y� :� Yzt0u
and the prior of the unknown class po :� P pY � 0q. We assume a uniform distribution
over known individuals py � 1�p0

n py P Y�q and conditional distributions ppx|yq :�
P pX � x|Y � yq as a point-mass, i.e. Dirac densities ppx|yq � δxypxq with xy P X for
y P Y�. The unknown class has a uniform distribution over the remaining population
with support supppppx|Y � 0qq � X z�yY�txyu.

For each projection XJ we obtain:

ppxJq �
¸
yPY

ppxJ |yq ppyq

� ppxJ |y � 0q p0 �
¸
yPY�

δxJy pxJq ppyq
, (2.15)

where δxJy pxJq is one, if xJ � xJy , and zero otherwise. We define a mapping ZJY point-

wise by ZJY pxq :� °
yPY� δxJy pxJq. The subscript Y denotes the dependency on the

exact choice of descriptions xy of the known individuals y P Y�. For each given set
of descriptions of known individual txyuyPY� P X , ZJY is a function mapping X J to
t0, . . . , nu. Conversely, for each fixed x P X , ZJY pxq is a random variable, its distribution
depending on the choice of the txyuyPY� . Furthermore, we assume that the distribution
ppxJ |y � 0q only depends on ZJY pxJq, but not on the exact value xJ .

Description of three analytically tractable special cases In the following the analysis
is limited to three special cases

• iid: Individuals are assumed to be typical samples of the population. The txyuyPY�

are sampled uniformly from the space X of all possible individuals. Then for

10The definition of Y depends on n. We denote this dependency by Y n, but omit the superscript
whenever n is (implicitly) given for easier notation.
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each x, ZJY pxq follows a hypergeometric distribution with parameters (N � 2D,
m � 2D�|J |, n � n)

P pZJY pxq � kq �

�
2d�|J |

k


�
2D � 2D�|J |

k



�

2D

k


 ,

and consequently the expected mutual information ErIpY,XJqs, where the expec-
tation value is taken w.r.t. the random choice of the txyuyPY� , does not depend on
J , but only on |J | (see appendix B.2).

• best case: Individuals are assumed to be members of a subpopulation. Individuals
in this subpopulation differ only in a subset Jpnq of the dimensions and the projec-
tions are chosen to map onto these discriminating dimensions. The txyuyPY� are

sampled uniformly over a subspace X Jpnqpcq :� tx P X : π �Jpnqpxq � cu, for some
c P t0, 1uD�|Jpnq| with the dimension are sorted such that Jpnq � t1, . . . , rlog2pnqsu
and the projections are are limited to t1u, t1, 2u, . . . , t1, . . . , Du, i.e. they always
include the discriminating or “best” dimensions.

• worst case: As in the best case individuals are assumed to be members of a sub-
population but projections are onto dimensions that do not differ between the
individuals in this subpopulation. The txyuyPY� are sampled as in the best case,
but projections are limited to tDu, tD,D� 1u, . . . , tD, . . . , 1u, i.e. they sample the
dimensions in reverse or “worst possible” order.

While the iid case assumes a uniform distribution of known individuals, e.g. that
they are typical samples, the best (worst) case assumes, that known individuals are
sampled from a distinct subpopulation and the projections are best (worst) suited to the
identification task. Thus, one can interpret the best case as a system having adopted
its representation to the subpopulation of individuals that have to be individuated. The
worst case is then a shift to a population with “orthogonal” characteristics.

These two scenarios are chosen to mimic differences in the recognition of own race
compared to other race faces, which is referred to as the other-race-effect (Valentine,
1991; Michel et al., 2006; Hancock and Rhodes, 2008; Hayward et al., 2008). While
most people are very good at extracting information about the identity for faces of their
own race (faces they had been exposed to repeatedly), this ability does not transfer to
other-race faces in which the individual variability is confined to different characteristics
or parts of the face. The resulting deficit in face recognition can be as severe as in the
case of prosopagnosia (Wang et al., 2009).

Comparison of the three different scenarios is based on the mutual information be-
tween projections XJ relative to the maximally achievable mutual information for full

observations11: IpXJ ;Y q
IpX;Y q .

11Exact calculations of the mutual information can be found in the appendix B.2
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Figure 2.4. Influence of compression in an identification task with n=1024 individuals in
a population of N=220. Plotted is the mutual information IpXJ ;Y q between class labels
Y for projections XJ relative to the maximum IpY ;Xq as a function of the dimension |J |
of the projection for three different scenarions (blue = iid, green = best case, red = worst
case) and for different prior probabilities p0 for encountering an unknown individual (solid,
dashed, dotted). The black parallelogram surrounding the plots denotes boundaries for best
and worst case scenarios in the case of p0 � 0, the black solid diagonal line reflects the case
in which each dimension contributes equally.

Results For all three scenarios, averaged over possible descriptions of known individ-
uals, IpXJ ;Y q does not depend on the exact projection J , but only on the dimension
|J | of the projection. Expected relative mutual information is plotted as a function
of the dimension |J | in figure 2.4 for all three scenarios in the task of individuating
n � 1024 out of a population of N � 220 with three different priors p0 of encountering
an unknown individual. Priors are chosen such that encountering a known individual
is 23, 26 or 29 times more likely than encountering any other individual. Note that for
p0 � 1� n�29

N � 1
2 it is as likely to encounter a known individual as it is to encounter an

unknown individual. For p0 ¤ 1
2 the identification task becomes more and more like a

classification task.

The best and worst case scenarios are similar. If one divides the graph at |J | �
log2 N

2 � log2 n � 10 the parts to the left and right are exchanged in the two scenarios.
While in the best case scenario, the first 10 projections differentiate between known
individuals, the last 10 projections serve to distinguish the single known individual that
is left of the 210 � 1 unknown individuals sharing the same first 10 projections. In the
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worst case scenario this order is exchanged, thereby first differentiating between known
and unknown and later on distinguishing between known individuals. In both scenarios,
differentiating between known individuals has a constant absolute information rate (in-
crease of information per additional dimension) of p1�p0q while distinguishing unknown
from known has an information rate that decreases approximately exponentially in the
number of dimensions.

The iid case only differs slightly from the best case scenario. This seems somewhat
surprising, as no structure was imposed on the set of known individuals. However, as
known individuals are drawn uniformly from the population, each single projection car-
ries on average one bit of information w.r.t. the known individuals. Single projections
are independent, and thus a projection of size |J | � 10 carries on average 10 bits of
information. As the sampling is normally not perfectly counterbalanced, some projec-
tions might actually carry less than 1 bit of information. This variance in information
depends on the number n of known individuals.12 Thus, if the number of known individ-
uals is sufficiently large and if known individuals are a typical sample of the population,
projections that optimally separate between known individuals only marginally increase
the information obtained compared to the average over randomly chosen projections.

Another observation can be made with respect to best and worse case. The em-
ployed subpopulation sampling scheme divides the dimensions - equally for the cases
reported above - into those that provide optimal information for differentiating between
the known individuals and those that do not provide any information. If we consider a
system trained on such a subpopulation, and assume some kind of simplification prin-
ciple (e.g. Occam’s Razor), projections onto the uninformative dimensions would be
discarded, similar to the case of class-specific dimensions discussed in section 2.2.1. Now
imagine a shift in the population, similar to a shift from perceiving own race compared
to other race faces. This shift implies a change in the informativeness of the dimensions:
uninformative ones become informative, informative ones become less informative, even
uninformative if the new subpopulation is “orthogonal” to the original one. And the
system’s sensory features which were initially optimized for another subpopulation be-
come less informative.

The number of known individuals and the prior probability of the set of known in-
dividuals have opposite effects on the relative mutual information that roughly cancel
out, as can be seen in figure 2.5. If the a priori probability of encountering any single
individuum is constant 1�p0

n � c, the relative information rate is very similar, slightly
smaller for smaller n. Already for fixed p0 absolute information rates up to log2pnq are
slightly smaller for smaller n, due to sampling variations. In the best case scenario de-
scribed above they would be exactly equal, but relative information rates differ as in the
iid case.

Here, only those situations are analyzed in which the projections XJ are fixed and
the same for every individual. This corresponds to a general projection of the physical

12The information of a single projection depends on the empirical mean µ̂j :�
|ty:xjy�1u|

n
, (j � 1, ldots,D).

Under the assumption of iid sampling, i.e. P pxjy � 1q � 1
2
, the variance of µ̂j is equal to 1

4n
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Figure 2.5. Influence of compression in different identification tasks. Shown are plots of
the mutual information IpY n;XJq for projections XJ relative to the maximum IpY n;Xq
as a function of the projection dimension |J | in the iid scenario. Tasks differ with respect
to the number of individuals (color coded) and the prior probability p0 of encountering an
unknown individual (solid, dashed, or dotted line).

description space. One could assume that, instead of a general projection, a system
employs a range of projections XJk for k � 1, . . . ,K. However, the small size of the
differences between an optimal projection (best case) and the average over all projections
(iid case), indicates that in most cases the informativeness of the projection does not
depend on the exact choice of dimensions included.

Classification tasks In contrast to identification tasks, prior assumptions on the struc-
ture of the object classes have to be made to specify a classification task. Here, for any
desired number of object classes, classes are constructed to have only the minimum num-
ber of class specific dimensions needed to be non-overlapping in the physical description
space.

We assume object classes y P t1, . . . , nu that are defined by class-specific dimensions
Jpyq � t1, . . . , Du with ppxj |yq � δ

xjy
pxjq for j P Jpyq where xjy P t0, 1u will be called the

class-specific feature of the class-specific dimension j. Furthermore we assume ppXj �
0|yq � ppXj � 1|yq � 1

2 for j P t1, . . . , DuzJpyiq.13 We will refer to |Jpyq| as the

13With these assumptions any object class can be represented as a ternary string xy � px1y, . . . , x
D
y q of

length D with the alphabet p0, 1, �q representing the sets pt0u, t1u, t0, 1uq respectively. This notation
is similar to the one used for schemata by Holland (1975). Schemata were introduced to partition
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description length of the object class y and denote the members of y by Xy :� tx P X :

@j P Jpyq xj � xjyu.

Simulation setup For the simulations reported below, we used a simple algorithm
to minimize the description lengths under the requirement that all classes are non-
overlapping, i.e. @y1 � y2 P t1, . . . , nu Dj P t1, . . . , Du : xjy1 � xjy2 . For details on the
algorithm used see Appendix B.3.1. Although the algorithm always converges, the so-
lution found is in general not unique and does not necessarily correspond to a global
minimum. Thus we only report average values obtained over several simulation repeti-
tions, i.e. repeated constructions of non-overlapping object classes.

For each repetition we calculate the mutual information between projections XJ rel-

ative to the maximally achievable mutual information for full observations: EJ rIpX
J ;Y qs

IpX;Y q .

For each m all possible projections J with |J | � m are considered and are given
equal probability in the calculation of the expectation value. In addition we calcu-
late the empirical distribution of object class description lengths, i.e. for each m define
Spmq :� ty : |Jpyq| � mu and calculate pnpmq :� |Spmq|

n as well as the fraction of the
full space X covered by objects from classes with description length smaller or equal to

m Rpmq :�
°
m1¤m

°
yPSpm1q |Xy |
|X | . Simulation results are reported for three scenarios with

fixed dimensionality d � 10 and varying numbers of object classes n P t8, 32, 128u.

Simulation results For all difference numbers of object classes n the relative informa-
tion rate is on average close to 1 bit (see figure 2.6, upper plot), with variations depending
on the exact choice of class specifics pJpyq, xyq and chosen projections J . More specif-
ically (see appendix B.3.2), the mutual information depends on the overlaps X J

y1 X X J
y1 .

As classes are non-overlapping for full-observations, incrementally increasing the dimen-
sion of the projections will eventually include a dimension j P t1, . . . , Du, that separates
at least two classes. By choosing specific projections, e.g. onto YyPYJpyq, a perfect
separation can be achieved earlier. This is reflected in differences in minimal/maximal
achievable information rate for different n.

For example separating n � 8 classes needs at least 3 (log2p8q) bits of information
in the best case (YyPYJpyq � Jpyq) for all y P Y). If object classes are constructed
randomly, description lengths of object classes tend to be larger than the minimum
and are not perfectly aligned (see figure 2.6, lower plot), thereby increasing (YyPYJpyq).
However, the maximally (minimally) achievable information rate differs from the average
rate, where the maximum is taken over all possible projections j and choice of class
specifics pJpyq, xyq. This difference in rates implies that there are projections J with large
(small) overlap J X pYyPYJpyqq. Thus, in contrast to the identification task discussed
above, by choosing specific projections e.g. onto the class-specific dimensions, the relative
information rate can be increased.

a search space into sets of elements with similar characteristics. Note that in this notation, Jpyq �
tj P t1, . . . , Du : xjy � �u.
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Figure 2.6. Influence of compression in different classification tasks. The upper plot
shows the mutual information IpY n;XJq, averaged over all projections XJ , relative to
the maximum IpY n;Xq as a function of the projection dimension |J |. The classification
tasks differ in the number of non-overlapping object classes n P t8, 32, 128u (color coded).
Solid lines show the mean relative information for all projections of dimension |J | � m,
dashed lines show the minimum and maximum over all projections. The lower plot shows
the empirical distribution of object class description lengths (pnpmq) and the fraction of
total space X covered by objects from classes with description length smaller or equal to m
(Rpmq).

Note that, the method used to construct non-overlapping object classes leads to in-
creasingly longer description length for an increasing number of classes n, while the
fraction of space covered by the classes is similar for different n (see figure 2.6, lower
plot).

Linear Projections of Continuous Features

In the case of continuous features, an information theoretic treatment in terms of mutual
information is more difficult, as it depends on the specific distribution and projections.
Thus, we focus on analyzing more easily computable properties like mean and variance
of linear projections. In general, finding optimal linear projections for classification tasks
depends on the class structure. Here, only the case of identification will be discussed,
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as they are characterized by a fixed structure of point-mass densities which allows an
analytic treatment of the problem. Statistical methods for supervised and unsupervised
classification will be discussed in more detail in section 3.1.

Identification tasks In the following it will be shown that observations of an individ-
ual not only provide a sufficient statistic (see above), but can also be used to define an
optimal linear projection. Using similar notation as above we assume a uniform distribu-
tion over known individuals py � 1�p0

n py P Y� � Yzt0uq and conditional distributions
ppx|yq :� P pX � x|Y � yq as a point-mass, i.e. Dirac densities ppx|yq � δxypxq with
D-dimensional observations xy P X � RD for y P Y�. Sampling from the population
is assumed to follow a D-dimensional normal distribution, i.e. xy are iid according to a
normal distribution with mean zero and variance Σ � diagpσjq, for j � 1, . . . , D . To
simplify analysis we assume that the distribution of the unknown class is equal to the
population distribution.14

For projections onto single canonical dimensions πjpxq � xx, ejy, where x�, �y denotes
the scalar product and ej the j-th unit vector, we obtain

ppxj |yq �

$'&
'%
δ
xjy
pxjq for y P Y�,

1

p2πq
1
2 σj

exp

�pxjq2

2σ2
j for y R Y�

The expected Euclidean distance from the population mean can be interpreted as a
measure of information about the individuality of the known individuals. For a single
dimensionj it is given by EyPY�rExy rpxjyq2ss. As the xjy are normally distributed, one
obtains for the expected distance

EyPY�rExy rpxjyq2ss � σ2
j

.
More generally, for linear projections F pxq � xx, fy, where f P RD, one has:

EyPY�rExy rF pxyq2ss � fT diagpσ2
j q f �

Ḑ

j�1

pfjσjq2.

However, there are some exceptional linear projections, notably those given by the
known individuals. For the ease of computation, we assume observations with unit
variance σj � 1. If fy � xy

||xy ||
, i.e. the normalized description of known individual y,

then

• Fypxq is Np0, fTy fyq=Np0, 1q distributed for y P Y�

• Fypxy1q is Np0, 1q distributed for a typical sample y1 � y P Y�

14As individuals are single points, they have a probability mass of zero. A distribution that specifically
excludes these points will be equal to the population distribution P almost surely.
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• Fypxyq � ||xy|| is χd-distributed for y P Y�.

The first two distributions are independent of D, but ||xy|| increases proportional to?
D. For D � 2D1

Exy r||xy||s � ?
2

ΓpD1� 1
2
q

ΓpD1q ��
?
D1

�
e�

1
2 p1� 1

D
qD2


�
?
D1 (2.16)

Furthermore, it can be easily seen from a geometric perspective that

Fypxyq � xfy, xyy � max
f :||f ||�1

xf, xyy.

Thus, the Fy provide optimal linear projections to distinguish known from unknown
individuals and discriminate between known individuals that are sampled from the same
population. Based on these optimal projections Fy, the expected distance Exy rFypxyqs
of an individual’s projection from its sampling population increases proportionally to?
D. Thus, any increase in the dimension of the description space leads to an increase

in separation; any reduction/compression of the space decreases separation.

The optimal linear projections can be compared to the general result obtained via
sufficient statistics in section 2.3: Whereas the observation of an individual xy in itself
provides a sufficient statistic to identify the individual, this observation also allows the
construction of an optimal linear projection Fy. Even in the more general case when the
population covariance is not equal to the identity matrix, this population covariance can
be estimated based on all samples of the population, irrespective of whether they are
part of the known individuals that later need to be discriminated or not. Thus, to a cer-
tain degree the information needed for identification can be separated into information
directly concerning the identification of known individuals and information concerning
the sampling population. The former is included via the renormalization of an individual
observation fy � xy

||xy ||
, which puts more emphasis on components Xj in which the indi-

vidual differs from the population. The latter is included via the population covariance
matrix.

2.4. Object Transformations

In the previous sections, we assumed constant environmental influences and focused on
the variations between individual objects. In the case of changing environments, optimal
sensory representations of object classes would still be independent of the environmental
conditions, i.e. invariant against changes. However, it turns out to be quite difficult to
achieve invariant representations. For example, at least for human faces, image pixel
variation induced by changes in the environment (e.g. size, rotation, illumination) are
larger than variation in the population (Ullman, 1997). It is therefore necessary to in-
clude stimulus transformations in any actual object recognition system. A priori, one
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can distinguish between two sorces of stimulus transformations: environmental transfor-
mations and object transformations.

Environmental transformations are the result of changes in the environment. These
changes are in principle independent of the object in question. To the contrary they
affect all objects present. Thus, for a specific object with a fixed physical description
x P X , environmental transformations, induced by changes in the environment e P E ÞÑ
T peq P E , lead to transformations of sensory stimuli Spx, eq ÞÑ Spx, T peqq.

Object transformations are the result of changes in the physical description of the
object itself. Most solid, rigid objects rarely undergo object transformation. And if
so, they are mostly caused by an external manipulation. However, human faces change
constantly on a different number of time scales. From very fast variations, e.g. the blink
of an eye, to very slow variations, e.g. aging. The resulting sensory transformations
might be very similar for more than a single object (e.g. for all human faces), but in
general it will not be possible to represent them by changes in the sensory mapping
itself. Instead, the transformations will depend on the class membership or identity,
i.e. Φpyq ÞÑ TypΦpyqq. Only to a certain extent can transformations be estimated solely
on the basis of class membership and independent of identity and conversely identity
independent of transformations.

It is important to note that the transformations Ty act on the physical description
space and can in principle be applied to a different object xy1 as well. However, humans
tend to associate transformations with object transformations, which is exploited for ex-
ample by cartoon animations, where transformations that are unique to faces are applied
to non-faces, e.g. animals or cars, giving rise to the impression of smiling cars. Inter-
estingly, some prosopagnosics are well able to identify persons not by static descriptions
of their face (xy), but by their mimics (Typxyq). It could be insightful to test, whether
they would misidentify persons with a different face (xy1), but expressing known mimics
(Typxy1q), i.e. to what extent identification is based on transformations.

As already mentioned above, pixel image variation induced by stimulus transformation
exceeds the variation across individuals. Also, estimation of the transformation and
estimation of identity are difficult to separate. This observation has been mainly used
as an argument against image (pixel) based recognition and to promote the extraction
of more abstract and robust projections (e.g. distances or filters). However, in principle
these difficulties also apply for more abstract measurements, which is illustrated for
eye-distances as an abstract, non-pictorial feature and rotation in depth as a common
transformation in appendix C.

2.4.1. Transformation Invariant Features

A single sensory feature S is transformation invariant for transformations T P T , if for all
T P T : Spx, eq � Spx, T peqq. For example, assume that a sensory feature is sensitive only
to total luminance emitted by the points in its receptive field. Then this sensory feature
is invariant under any change of the reflectance properties at different wavelengths that
leave the total luminance intact. The information it encodes is color-blind or wavelength
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invariant. Another example are sensory features that extract distances between two
points, and are thereby translation invariant.

If transformations are members of a continuously differentiable parametric transfor-
mation group, we will identify transformations with the parameter value and use the
notation Spx, Ttpeqq �: Spx, tq for a fixed reference environmental condition e. Invari-
ance of a d-dimensional sensory description S � pS1, . . . , Sdq w.r.t. to T can then be
formulated as

OtSpx, tq �
�
dS1px, tq

dt
, . . . ,

dSdpx, tq
dt



� 0 , for all t P T

For functions f of the sensory description Spx, tq, i.e. classifiers or estimates of the
likelihood p̂pSpx, tq|yq, transformation invariance can be understood as orthogonality in
the directions of changes in the sensory description and changes in the function. The
function is locally transformation invariant at a given transformation t0 P T , if

d fpSpx, t0qq
dt

�
�Bfpsq

Bs1
, . . . ,

Bfpsq
Bsd


t
|s�Spx,t0qOtSpx, t0q � 0. (2.17)

A simple example is given by functions that do not depend on some sensory features.
Changing these features will not affect the function. More elaborated viewpoint-invariant
functions on human sensory observations are non-accidental properties of shape prim-
itives: curvature, collinearity, symmetry, parallelism, and cotermination (Biederman,
1987). The corresponding 3D-object classes that are viewpoint invariant under per-
spective projection are called GEONS. Examples include straight cylinders vs. curved
barrels, pyramids (pyramidal sections) vs. cubes,. . . Much of the early research on object
recognition has been based on these viewpoint-invariant properties and a decomposition
of objects into the corresponding 3D-components. Given a projection of a complex 3D
shape, the aim is to find a combination of these 3D shape primitives, that would give
rise to the projection (Marr, 1982). This procedure is called recognition-by-components
(Biederman, 1987) or parts decomposition (Ullman, 1997).

In section 2.3.2 we defined object classes by class-specific dimensions. Likelihoods of
these object classes are invariant for changes that affect only non class-specific dimen-
sions, which is obvious in the case of binary features. In a classification task, where
all likelihoods are invariant against certain transformations, the Bayes-classification rule
will be invariant as well. Identification likelihoods were characterized by full feature ob-
servations. Although this excludes invariant features that are common to all individuals,
there are transformation invariances for specific features and/or specific individuals.

2.4.2. Alignment

Instead of finding transformation invariant features to represent object classes, alignment
methods (e.g. Wiskott et al., 1997; Ullman, 2007) try to estimate transformation models.
These transformation models can be used to align a novel stimulus with a stored stimulus
obtained under known environment conditions, e.g. taken from a canonical viewpoint.
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Any given object class y can be affected by a set Ty of transformations. Transformation
models T for alignment are applied either explicitly to the sensory observations s ÞÑ
T�1psq or system representations of the object class, e.g. the likelihoods pps|yq ÞÑ ppT �
Sqpqpx|yq � pppS � T q�1x|yq. The former allows to align sensory descriptions of stimuli
with a canonical environment, the latter to project an object representation, that is
independent of the environment, onto a specific environment.

In most cases global transformation and object models which cover all possible trans-
formations of the object will be difficult to obtain. Partial alignment methods include
object models and transformations that are applicable only to subregions of all pos-
sible environmental conditions (e.g. viewpoints). Hierarchical alignment extends this
method to a parts decomposition of objects. Analogous to objects that are decomposed
into combinations of parts, object transformations are decomposed into transformations
of subsets of parts. Hierarchical alignment methods have been successfully applied to
improve the recognition performance of computer vision systems (Wiskott et al., 1997;
Ullman, 2007).

As an example, consider a set of snapshots of samples from a given object class C:
sy,k � spxy, ekq for y P C and k � 1, . . . ,K with a different number of transformation
models Tk,m, indexed by m � 1, . . . ,Mk, that depend on the environment but not on
the identity of the object. A given sensory input s � spx, eq is mapped (in parallel) to
the canonical environments of the stored snapshot ŝy,k,m � pTk,mq�1psq and a match is
calculated between ŝy,k,m and sy,k.

This example illustrates a common problem in alignment methods: The choice of
appropriate object representations and transformation models. Assume the aim is to
provide a good representation of the object class across all possible transformations
(here assumed to be finite, indexed by θ P t1, . . . ,Θu), then there are two possible
extreme choices in a trade-off between complexity of object representation and trans-
formation models: If all transformations are fully represented, starting from a canon-
ical description pps|y P C, e0q all possible stimuli are obtained via transformations
pps|y P C, ekq � ppT�1

k psq|y P C, e0q. In contrast, if the object representation includes
explicit representations for all possible transformations, transformations need not be
modeled at all. In general, the choice of representation and model will have to depend
on the object class and the appropriate transformations.

In identification tasks, for fixed sensory features an optimal representation (sufficient
statistic) of an individual object y for a given transformation e is given by the snapshot
spxy, eq (see section 2.3). In general, transformations of the object will depend on the
identity, thus spxy, eq � Te,ypxyq (see above). This introduces an additional trade-off:
Either transformation models are estimated for every individual, which entails a number
of models scaling with both the number of individuals and the number of transforma-
tions, or models are estimated only for the general object class, i.e. T̂e,yPC , which however
diminishes accuracy in the description of individual objects.
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2.4.3. Noise

Noisy observation of a stimulus or noisy encoding of sensory features can decrease recog-
nition performance. For fixed environmental conditions, noisy observations of a sample
stimulus, i.e. Sηpx, eq :� Spx, eq � η, with η ¡ 0, from class y, i.e. x P X pyq, can lead to
more mistakes. For a classification rule Ŷ with classification support sets

suppypŶ |eq :� Sptx P X : Ŷ pSpx, eqq � yu, eq
these can be either

• the inclusion of false positives, i.e.

D y1 � y : suppypŶ |eq X SηpXy1 , eq � H
• or the occurrence of false negatives, i.e.

suppypŶ |eq X SηpXy, eq � SηpXy, eq,
Thus, the classification of a noisy observation of class samples might remain unchanged,
i.e. Ŷ pSηpx, eqq � Ŷ pSpx, eqq, depending on the distance of the class sample to the
classification boundary,i.e. the boundary of suppypŶ |eq (see also section 2.3.1).

In general the distinction between identification and classification tasks gets blurred,
as individual objects now have an observed distribution that is not a point mass (or
restricted to a lower dimension sub-manifold, induced by the transformation). Instead
noisy observations of individuals have an extension that is determined in size and shape
by the noise distribution. Since Spxy, eq � Sηpxy, eq, any classification based on a noisy
observation of an individual y will inevitably lead either to the inclusion of false posi-
tives, if suppypŶ |eq � txyu, or false negatives, if suppypŶ |eq X Sηpxy, eq � Sηpxy, eq

The influence of transformations can be formulated in a first order approximation as
observation noise

Spx, T peqq � Spx, eq � ηe

or SpT pxq, eq � Spx, eq � ηx,

where ηe and ηx are modeled as random variables. Thus, in identification tasks only
a full transformation model (see section 2.4.2) of both environmental and individual
transformations will enable perfect identification.

If noise is used to model transformations, the noise covariance matrix is unlikely to
be diagonal, as most transformations will induce correlated changes in features. Also
features will be affected differently by the transformations. Rotations encountered in
daily life will not be equally distributed in vertical and horizontal directions, as in direct
encounters with other humans (e.g. discussions) we tend to look sideways more often
and to a larger degree than up/down. One would thus expect that information included
in the vertical spatial frequencies (i.e. horizontal position of the nose) is more noisy than
information in horizontal frequencies (i.e. vertical position of the mouth). A more de-
tailed discussion of the processing of stimulus transformations in human face recognition
is provided in appendix A.1.2.
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Continuous Alphabet with Normal Distributions

In section 2.3.2 we discussed classification and identification tasks, where likelihoods
were assumed to be density functions of normal distributions. In the case of individual
objects, the Dirac mass was obtained as the limit of zero variance. Taking fixed variances
instead of the limit corresponds to the case of observation noise. Mathematically, the
convolution of an individual likelihood δxy and observation noise η following a normal
distribution Np0, εq is again a normal distribution with mean equal to xpyq and variance
equal to the noise variance, i.e. one obtains Npx, εq. Similarly, for object classes which
follow a Npxy,Σyq distribution the convolution is Npxy,Σy � εq distributed.

The individual objects now have an observed distribution with nonzero within-class
variance. Between-class variance, i.e. the variance of the population out of which the
known individuals were sampled is also increased by noise. Solutions to optimal linear
classification rules are given by Linear Discriminant Analysis (see for example Hastie
et al., 2001) which searches for directions which minimize the fraction of between-to-
within class variance (see also section 3.1). If the noise covariance matrix ε P Rd�d is
diagonal with identical variances of the single dimension, i.e. equal to diagdpεq, then the
optimal direction is given by the noiseless observation xy. Projecting the noisy individual
likelihood and the noisy population likelihood onto the normalized xy, leads to two one-

dimensional normal distributions, Npxy, εq for the individual and Np0, xTy diagdpεq�Σxy
xTy xy

q
for the population. The difference in mean is χd as in the noiseless case (see section 2.3.2),
but the variances are larger which leads to a larger overlap between the two distributions.

2.5. Discussion and Application to Human Face Recognition

2.5.1. Summary

A general mathematical description of an object space was introduced to investigate the
differences between individual objects and objects classes. It was assumed that individual
objects have a unique physical description. Object classes are formed as collections of
individual objects. The collection is either obtained by an explicit listing of individual
objects or by taking a set of objects that satisfy certain constraints on attributes, referred
to as class-specific dimensions of the object space, which can be measured by features.

While in principle, individual objects also constitute an object class of their own,
in most practical cases they are not only compared to other individual objects but
contrasted against a population, i.e. in identification tasks. In identification tasks an
individual sample has to be separated from its sampling population; a “straw-in-the-
haystack” problem. However, the separation only has to be solved for a small set of
known individuals without any need to represent properties of the population surround-
ing the known individuals. Thus the task can be solved using point representations of
the known individuals which can be directly obtained in an observation process.
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In contrast, object classification should be possible for new samples as well as previ-
ously encountered ones and representations of object classes should extend over regions
in the object space. This requires the estimation of the specific nature and the respective
constraints on attributes which define the object class.

It was shown that in a probabilistic setting this difference between identification and
classification tasks is reflected directly in the respective likelihoods. Object class like-
lihoods do not follow any a priori constraints on the functional form. However, it is
possible to reduce the estimation of the likelihood to a lower dimension by restricting
the estimation to class-specific dimensions. Based on the assumption that individu-
als have a unique physical description, individual likelihoods are delta functions, being
zero everywhere except for a single point. As individual objects are sampled from this
population, there is no restriction in terms of class-specific dimensions. Successful sepa-
ration depends mostly on the integration of information. Increasing the dimensionality
of the sensory description space reduces the sample coverage and thereby the proba-
bility of population samples in the neighborhood of the known individuals. The curse
of dimensionality (Bellman, 1961) turns into a blessing. These theoretical results were
complemented with a detailed investigation of two examples with sampling distributions
over either a binary or a continuous feature space.

Object and environmental transformations can exert a strong influence on the sensory
representation of individual objects. In general the influence of transformations and
imperfect observation, e.g. sensory noise, affects identification tasks more strongly than
classification tasks.

First, object class descriptions are based on a smaller number of features, possibly
including transformation invariant features and/or can be decomposed into parts. In
contrast, individual objects are mostly typical samples of their sampling population and
identification depends on the integration of a large number of features, of which only
few will be invariant against transformations.

Second, transformation models which capture how the sensory description changes
under the influence of object and environmental transformations can often be estimated
from and applied to all members of an object class. The reduction in information induced
by imperfect transformation models will depend on the distance of the sample to the
classification boundary, which is mostly related to its typicality. Typical samples will be
classified correctly even for noisy observations. In identification tasks, transformation
models would need to be estimated for each individual object separately and provide
noise-free observations in order to avoid confusion with neighboring population samples.
Again, as in the case of noiseless observations, separation can be achieved by maintaining
a high-dimensional description which reduces the probability of unknown population
samples in the neighborhood of known individuals. More generally, differences in the
requirements on sensory systems induced by the two differing tasks are qualitatively the
same whether the environment remains fixed or is allowed to vary.
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2.5.2. Differences between Face and Object Recognition

Psychology has often regarded face recognition as a task different from object recogni-
tion (see discussion in appendix A.1.5). Task differences between classification on basic
and subordinate levels were formulated qualitatively in the theory of “visual expertise”
(Diamond and Carey, 1986; Gauthier and Nelson, 2001). Here, a more mathematical
formulation was provided. In general, it is sufficient to classify objects, while faces are
often used to identify/individuate people. Under realistic conditions and if no explicit
task will be given, objects and faces should have different sensory descriptions: Class
specific features for objects and snapshots (i.e. representation of point-masses) for faces.
Here, task differences regarding basic level or subordinate level classification (i.e. classi-
fication of dogs into different breeds, cars into brands,. . . ) are directly reflected in the
dimensionality of the class specific features. Identifying the level of classification with
the dimensionality of class specific features also allows a quantitative formulation of the
“holistic” processing hypothesis (Farah et al., 1998), i.e. that objects can be recognized
based on isolated or local features or parts, while faces are perceived and recognized as
undifferentiated whole (see also appendix A.1.1 for a detailed discussion). “Holistic” pro-
cessing then becomes a qualitative reference to high dimensional class specific features
and “holistic” processing is the natural processing mode for subordinate classification or
identification tasks.

Differences between classification and identification also imply different feature selec-
tion strategies: For classification, the aim is to find features, that are shared between
members of the object class, while for identification features that differ between the ob-
jects provide more information. Feature selection for classification might be highly task
dependent, e.g. it might depend on the exact classification task posed and the stimuli
used. In humans, there is evidence for such a process of flexible, task-dependent selec-
tion of facial features for classification (Schyns and Oliva, 1999; Morrison and Schyns,
2001). More general, features that are common amongst members of a class are useful
to separate the class from other object classes (e.g. face detection) but inappropriate
for identification. As already noted by (Ng et al., 2006), this questions whether clas-
sical face selective areas (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Gauthier et al., 2000b; Hoffman and
Haxby, 2000), which are defined by stronger fMRI responses to a random series of face
images than to a series of non-face images, contain any neurons responsible for further
sub-classification (e.g. gender, age,. . . ) or identification, which would show only sparse
fMRI responses if averaged over a large number of faces. In addition, the differences
in feature selection point to a parallel implementation of the processes of face detection
(and possibly sub-classification e.g. gender recognition) and face identification and ren-
der conceptually hierarchical models of face recognition unlikely, where initial network
levels serve to detect faces and their output15 is then used to further subdivide the object
class. Psychological evidence in favor of parallel systems comes from the observation of

15This does not rule out a sequential operation of two parallel systems. First, a face is detected by one
system, then a second system processes the sensory input for classification/identification purposes.
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a dissociation between facial identification and emotion processing in prosopagnosia (see
appendices A.2 and A.3).

Feature selection in identification tasks is formally based only on the population out
of which faces are sampled. Features that are common or show little variation across a
population can be dropped (see section 2.3.2). In human observers, a specific popula-
tion dependency in face recognition has been studied intensely: the “other-race-effect”.
The fact that humans are better in recognizing faces from the same ethnicity compared
to faces from a different ethnicity has often been explained by a change from “holis-
tic” to “featural” processing (Michel et al., 2006; Hancock and Rhodes, 2008). In the
framework presented here, differences in the perceptual encoding processes for own-
and other-race faces are transient and run in parallel. Independent of previous expo-
sure, all faces are encoded “holistically” for identification tasks, as well as “featural”
for classification tasks. However, the “holistic” features have been adapted to capture
the individual variations present in the own population, which might be very different
from the individual variations in another population (e.g. color of skin). In contrast, the
variation in lower-dimensional (“featural”) features used for classification (e.g. gender or
age) does not necessarily change across populations (e.g. wrinkles). Thus, for the iden-
tification of other-race faces it might be necessary to initially resort to compensatory
strategies including the ad-hoc selection of suitable low-dimensional features until a suf-
ficient amount of “holistic” features with a large variation across the novel population
have been learned.

Motivated by the observed double dissociation of overt and covert recognition in cases
of acquired prosopagnosia (Bauer, 1984; Tranel et al., 1995; Barton et al., 2001; Bobes
et al., 2003; Sperber and Spinnler, 2003) and patients with the Capgrass-delusion (Ellis
and Lewis, 2001; Bourget and Whitehurst, 2004) it has been speculated that, similar
to own- and other-race faces, familiar and unfamiliar faces are recognized differently
(Hancock et al., 2000; Schweinberger and Burton, 2003; Herzmann et al., 2004). However,
it is unclear whether the original observations necessarily imply an internal classification
that is independent of single individuals. As we argued above, known individuals are
typical samples of a (sufficiently restricted) population and therefore one would not
expect to find systematic differences that enable a classification of a face as known or
unknown without a representation of the known individuals16 (see appendix A.2 for a
more detailed discussion).

2.5.3. Experimental Investigations of Face Recognition

Experimental investigations of human visual processing in face recognition can introduce
violations of the framework in which differences between classification and identification
tasks have been discussed here:

16The recognition of facial identity does not necessarily imply recall of name or other semantic informa-
tion.
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First, in most experimental studies on face recognition the set of possible stimuli is
limited a priori to a small number of faces viewed under a limited set of transformations.
This drastically decreases the sampling population to a small set of individual objects,
and essentially renders the identification task to a classification task. In these settings,
classification strategies become competitive, e.g. recognition by specific features, local
image matching strategies,. . . This contradiction between the stated aim of the tests
- identification - and the actual task implemented - classification - could explain why
some prosopagnosics who report serious problems in real life situations can nonetheless
score in the control range on experimental tests. It might also help to explain, why
face recognition algorithms, that have been successful in benchmark studies, often fail
to deliver a similar performance in real life situations.

Second, most experimental settings carefully control the influence of the prior proba-
bilities of stimuli, e.g. by counterbalancing the order and frequency of appearance, often
enforcing a flat prior, i.e. equal prior probabilities on all stimuli. Thus, differences in
reported posterior distributions can directly be attributed to differences in the estimated
likelihoods. This differs from real-life situations in which deviations from a flat prior can
be used to achieve perfect recognition. For example, most of the prosopagnosic subjects
perceive no/less differences between individual faces. However, they experience less dif-
ficulty in telling apart their colleagues when they meet them at a usual location and
the colleagues are sitting at their “proper” places, compared to unexpectedly meeting
the group of colleagues at an unusual location where no non-facial cues like position are
available (e.g. in the local bakery).17 However, empirical studies suffer from a different
shortcoming related to the prior probabilities: In most real life situations of an unex-
pected encounter, the prior will usually stretch out over a large number of individuals,
most of them unknown to the observer. In experiments or benchmark studies the set
of individuals whose appearance is to be expected is limited to a much smaller number.
In addition, the observer is often explicitly made familiar with all individuals prior to
the recognition test, e.g. by a training set of images. This essentially changes the tasks
from recognizing a small number of known individuals amongst a huge population of
unknowns into differentiating between a small number of individuals.

Third, in studies on “visual expertise” using artificial stimuli, the algorithm used to
construct the stimuli usually operates in a low-dimensional space (Gauthier and Tarr,
1997). Although objects generated in this low-dimensional space are then projected into
a high-dimensional image space, subject might still be able to extract the underlying low-
dimensional structures. And hence, it is not possible to actually test whether subjects
are able to integrate information over a large number of independent dimensions.

Fourth, in studies demonstrating evidence for “featural” or “configural” processing
in face recognition that utilize a decomposition of faces into parts often the face parts
are recycled across stimuli (e.g. Wallis et al., 2008). This recycling makes these parts

17One of the prosopagnosics I met during the course of my studies is working as a teacher. Although
students do not wear school uniforms, the style of clothing can be very homogeneous, removing
possible non-facial cues. Her strategy in identifying her pupils is based mostly on the location, i.e.
the specific desk where a student is sitting, and when she unexpectedly meets them outside of the
classroom (and hence can not recruit prior information) she mostly has to guess.
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discriminative features in this specific experiment, as they can be directly used to dis-
criminate between stimuli. As the parts only change in combination, this drastically
reduces the dimensionality of the space in which the identification (or classification)
task is conducted. Also, if faces differ only in selectively manipulated facial parts, the
overall similarity between faces will clearly depend on the number of parts shared, even
if the assumption of “holistic” processing is correct. In addition, there is a more general
argument against part decompositions in identification tasks. Any a priori decomposed
representation of the individual likelihoods as a factorization over parts encounters the
discrepancy of being simultaneously specific enough to capture the point-mass proper-
ties of the likelihood - each part should be unique to a specific individual - and general
enough to be informative for more than a single known individuum - the parts should
cover the population space. A decomposition of a stimulus into parts that are always
observed in exactly the same combination - like the decomposition of a specific face into
its specific eyes, nose and mouth - is pointless.



3. Modeling Facial Encoding in Congenital
Prosopagnosia

Sensory encoding of a face image into a description that captures the invariant aspects of
a face is assumed to be an initial step preceding further processing of facial information
(Bruce and Young, 1986). Studies of the location of the lesions in acquired prosopagnosia
(Damasio et al., 1990; De Renzi et al., 1991; Barton et al., 2002; Rossion et al., 2003) and
localization of cortical processes using functional imaging methods (Kanwisher et al.,
1997; Kawashima et al., 2000; Grill-Spector et al., 2004; Gauthier et al., 2005) have
highlighted the importance of a specific cortical region in the inferotemporal cortex
(lateral fusiform gyrus) in the encoding of facial and more general configural information.
Recent evidence points to anatomical alterations in the structural connectivity in this
region (Behrmann et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2009) as a cause of the face processing
deficit in congenital prosopagnosia. However, no differences in functional activation of
this region have been found so far (Hasson et al., 2003; Avidan et al., 2005).

Thus, in congenital prosopagnosia faces are encoded presumably even at the same lo-
cations as in normal processing, but they are encoded in a different way. So far, no model
of the encoding of facial information in congenital prosopagnosia has been proposed that
relates the structural differences in neuroanatomy to behavioral and/or functional dif-
ferences in face processing. Although dysfunctional encoding might not account for all
cases of congenital prosopagnosia (see the discussion in section 4.3.2), providing a com-
putational model for dysfunctional encoding in congenital prosopagnosia can improve
our understanding of the process of facial encoding on a more functional level.

Existing models of prosopagnosia can be roughly divided into two classes:

• Conceptual models based on the neurophysiological correspondence of function and
location (Breen et al., 2000; Ellis and Lewis, 2001; Fox et al., 2008) and

• Computational models based on an abstract description of the task differences
between identification and more general recognition tasks such as classification
(Virasoro, 1988, 1989; Farah et al., 1993; Burton et al., 1999; Pessa et al., 1999;
Zifan et al., 2007).

Both classes of models have been mostly derived to account for acquired prosopagnosia.
A fully functional, mature system is degraded, e.g. by removing nodes or clipping connec-
tions respectively. Evaluation of the models of prosopagnosia is then based on comparing
the properties of the network before and after degradation. Also, most models are not
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specific to the task of face identification. Rather what is often observed is a general
decrease in the information encoded and represented in the network.

Congenital prosopagnosia poses an additional requirement on a model as differences
between prosopagnosic and normal processing arise due to different developmental con-
straints, not due to damages inflicted upon a functional system. In this work, alterations
of the process of structural encoding of face images caused by different developmental
(computationally: optimization) constraints will be studied and a model of congenital
prosopagnosia will be proposed. The theoretical framework of the computational models
proposed and the analysis conducted will be artificial neuronal networks (ANNs), which
provide a rich family of computational models inspired by and related to actual neural
networks in the human brain (see Rolls and Treves, 1998, for an overview). Models
will be restricted to single-layer feedforward networks, albeit strictly speaking lateral
connectivity between the output units is necessary during the training of the network.
In this context the terminology introduced in chapter 2 can be interpreted as follows: A
stimulus is registered by the input units of the network and then encoded into a sensory
description based on the activation of the output units. Each output unit is a sensory
feature and thus properties of sensory features (e.g. its dimensionality) are equivalent
to properties of the mapping that relates input unit activation to output unit activation
(e.g. the network connectivity).

Two different kinds of networks, each implementing an independent component anal-
ysis, were trained to represent a set of frontal face images under different constraints:
A functional constraint on the sparseness of the output unit activation (sensory code)
and/or a structural constraint on sparse network connectivity (dimensionality of sen-
sory features). Sparseness in the activation of neuronal units is commonly observed in
the human cortex (Olshausen and Field, 1997) and is assumed to serve an important
purpose in information processing (Field, 1994). In contrast, sparseness in connectivity
seems to conflict with the extensive cortical connections normally observed in the visual
cortex and might be the cause of the face recognition deficit in congenital prosopagnosia
(Behrmann et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2009). It is proposed that the dysfunctional
encoding of facial information in congenital prosopagnosia is based on the structural
constraint of sparse network connectivity or equivalently a representation in terms of
low-dimensional sensory features.

The first section introduces single-layer feedforward networks. Different supervised
and unsupervised learning rules for network connectivity specified for examplse by prin-
cipal component analysis and independent component analysis (ICA) are discussed with
respect to task differences and requirements on the network architecture.

ICA is then used in the second section to derive different representations for face
images. An important aspect in the analysis will be sparseness and locality of the rep-
resentations. Here, locality is treated either as population-local, which refers to the
extension of a representation in the physical description space (e.g. the face space), or
as spatially local, i.e. representations that only use a limited number of features neigh-
boring in the image space. It is shown that by shifting sparseness assumptions from unit
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activations to the connectivity of the network, representations undergo a change from a
population-local description based on spatially dispersed “holistic” (respectively global)
features to representations in terms of multiple simultaneously active but spatially re-
stricted (respectively local) features.

These two different representations have a direct correspondence with differences be-
tween identification and classification outlined in chapter 2. The representation of in-
dividual objects - both the actual physical description as well as an optimal sensory
representation - is population-local and “holistic”, i.e. high-dimensional. In contrast, si-
multaneous classification into multiple, non-overlapping object classes is based on lower-
dimensional features which can be activated concurrently. Thus, they can be interpreted
naturally as representations suited either for the processing of identity or the construction
and classification of multiple non-overlapping object classes. Moreover, these differences
in the spatial spread of face representations observed in the model replicate the experi-
mental evidence favoring holistic over featural processing in facial identification(see e.g.
Farah et al., 1998).

The face processing deficit in congenital prosopagnosia and a more direct test of the
model of facial encoding will be the focus of the third section. Based on the shift in the
structure of representation observed in the two network models, an experiment was con-
ducted to assess whether the face processing deficits in congenital prosopagnosia are re-
stricted to global facial variations characteristic for non-sparse connectivity. The results
lend support to the hypothesis that parts of the face processing deficit in prosopagnosia
can be explained by a sparse prior on network connectivity in face processing areas of
the visual cortex.

To interpret the model of prosopagnosia proposed in the third section in a wider con-
text, the chapter ends with a discussion of general principles of structural encoding of
faces in computational vision. More specifically, a generalization of constrained repre-
sentations to hierarchical models will be proposed which gives rise to a classification
of prosopagnosia into subtypes, based on deficits restricted to different levels in the
hierarchical model.

3.1. Feedforward Network Representations

The simplest feedforward network consists of a layer of input units and a layer of output
units. Activation of the input units are fed to the output units, where a weighted sum
of the inputs is calculated which is then transformed according to an activation function
into an output activation. Using a notation similar to the one introduced in chapter 2,
the network maps the input stimulus (or physical description) X � pX1, . . . , XDq to the
output activation (or sensory description) S � pS1, . . . , Snq by

Sj � h

�
Ḑ

d�1

wjdSd

�
,
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where wjd P R is the weight associated with the connection from the dth input unit,
Xd, to the jth output unit, Sj , and h is the activation function, in matrix notation:
S � hpWXq. Typical choices of h are sigmoidal (hpzq � 1

1�e�z
) or step-functions

htpzq �
#

1 , if z ¥ t

0 t, elseu

for some threshold t P R. A network thus translates an observable input vector or
stimulus X into an internal representation S, which can be used for further processing.

While for all methods discussed in this section the projection of input to output units
involves only feedforward computations, weight adaptation often includes information
that is not available locally, namely activations of the other output units.

Foundations of the theory of ANNs have been introduced for example via steady-state
analysis of linear neuron network models (Householder, 1941; Pitts, 1942) and later on
amended e.g. with a neurobiologically plausible learning rule by Hebb (1949). Rosen-
blatt (1958) went on to develop the perceptron as a single neuron model, which updates
its parameters, i.e. learns, according to Hebb’s rule. Later developments include feed-
forward single/multi-layer perceptrons, radial basis function networks and associative
neural networks. For a comprehensive overview of neural networks and the application
to recognition problems see Ripley (2005).

3.1.1. Unsupervised Representation

Unsupervised learning methods focus on improving representations of the input space
without assuming an explicit generating model. One of the most prominent meth-
ods is principal component analysis (PCA). Given a dataset of N -observations X �
px1, . . . , xN q, PCA extracts the eigenvectors Vq of the empirical covariance matrix XXt.
The eigenvector Vq with the qth largest eigenvalue is called the qth principal component.
Thus, projection onto the first principal component is the linear projection with maximal
variance. Projection onto the second principle component maximizes variance under the
constraint that the projection is orthogonal to the first, and so on...

Projection onto the first principal component can be implemented in a neural net-
work with a single output neuron by Oja’s rule (Oja, 1982). Projection onto the first
Q components in a network with Q output neurons by the Generalized Hebbian Algo-
rithm(Sanger, 1989), a combination of Oja’s Rule and a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
process. In the latter weights update according to

δwqd 9 SqXd � Sq

Q̧

j�1

Sjwjd, for 1 ¤ q ¤ Q and 1 ¤ d ¤ D,

where the first term SqXd is equal to the usual “Hebbian” update and the second term
can be interpreted as some kind of regularization penalty.
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PCA projection onto the first Q components of a dataset leads to representations
S � pVQqtX with unit empirical covariance matrix, i.e. SSt � IdQ. For non-Gaussian
distributed random variables X, this requirement of uncorrelated representations can be
strengthened to independent representations Sq1KSq2 for projections 1 ¤ q1 � q2 ¤ Q.
This is then referred to as independent component analysis (ICA) which will be denoted
here as X � AS or equivalently WX � S (identifying W with the left inverse A�1). In
image analysis, the Sq are called sources, the columns Aq of A are referred to as basis
images and the columns of W are analogous to weight vectors. In the following calcula-
tions we assume Q � D, i.e. quadratic matrices A and W. In practical applications of
ICA this is mostly achieved by fixing the number of sources Q ¤ D and projecting the
observations onto a subspace of similar dimension prior to ICA. Here, we used PCA as a
projection to reduce the dimensionality of observations. See Olshausen and Field (1997)
for a model of sparse representations in the case of an overcomplete representation, i.e.
Q ¡ D.

ICA can be formulated equivalently starting from three different requirements, see
Hyvarinen et al. (2001) for a more detailed treatment.

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) Assume a non-Gaussian probability distribu-
tion pS for the source activations1 and estimate the weight matrix W to maximize
the log-likelihood of observations:

EXrlogppXpXqqs � ESrlogppSpWXqqs � logp|det W|q (3.1)

Maximize Output Entropy Assume a feedforward network with activation function h.
Outputs correspond to source activations S � hpWXq �: gpXq, with the short-
hand notation g � h �W . Maximize output entropy (see section 2.3 for definitions
of entropy, conditional entropy, and mutual information):

HpSq � HpXq � EXrlogp|det
Bg
BW pXq|qs. (3.2)

This formulation has become popular after its introduction by Bell and Sejnowski
(1995) and is referred to as Infomax-ICA following the Infomax principle intro-
duced in Linsker (1988).

Minimize Multiinformation 2

Assume probability distribution pS as in MLE and estimate W to minimize mul-
tiinformation of the output (source) activation

Q̧

q�1

HpSqq �HpSq � �
Q̧

q�1

ESq rlogppSqpWq�Xqqs �HpXq � logp|det W|q (3.3)

1A Gaussian probability distribution is fully specified by its mean and variance, and uncorrelated jointly
Gaussian variables are necessarily independent.

2Multiinformation is also known as total correlation (Watanabe, 1960).
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Equivalence of the first and last follows, since in (3.1) independence of the sources
implies log pS �

°Q
q�1 log pSq and since HpXq does not depend on the weight matrix. If

the activation function h is chosen such that
Bgq
Bx � pSq , the equivalence of (3.2) to either

of the other two optimization problems follows.

Often a leptokurtic or super Gaussian distribution - i.e. a distribution with higher
kurtosis than a Gaussian distribution with the same variance - is assumed for the source
activations S. In the context of neural networks this can be interpreted as a prior on
sparse unit activations. Foldiak (1990) introduced a direct Hebbian/anti-Hebbian learn-
ing rule to foster sparse representations in a single layer network with lateral connectivity.
This was elaborated by Olshausen and Field (1997), where an equivalence is established
to the Infomax-ICA by Bell and Sejnowski (1995).

ICA is often applied in two architectures depending on the task: Temporal ICA to
model time series data and spatial ICA to model static, multidimensional data.

In temporal ICA, observations are in the rows of the data matrix XT P RN�D. Thus,
the vectors of observations of a specific variable (e.g. observations at a specific time-
point) in the columns of XT are assumed to be a linear projection of independent source
activations. If this is translated to static, multidimensional data, the distributional
assumptions are placed on the basis images in the columns of A, not on the source
activations.

In contrast, spatial ICA has observations in the columns of the data matrix XS P
R
D�N and each observation is assumed to result from independent source activation.

Spatio-temporal ICA (Stone et al., 2002) combines both architectures in that it makes
the same distributional assumptions on both source activations and basis images. A
more general way to incorporate distributional assumptions not only on source ac-
tivations is by treating the weights as random variables which follow a non-uniform
prior distribution. This changes the optimization problem to maximizing the posterior
P pW|Sq ∝ P pS|WqP pWq.

3.1.2. Supervised Classification

In contrast to unsupervised learning methods, in supervised classification it is assumed
that inputs are sampled from a finite set of distinct class distributions. Given is a
dataset containing pairs of class labels Y - with values in a finite set Y - and stimulus
observations X, with (conditional) probability distributions given by P pY q and P pX|Y q
respectively. The problem is often simplified to finding projections that maximize the
separation between observed classes without explicitly estimating the underlying class
distributions.

The perceptron learning algorithm for a feedforward network introduced in Rosenblatt
(1958) aims to find separating hyperplanes in a two class classification problem (Y �
t�1, 1u), i.e. there is only one output unit with activation equal to the sign of wtS.
The weights pwdqDd�1 are updated according to gradient descent, i.e. for an observation
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pX,Y q the update of wd is proportional to XdY . This corresponds to a Hebbian weight
update for fixed (target) output activation Y .

In a different approach, Fisher’s discriminant analysis searches for linear projections
that maximize the ratio of between-class to within-class variance (Rayleigh quotient),
that is

w� � argmaxw
wTΣYw

wTΣX|Y w
(3.4)

or equivalently

w� � argmaxtw:wTΣX|Y w�1u w
TΣYw

where
ΣX|Y :� EY rCovX|Y pXqs , and ΣY :� CovY pxY q,

for conditional distributions P pX|Y q with mean xY :� EX|Y rXs and covariance matrix
CovX|Y pXq. In the case of a binary classification problem, if the conditional distributions
are Gaussian and have identical within class variance ΣX|Y � ΣX , the linear projections
are equivalent to those found in linear discriminant analysis. Moreover for identical
within class variance, the directions in (3.4) are the eigenvectors of Σ�1

X ΣY with the
largest eigenvalues.

Compared to supervised classification, using principal component analysis and pro-
jecting an input onto the first k ¤ N principal components improves representation in
that it iteratively maximizes the ratio of between- to within-class variance (see (3.4)) for
an exhaustive class structure Y � t1, . . . , Nu and unit within-class variance ΣX|Y � IdD

. Projection onto the first principal component maximizes equation (3.4), projection
onto the second maximizes equation (3.4) under the additional constraint that it is or-
thogonal to the first principal component, etc.

In facial identification the task is to differentiate a set of known individuals from a
population. Although in principle individuals constitute a class of their own, certain
problems arise due to the uneven structure of the class generated by a single known
individual and the class of all possible unknown individuals.

First, there exists an asymmetry in the class distributions between single known indi-
viduals and a population of unknowns. More specifically, while the within-class variance
ΣX|Y might be the same for all known individuals, it clearly differs from the within-
class variance of the sampling population, which includes not only the contribution of
observation or transformation noise (equal to ΣX|Y ), but also of population variance.

Second, if only observations of known individuals are used to estimate parameters of
the model, information about the population might get lost. The between-class vari-
ance among known individuals will asymptotically converge to the population variance
ΣY� Ñ ΣY0 , however, the rank of the covariance matrix ΣY� is limited by the number
of known individuals, |Y�| and most learning methods will project only onto the first
d1 ¤ |Y�| discriminant components given by the first d1 eigenvectors of Σ�1

X ΣY� . Thus
imposing a limit on the dimension of the representation based on the number of exam-
ples in a given training data set can reduce separability of known individuals from yet
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unobserved exemplars of the sampling population. The detrimental effect of a reduction
in the dimensionality on performance in identification task was analyzed in more detail
in section 2.3.2. Although the sampling population need not be represented explicitly,
e.g. as individuals, neglecting it by reducing the individuation problem to a classifica-
tion problem (i.e. separation of known individuals or separation of training exemplars)
reduces the effective dimension and decreases the information represented.

For illustration, we reconsider an example from section 2.3.2. Assume that the ob-
servation input is standardized, i.e. uncorrelated random variables with unit variance,
an optimal linear projection to distinguish known individuals with observations xy from
the sampling population is given by

FypXq :�
B

xy
||xy|| , X

F
.

For normally distributed input X � Np0, 1q, FypXq is also normally distributed, while
Fypxyq � ||xy|| with a population average EY r||xY ||s growing proportional to

?
D. This

allows choosing a threshold t that depends only on D, i.e. the number of input connec-
tions, to obtain a classifier cypXq � htp

°D
d�1wydXdq for a single individuum. The linear

projections thus optimally separates the individual from the population in general, but
not necessarily from finite sample subsets of other individuals.

3.2. Sparseness Constraints in Face Encoding

Automated face recognition approaches can be loosely divided into feature-based and
appearance-based methods. The former rely on a representation in terms of abstract
features e.g. geometrical relationships which are extracted from face images and possess
a certain degree of intrinsic transformation invariance. Appearance-based approaches
focus on direct comparisons of the given image data, e.g. correlation across pixel intensity
values. Although PCA and ICA can in principle be applied to representations of both
approaches, dimensionality reduction is clearly more important in appearance-based
methods, where the input is usually in the order of thousands of pixels.

Although appearance-based methods are somewhat counter-intuitive as they rely on
pixel intensities that are known to be subjected to great variability under everyday
transformations of faces like rotation or changes in illumination, they have become an
important building block in modern face recognition methods. One of the first successful
implementations of appearance-based methods was the “Eigenface” approach in Turk
and Pentland (1991), see Turk (2001) for a history and review of this approach. The
approach relies on a PCA of a face image dataset. Images are then projected onto the
first principal component i.e. eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. Bartlett et al. (2002)
and Draper et al. (2003) apply PCA and ICA on the whole face images and compare
recognition performance. In both studies ICA yields superior face recognition perfor-
mance compared to PCA. In our modeling we closely followed the setup of Bartlett et al.
(2002), treating full images as pixel vectors.
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In computer vision, ICA (or sparse coding) has been used mostly to construct local and
sparse representations of image patches (Hyvarinen et al., 2001) in analogy to the use of
Gabor-filters for image pre-processing (Lee, 1996). Applications to face representations
taking full images as input can be found in (Bartlett et al., 2002; Bartlett, 2007; Draper
et al., 2003).

If the dataset consists of observations of different individuals and the task is to con-
struct a representation separating the individuals, spatial ICA leads to a better perfor-
mance (Draper et al., 2003). Intuitively the sources correspond to the presence of any
individual, source activations should be binary, and basis images are equal to the (mean-
centered) observations of individual faces. Source activations are population-local in the
sense that they are close to zero for most of the population samples and non-zero only
in a local neighborhood around the original individual observations.

In contrast, if observations are of different individuals and each individual is observed
under various non-rigid transformations which have to be classified (e.g. different facial
expressions), temporal ICA yields better representations (Draper et al., 2003). Intu-
itively, sources correspond to different small manipulations each affecting only a small
subset of the original features and each transformation is modeled by the combination
of several small manipulations. In facial expressions, the small manipulations could
correspond to mimics affecting only parts of the face that can be activated in different
expressions. The representation can be spatially-local in the sense that the subsets of
features affected by any source are in spatial proximity.

Here, spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal ICA were applied to a set of frontal face
images and the analysis was focused on the locality of the representations.

Linear projections for normally distributed random variables As an example that can
be treated analytically, assume that the population has a physical description that fol-
lows a normal distribution with mean zero and diagonal covariance matrix diagpσXq,
individual objects are sampled from the population and characterised by Dirac distribu-
tions δxypxq and observation is noisy, i.e. S � X�Z where Z is a multivariate, normally
distributed random variable with mean zero and covariance diagpσZq3.

Similar to section 2.3.2 and section 2.3.1, one can calculate the distribution of linear
projections F � xx, fy with ||f || � 1 of sensory descriptions. Asymptotically in the num-
ber of known individuals, most projections lead to a normal distribution with mean zero
and covariance fT diagpσX � σZq f . However, optimal linear projections for the identifi-
cation of known individuals, i.e. fy :� xy

||xy ||
and Fy :� xx, fyy follow an additive mixture

distribution consisting of two normal distributions. The first part, resulting from obser-
vations of other known individuals or unknown individuals, is equal to the general case
described above, the second part results from noisy observations of the individual y and
follows a normal distribution with mean ||xy|| and covariance fTy diagpσZq fy. As a ran-
dom variable in y, ||xy|| follows a χD distribution with a mean that grows proportionally
to
?
D. Thus, depending on the exact choice of D, an optimal linear projection follows

3A generalization to cases with correlations in either descriptions or noise should in principle be straight-
forward.
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a leptokurtic distribution, which assigns a large probability only on observations of the
individual y itself. If source activations in an ICA model are interpreted as evidence that
a known individual is observed, the assumptions on the source activation distribution
taken in a spatial ICA model are fulfilled.

In contrast, if a single source activation is interpreted as evidence that an observations
belongs to one object class out of a set of potentially overlapping object classes. And
if it is further assumed that the class-specific dimensions are sparsely distributed, i.e.
every single dimension is specific only for a small number of object classes. Then, this
situation exactly corresponds to the assumptions made in temporal ICA.

It is important to note that although a verification of the distributional assumptions
of an ICA model can be derived analytically, any further observations regarding the
spatial spread of features across the image in spatial ICA or conversely the correlation
structure across source activations in temporal ICA does not follow directly from the
assumptions and might depend critically on the actual data used.

3.2.1. Materials and Methods

A dataset of 200 frontal face images were used to construct PCA and ICA represen-
tations. PCA was only used as a pre-processing step. ICA was applied to the PCA
projections of the images as spatial, temporal or spatio-temporal ICA. Spatio-temporal
ICA was implemented by introducing an additional sparseness constraint on the weight
matrix W in a spatial ICA.

Face Images and Image Pre-Processing

Images were taken from the publicly available Face Database of the MPI for Biologi-
cal Cybernetics (http://faces.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/), which contains 200 head models,
obtained by laser-scan (Cyberware TM) and slightly morphed to avoid resemblances to
actual individuals (Troje and Bülthoff, 1996; Blanz and Vetter, 1999). In the simulations,
only frontal views were used.

All images were converted to gray levels, trimmed to the facial outlines, normalized
in size such that the face width x face height equaled 2628 pixels2 and embedded into a
50x62 image by adding black borders. Size variations in width and height - as measured
by the Fano factor VarpXq

ErXs - in the normalized images are about 75% of variations found

in direct anthropometric measurements of the human population (Farkas, 1981). Images
were taken as vectors of length 3100 which resulted in an image dataset X P R3100�200.
The dataset was centered to zero mean for every pixel.

To facilitate computations the image dataset was not used directly as input to the
ICA, but only projections onto the first 50 principal components, i.e. eigenvectors of
XXt were used as input (U50 :� pV50qtX), leading to temporal ICA being applied to a
dataset with a reduced number of observations (ZT � Vt

50 P R50�3100) and spatial ICA
to a dataset with reduced dimensionality (ZS � U50 P R50�200).
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Implementation of ICA

A maximum likelihood implementation of ICA was used in the application to face images,
with identical probability densities for source activations Sq

pSpsq ∝ pcoshpsqq�2,

where in the following the subscript for the density will be dropped for ease of notation.
The empirical log-likelihood of source activations for given observation Z with S �W Z

lpS|Wq �
Ņ

n�1

�
Q̧

q�1

rlog ppWq�znqs � log |det W |
�

(3.5)

was maximized w.r.t. the weight matrix W, where the zn (and Z respectively ) are either
projections of the observations of individuals onto the first 50 principal components
(spatial ICA, ICAS) or the first 50 principal components themselves, i.e. as features
(temporal ICA, ICAT ).

In terms of the original images xn, for spatial ICA with SS � WS X, (3.5) can be
expressed as

Ņ

n�1

�
�� Q̧

q�1

rlog pppWVt
50qq�xnloooooomoooooon

pSqqn

qs � log |det W |

�
��

and temporal ICA with ST �WT X as

Ņ

n�1

�
�� Q̧

q�1

rlog ppWq�pVt
50q�nlooooomooooon

pWT qqn

qs � log |det W |

�
��,

which shows that a sparse distribution p is assumed either for the source activations SS
or for the weight matrix WT , i.e. the connectivity between input and output nodes.

For spatio-temporal ICA (sICAα) non-uniform, sparse priors on the weight matrix
were assumed to follow Laplace distributions with zero mean and variable variance, i.e.

logppαpwqq � �α|w| � logp 2

α
q, for α ¡ 0. (3.6)

Using the approximation α|w| � logpcoshpαwqq the log of the posterior can be written
as

logpPαpW|Zqq �
Q̧

q�1

�
� Ņ

n�1

rlog ppWq�znqs �
Q̧

q1�1

rlog pαpWqq1qs
�
��N log |det W | � cpαq

�
Q̧

q�1

�
� Ņ

n�1

rlog ppWq�znqs �
Q̧

q1�1

rlog ppWq�αeq1qs
�
��N log |det W | � cpαq,
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where the zn or Z are the projections onto the first 50 principal components, analogous
to spatial ICA, and the eq1 is the q1-th canonical unit vector. This formulation allows
a simpler algorithmic implementation of the prior assumptions in terms of additional
(weighted) observations of unit vectors (Hyvarinen et al., 2001).

After parameter estimation one obtains least-squares ICA/PCA reconstructions of the
original images as

ICAT : X̂ = pST qt
�pAT qt U50

�
ICAS ( sICAαq: X̂ = pV50 ASq SS

In the models the first component includes the basis images (columns of StT and V50AS

respectively) while image activations for single basis images are given in the columns
of the second component. Note that the sparseness assumptions on ST and SS affect
different components in the corresponding models.

The implementation of ICA was custom-written in R (R Development Core Team,
2009) using the natural gradient descent algorithm outlined in Hyvarinen et al. (2001).

Analysis of ICA Representations

The resulting ICA representations in terms of basis images, weight matrices and source
activations for the given dataset were analyzed according to the sparseness in the distri-
bution and correlations between source activations (population-local) and spatial spread
over the image pixel matrix of basis images and weights.

Density functions are estimated from empirical data using a Gaussian kernel density
estimator with automated bandwidth selection (Silverman, 1986). Correlations are Pear-
son product-moment correlations.

To assess spatial spread of weight matrices, a measure of spatial spread was constructed
that incorporates both the spatial distances between pixels as well as the weight strength
allocated to each pixel. First, the position of images in the image plane was centered
at the origin. Second, a weighted center of gravity for a given weight vector w was
calculated.

Faces possess a large degree of vertical symmetry, which is likely to be reflected in any
representation of faces. Therefore, the Euclidean distance was changed to be symmetric

around the vertical axis dsymmpp, qq �
�p|px| � |qx|q2 � ppy � qyq2

� 1
2 4. The weighted

center of gravity (COG or COGw) was then obtained as

c � pcx, cyq �
�

3100̧

i�1

w̄i|ppiqx|,
3100̧

i�1

w̄ippiqy
�
, (3.7)

4All analyses were repeated with the normal Euclidean metric as well as the L1-metric (Manhattan or
city-block distance) which led to qualitatively similar results.
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where w̄i denotes weight strength allocated to pixel i, normalized such that
°3100
i�1 w̄i � 1,

ppiqx and ppiqy denote the position of pixel i in the px, yq image plane. Spatial spread
was calculated as the square root of the weighted sum of squared distances to the COG,
i.e.

σw̄ �
�

3100̧

i�1

widsymmpppiq, cq2
� 1

2

. (3.8)

If one interprets positions as random variables with a distribution given by the weight
strength allocation to a specific position, then the center of gravity (3.7) is equal to
the position mean and the spatial spread (3.8) is equal to the standard deviation of
the position. In the context of neural networks this interpretation extends naturally to
the spatial distribution of synaptic connections, where the weight strength at a specific
position can be interpreted as the share of synaptic connections of a unit that is allocated
to this position. Thus, a unit with a low spatial spread would get input from a more
local region in the image plane than a unit with a high spatial spread.

Since ICA models are only specified up to scalar multiplication, a standardization pro-
cedure was required to compare different representations. Empirical source activations
were standardized by subtracting average activation and dividing by the empirical stan-
dard deviation. For base image activations and weight matrices activation profiles were
calculated by subtracting background activation5 from basis image pixel activations (or
weight vector strength respectively), taking the absolute values and scaling to unit sum.

3.2.2. Results

The independence and sparseness constraint on the source activations imposed by spatial
ICA are reflected in a leptokurtic distribution (figure 3.1(a)) with negligible correlations
among sources (figure 3.1(b)). Temporal ICA imposed no constraints on source acti-
vations, which led to almost Gaussian distributed, correlated activations. Activations
in spatio-temporal ICA covered a wide range from almost normal distributions for high
values of α, i.e. string sparseness constraint on the weight matrix, to highly peaked
activations for low values of α.

5Background activation was taken as activation in the pixel in the upper left corner. Subtracting mean
activation instead of background activation introduced nonzero background in spatio-temporal ICA
but did not change the results of the analysis.
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Figure 3.1. Source activations in temporal (ICAT ), spatial ICA (ICAS) and spatio-
temporal ICA (sICAα) representations of the face dataset. (a): Averages of kernel density
estimates of individual source activations for all ICA methods. (b): Correlations of source
activations.

A sample of base images obtained for the different ICA representations is shown
in figure 3.2. The sparseness constraint in ICAT led to basis images (figure 3.2(a))
in which most pixel values are close to zero (white and light grey) and only a few
large pixel values (dark grey and black). Although it was not specified in the as-
sumptions of the model, pixels with high activations tend to cluster around regions
of larger variability. This clustering is in contrast to the distributed activation pro-
file found in ICAS (figure 3.2(a)). The sparseness constraint on the weight matrix in
spatio-temporal ICA influenced the basis images in a way that depended on α. For
high values of α, the resulting basis images tend to be very similar to the ones ob-
tained by temporal ICA. For low values of α, the activation profiles exhibit a larger
spread.
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(a): temporal ICA (ICAT )

(b): spatial ICA (ICAS)

(c): spatio-temporal ICA (sICA2)

(d): spatio-temporal ICA (sICA5)

(e): spatio-temporal ICA (sICA50)

Figure 3.2. Graphical display of a subset of base images for the different ICA representa-
tions. Shown are pixel value activation profiles, i.e. absolute deviation from the background,
with dark values indicating a large absolute deviation of pixel activation from the back-
ground.
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Figure 3.3. Weight vectors in ICA representations. (a): spatial spread across the 50
weight vectors in each representation. (b): pixel-wise face variability. Most prominent are
variations in the eyebrows and/or upper part of the eye (Farkas, 1981, orbitale superius) and
the uppermost part of the face. The Xs denote the (symmetrized) center of gravity, dashed
circles distances corresponding to the vertical dashed lines in figure (c). (c): Averages of
50 weighted kernel density estimates for distances to the center of gravity (3.7). Weights
for each pixel were obtained as the weight strengths for ICA representations or variability
across faces respectively.

Weight vectors in temporal ICA and spatio-temporal ICA with a strong sparseness
constraint (sICA50) had a low median spatial spread among all representations (see
figure 3.3(a)). In contrast spatial ICA and spatio-temporal ICA with a small sparseness
constraint had a higher spatial spread.6 Spatial spread in all representations was lower

6All reported differences in median are significant at a p-value of less than .05 w.r.t. a two sample
Wilcoxon (Mann-Whitney) test.
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than the spatial spread found in the face variability vector. which was calculated pixel-
wise from the 200 face images (denoted in figure 3.3(a) by a black solid line).

The distribution for the face variability vector (black solid line), i.e. the kernel density
estimate using pixel variations across faces as weights, showed two distinctive peaks
around 12 and 24 pixels and a trough at 18 pixels (vertical dashed lines). The peaks
were likely a results of the high variability in the eye-regions and uppermost part of
the face. The distribution for spatial ICA loosely followed the distribution of the face
variability, with a tendency of lower spatial spread. Temporal ICA showed a clear peak
at lower distances compared to spatial ICA and facial variability. Spatio-temporal ICA
representations were comparable to temporal ICA (high values of α) and spatial ICA
(low values of α).

3.3. Prosopagnosic Processing of Sparse Representations

Previous characterizations of congenital prosopagnosia have been mostly descriptive.
They are based either on deficits in behavioral experiments (e.g. Behrmann et al., 2005;
Duchaine and Nakayama, 2004, 2006; Le Grand et al., 2006) or on self-reported deficits in
real-life situations (e.g. Kennerknecht et al., 2006; Grüter et al., 2007). While behavioral
experiments proved to be sufficient for the clinical purpose of diagnosis (see section 4.3),
a characterization in terms of abnormal functioning of core regions of a distributed face
recognition network has remained elusive (Hasson et al., 2003; Avidan et al., 2005). But
evidence is provided for structural differences in the neural connectivity of face specific
regions in the ventral visual cortex (Behrmann et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2009).

The main focus of the previous section was to show that a difference in structural
constraints on the network architecture (sparseness) leads to representation with a dif-
ferent functional organization (locality). This translation from structural constraints to
functional differences is essential in bridging the gap between the neuroanatomical and
behavioral differences found in congenital prosopagnosia. More specifically, we propose
that in congenital prosopagnosia an initial sparseness constraint on the neuronal con-
nectivity leads to a stimulus representation based on local features that is less sensitive
to the global variations necessary to individuate face images.

Although ICA provides a quantitative model of face representation, direct quantitative
comparisons to human behavior remain difficult. First, a simple linear feedforward
network operating with a very small number of units and connections can only be a strong
simplification of the actual neuronal architecture found in the human visual cortex.
Second, the dataset of face images provided to construct the model is vastly smaller
than the dataset likely to be used by humans to evolve their face recognition capabilities.
Third, human performance under tightly controlled experimental conditions is probably
different from everyday performance. Particularly because experimental conditions often
allow an extensive use of compensatory strategies like feature matching (see section 2.5.3
for a detailed discussion). Fourth, it is difficult to obtain direct human judgments of a
distance in a high-dimensional image space.
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Nonetheless ICA can still be used to construct sets of faces that are different with
respect to known quantitative aspects. Here, six basis images of spatial and temporal
ICA7 - three each - were used to construct six corresponding morph series of face images.
Starting from an average face each series was constructed by stepwise transitions along
the direction provided by any single basis image. Transition stepsizes in each direction
were normalized by the variation across the dataset in the corresponding source activa-
tion. The standardization ensured that for each stepsize, images taken from different
morph series are comparable in their typicality, as measured by the distance from the
average face.

In order to allow qualitative comparisons between the two model representations and
the two groups of participants, we applied a similarity judgment task instead of a distance
judgment8. Presented with a display of three face images - an average face in the center
and two different faces on the left and right side - the participant has to judge which of
the two images on the sides is more similar to the image in the center.

Based on the hypothesis that the face recognition deficit in congenital prosopagnosia
can be modeled by a sparseness constraint on network connectivity, it was assumed that
congenital prosopagnosics would perform similar to controls in discriminations of local
manipulations (temporal ICA, sparse connectivity) and worse for global manipulations
(spatial ICA, distributed connectivity).

3.3.1. Materials and Methods

Face Images and ICA Representations

Overall image generation was analogous to the previous simulation study (see sec-
tion 3.2.1). Changes included an increase in the number of images and the dimensions
of the images. Images were constructed using head models obtained by the MPI for
Biological Cybernetics, Tübingen, Germany (Troje and Bülthoff, 1996; Blanz and Vet-
ter, 1999). Based on a subset of 142 head models (75 female, 67 male), obtained by
laser-scan (Cyberware TM), we added 50-50 morphs between every pair of female/male
models to obtain an enlarged dataset of 5128 head models.9 From each model a frontal
snapshot was taken as a face image.

All images were converted to gray levels, trimmed to the facial outlines, normalized
in size such that the face width x face height equaled 11594 pixels2 and embedded

7A sparseness constraint on connectivity was explicitly investigated for spatio-temporal ICA in 3.2.
The results showed that depending on the magnitude of the constraint, spatio-temporal ICA leads
to representations indistinguishable from spatial or temporal ICA, which can be conceptualized as
endpoints on a continuum of constraints on either activation or connectivity. As the numerical
implementation of spatio-temporal ICA involves computations that are by far more time-consuming
than either temporal or spatial ICA, only these two endpoints were investigated in this experiment.

8In a general (rational) observer model, a participant should base his similarity judgment on some
distance function between the images.

9Note that although morphing of 3D-models is essentially a linear interpolation in parameter space, in
general neither resulting morph models, nor images of morphs are linear interpolations of the original
models (images). Thus images retain enough non-linear variations for linear methods like PCA and
ICA to be applicable.
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into a 100x150 image by adding black borders. Size variations in width and height
- as measured by the Fano factor VarpXq

ErXs - in the normalized images were about 50%
of variations found in direct anthropometric measurements of the human population
(Farkas, 1981). Images were taken as vectors of length 15000 which resulted in an image
dataset X P R15000�5128. The dataset was centered to zero mean for every pixel.

To facilitate computations we performed pre-PCA projecting onto the first 142 princi-
pal components of the covariance matrix (U142 :� pV142qtX), leading to temporal ICA
being applied to a dataset with a reduced number of observations
(XT � pV142qt P R142�15000) and spatial ICA to a dataset with reduced dimensionality
(XS � U142 P R142�5128).

For each ICA representation, out of a total of 142, three base images were chosen
as directions of image manipulation: Three local manipulations obtained by temporal
ICA, and three global manipulations obtained by spatial ICA. Selection was based on a
graphical inspection of the base images to ensure that local manipulations in temporal
ICA were distributed across facial regions (eyes, mouth, nose) and to exclude artifacts in
face manipulations that are obvious to a human observer. For each of the six directions
a series of six morphed images was constructed by pixel-wise linear addition of the basis
image bT,ipi � 1, 2, 3q (bS,i for spatial ICA) onto the average face image x0, i.e.

xT,ipnq � x0 � n

2
δT,i bTi . (3.9)

For each direction stepsizes δT,i were taken as the standard deviation in source activation
across all 5128 images.

The standardization lead to images that for each n have equal Mahalanobis distance
to the mean image across dimensions. For a pair of observations x, y drawn from a
sample with covariance matrix Σ the Mahalanobis distance dM is defined by

dM px, yq :� �px� yqTΣpx� yq� 1
2

This ensured that for each direction there is a clear increase in distance between the
average face and the constructed face. Also, if the Mahalanobis distance is used as a
general measure of distance between any two source activation vectors, manipulations
in different directions but of the same order, i.e. multiplicity of standard deviation, have
exactly the same Mahalanobis distance to the average face.

While in the original images pixel (grayscale) values were confined to the interval r0, 1s
the linear manipulation of images in (3.9) may lead to pixel values outside the admissible
range. Therefore first values below zero were set to zero and values above one to one
and afterwards the mean value of each image was normalized to the mean value in the
average face. For presentation in the experiments, all images were enlarged to 200x300
pixels by linear interpolation.
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Figure 3.4. Face images were obtained by morphing into three temporal ICA directions
(upper half, with manipulations restricted to the mouth, nose and eye region) and into three
spatial ICA directions (lower half, all global manipulations). Each row contains the average
face image on the left and morphed images in stepsizes of 1

2 standard deviations. For small
stepsizes changes are barely noticeable, while for large stepsizes changes become more visible
especially for changes in directions of spatial ICA. Images on the right show the ICA basis
images which were used as morph directions; the darker a region in the ICA basis image
the stronger the change in this region as compared to the average face. (absolute values,
rescaled).
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(a): Single ICA direction (b): inter-ICA comparison

Figure 3.5. Participants were shown three facial images on a black background and had
to decide whether the image on the left or on the right was closer to the image in the center
(average face). Images next to the average face are chosen as extreme and intermediate
values of the same direction in (a) (left image: intermediate, right image: extreme) and as
intermediate or extreme values of different directions in (b) (both images: intermediate).

Experimental Setup

To study processing of the two different ICA representations two experiments were per-
formed.

The first experiment tested discrimination accuracy for manipulations in a single ICA
direction. On each trial participants were presented with a display of three face images:
the average face in the center and two faces manipulated in one direction - the morph
endpoint with a distance of (n � 6) and the morph at an intermediate distance (1 ¤
n ¤ 5) from the average face, which will be referred to as test face in the following.
Participants had to indicate by mouse-clicks whether the image to the left or to the
right was more similar10 to the average face image in the center. All combinations of
six directions and five distance were presented ten times arranged into blocks of length
30. Order of the combinations and presentation position (left/right of average face) was
randomized across blocks.

The second experiment tested similarity judgments across two different image manip-
ulation directions. On each trial the participant was presented with a set of three images:
the average face in the center and two faces manipulated according to two different ma-
nipulation directions. Again the task was to indicate which image was more similar to
the average face image in the center. In each direction image manipulation was per-
formed in six steps, which yields a total of (6*5)/2*6*6=540 trials. Trials were arranged
in blocks of 15, such that each direction combination is contained in each block exactly
once. The order of stepsizes over trials and presentation positions in each trial (to the
left/right of the average face) was randomized. Here, only inter-ICA comparisons, i.e.
trials with one temporal and one spatial ICA direction are reported.

The two experiments were administered in reverse order, i.e. inter-ICA comparison

10The instructions were presented in German, where the word ähnlicher was used which is here translated
as “more similar”
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first, to prevent participants from familiarizing with the single ICA dimensions before
having to make inter-ICA comparisons.

Presentation was on a Toshiba Satellite Pro 6100 with an Nvidia GeForce4 420 Go
graphics adapter and a 15” (28.7 cm x 21.5 cm) TFT display with a resolution of 1024
x 768 pixels. Images subtended 5.6 cm x 8.4 cm, which corresponds to a visual angle
of 5.6° x 8.4° at the initial seating distance of 1 m. Participants were free to take
as much time for their decision as they wanted. All experiments were run using the
flashdot experimental software developed by Tobias Elze at the Max Planck Institut for
Mathematics in the Sciences (available at http://www.flashdot.info).

Participants

A total of 36 subjects participated in the experiments, 13 subjects with congenital
prosopagnosia (CP) and 23 age- and partly gender-matched controls. CP and control
participants were the same as those who participated in the Fixed Presentation Time
Test reported in chapter 4. Thus, a more detailed description of the participants can be
found in section 4.1.1.

Of the 36 participants, all 23 control participants and 12 CP participants success-
fully completed both experiments. One CP participant (RK) did only complete the
first experiment involving inter-ICA comparisons successfully and is thus omitted in the
analysis of single ICA directions.

Statistical Analysis

In general, if participants base their judgement of similarity on perceived distances be-
tween the images and the average face, the fraction of times the left image is considered
more similar than the right image can be modeled as some function of the distance ratio,
e.g.

Fleftpxleft, xrightq � g

�
dpxo, xleftq � η1

dpx0, xrightq � η2



, (3.10)

where g is a monotonic decreasing function dpx, yq is a similarity measure and ηipi�1, 2q
are random variables interpretable as noise terms.

In the first experiment responses of participants were either defined as correct, if they
selected the image with the lower ICA distance to the average face, or false, otherwise.
To assess accuracy in processing manipulations in a single ICA direction, we used the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of the observed fraction of correct answers p from a
uniform distribution (50-50 decision). In this context Kullback-Leibler divergence can
be interpreted as the expected discrimination information for discriminating individual
performance, p, from chance performance.

DKLpp||12q :� p log 2p� p1� pq log 2p1� pq (3.11)

The Kullback-Leibler divergence was calculated for each of the six morphing directions
and averaged for each standardized distance across all spatial ICA or temporal ICA
directions respectively.
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In similarity judgments across different directions, as observed in the second experi-
ment, it is difficult to define correct and false answers. We calculated the fraction of trials
were local manipulations are rated closer to the average face than global manipulations
as a measure of participant’s bias between the two ICA representations and in addition
the Kullback-Leibler divergence from a uniform distribution as a measure of sharpness in
the participants decision criteria. Again the fraction of trials and the Kullback-Leibler
divergence were calculated for each pair of morphing directions and standardized dis-
tances and then averaged across all spatial ICA or temporal ICA directions, respectively.

To assess differences in performance between the control and the CP group, we fitted
families of nested (generalized) linear mixed models with varying degrees of CP influence
(see appendix D for an introduction to generalized linear mixed models and section
4.1.9 for a more detailed description of the type of model based comparisons applied
here). Significance of the influence was assessed by likelihood ratio tests using a χ2

approximation and/or a parametric bootstrap estimate (Faraway, 2006). Using model
based comparisons allowed to include structural differences between participants (age) as
well as individual variations (random effects) in analyzing group differences at different
levels of interaction.

In each analysis first experimental variables and variable transformations for a null-
model were selected based on the control group data. Selection was performed stepwise
using model based comparisons as described above with a significance value of 0.05.
Age was always included as a linear term to reduce inter-subject variability. In all of
the models a non-linear transformation of the morph distance (δ ÞÑ logp3 � δq) was
selected. The inclusion of interaction terms between distances varied depending on the
experiment. In the first experiment the influence of distance on the Kullback-Leibler
divergence differed between spatial and temporal ICA manipulations for controls, and
accordingly a term for the interaction of distance and manipulation type was included.
In the second experiment the influence of the pair of distances on the Kullback-Leibler
divergence evinced a more complicated model. As a direct regression on distances did
not yield satisfactory fits, both in terms of explained variance as well as in terms of
residual distribution, the squared difference between the two distances was introduced
as an additional variable ∆2 :� pδS � δT q2. Also the KL divergence was substituted by
its square root to reduce response variability. This increased the adjusted R2 by 20%
and lead to normally distributed residuals. The final nullmodel contained significant
interactions of all three variables (bottom of figure 3.9).

Based on the nullmodel obtained from the control data, a nested family of mod-
els was defined by stepwise inclusion of variable x group (control vs. CP) interactions
for all experimental variables (stepsizes, ICA types). Thus the main-effect (zeroth-
order) model differed from the nullmodel by a different constant intercept term for
controls and CP, the first-order model by different slope terms for all experimental
variables, the second-order model by different slope terms for all interaction terms
of experimental variables, and so on. In addition to the sequential tests, all models
were tested against the initial nullmodel. In the following models with 1st or higher
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order effects will be reported only if they showed a significant improvement over the
nullmodel.

To analyze individual variations in discrimination performance a series of linear mixed
models was fit on individuals discrimination performance (KL-divergence). The model
included age and morph distance as fixed effects and subject identity as random effect.
Models were fit on control data for calculation of CP residuals and using a leave-one-out
cross-validation approach for control residuals. For a more detailed description of gen-
eralized linear mixed models, model based comparisons and calculation of residuals see
section 4.1.9 and appendix D.

Data analysis and statistical testing was done in the statistical programming lan-
guage R (R Development Core Team, 2009). Fitting of generalized linear mixed models
(see below) was done using the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2008). The algorithms
used in lme4 as well as the kind of analysis conducted here, are described by the main
contributor to the lme4 package in more detail in Faraway (2006). Significance of the
model based comparisons was assessed by likelihood ratio tests using a χ2 approxima-
tion and/or a parametric bootstrap to generate an appropriate distribution of the test
statistic (Faraway, 2006).

3.3.2. Results

Discrimination along Single Directions

Overall participants were able to discriminate manipulations with an intermediate dis-
tance to the average face from the manipulation with maximal distance (see figure 3.6).
The differences in discrimination accuracy between CPs and controls varied across spa-
tial ICA (ICAS) and temporal ICA (ICAT ) manipulations (no significant main effect,
main effect model tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 3.15, df � 1, p � 0.076; significant
improvement by interaction effect, 1st order model tested against main effect model
χ2 � 10.83, df � 2, p � 0.004; ). Separate assessment of spatial ICA and temporal ICA
manipulations showed a significance in the decrease of mean discrimination information
for CPs in spatial ICA, but not in temporal ICA manipulations (ICAS , main effect model
tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 5.16, df � 1, p � 0.023; ICAT , main effect model tested
against nullmodel, χ2 � 0.45, df � 1, p � 0.5 ), and no significant differences in the
influence of the distance.

Residuals of control participants (plotted in figure 3.7) showed a clear positive cor-
relation between manipulations according to spatial ICA and temporal ICA (Spearman
ρ � 0.71, p   0.001, n � 23), which was absent in CPs (ρ � 0.10, p ¡ 0.05, n � 12).

Discrimination between Different Directions

In general, the smaller the distance of the temporal ICA manipulation and the larger the
distance of the spatial ICA manipulation, the more likely participants chose the image
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Figure 3.6. A plot of discrimination information (KL divergence) for manipulations in
single temporal ICA (solid) or spatial ICA (dashed) directions for controls (black) and CPs
(red) is shown on the left. Error bars denote one standard error of the mean. To the
right is a table of P-values using χ2 approximation (Bootstrap with n=10000) for sequential
likelihood ratio tests on the influence of adding separate terms for the CP group in the
nullmodel, which is shown at the bottom.

manipulated according to temporal ICA as more similar to the average. Thus, the frac-
tions of trials in which participants responded by judging the locally, ICAT manipulated
image as more similar to the average face than the globally, ICAS manipulated image,
is roughly a linear function of the two respective distances (see figure 3.8). Including an
interaction between the two distances did not improve the model fit significantly.

CPs showed only a small overall response bias towards regarding spatial ICA manip-
ulations as closer to average than controls (no significant main effect, main effect model
tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 3.18, df � 1, p � 0.075). However, they evinced a de-
creased sensitivity for image manipulations according to spatial ICA (slope parameter at
roughly 3

4 of control magnitude) which was significant ( 1st order model tested against
main-effect model, χ2 � 19.56, df � 2, p   0.001).

The good fit of a linear model indicated an overlap between the distance measure used
by the participants to judge similarities and the distance measure used to construct the
stimuli. However, both groups showed a small bias regarding manipulations in spatial
ICA directions as more distinct than manipulations according to temporal ICA, where
the Mahalanobis distance on the ICA models would yield equality.

For both groups the functional relationship resembled the shape of a valley. However,
controls showed more pronounced slopes than CPs and the differences in parameter
estimates between CPs and controls were significant up to 3rd order effects (3rd order
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Figure 3.7 Individual residuals in spatial
ICA discrimination (ICAS) plotted against
residuals in temporal ICA discrimination
(ICAT ) directions. Residuals of spatial ICA
and temporal ICA are correlated for controls
(black solid line and circles, ρ � 0.71) but not
for CPs (red solid line and initials, ρ � 0.10). ICAS
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model tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 34.9, df � 8, p   0.001; p-values for the sequential
tests are provided in figure 3.9). CPs tended to be less sensitive to differences in distances
of image manipulations than controls. Thus, while controls covered a large spectrum of
responses, from close to uniform up to reliable preferences for one direction over another,
CPs tended to have less sharp, noisy transitions.

Note that for both groups the region in which they responded indifferently is close by
and parallel to the diagonal, which again indicates that the distance function used by
participants is similar to the Mahalanobis distance used to construct the stimuli.

Duration of the Experiment and Reaction Times

Total time taken by participants to complete both experiments varied strongly between
23 and 80 minutes (see figure 3.10(a)), but does not differ significantly between the two
groups (Wilcoxon rank sum / Mann-Whitney, W � 107, p � 0.38, n1 � 13, n2 � 23).

Reaction times in single direction discriminations11 varied strongly between individual
participants in both groups 3.10(b). As a general trend, reaction times increased with
increasing difficulty and were larger for CPs compared to control participants for both
types of ICA manipulation.

Due to these differences in reaction times, all statistical analyses for the single ICA
directions reported above (section 3.3.2) were repeated with one of two methods taking
into account differences in reaction time. First, as a kind of standardization procedure
the response variables were divided by average reaction times12. Second, all analyses

11Here the mean of the logarithm of reaction times inside each individual r0.05, 0.9s-quantile was calcu-
lated, in accordance with (Ratcliff, 1993)

12The average was taken across the same subset of observations as for the dependent variable.
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Pχ2 (Pbootstrap)

main effect 0.075 (0.087)
1st order  0.001 (0.008)

Flocal � age� distanceS � distanceTloooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
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Figure 3.8. A plot of fraction of responses in favor of the images manipulated according
to temporal ICA being rated closer to average as a function of manipulation distances for
controls (black) and CPs (red) is shown on the left. To the right is a table of P-values
using χ2 approximation (Bootstrap with n=10000) for sequential likelihood ratio tests on
the influence of adding separate terms for the CP group in the nullmodel, which is shown
at the bottom.

were repeated including reaction time as an additional independent variable. Neither of
these additional analyses yielded any qualitatively different results.

Even if one assumes any remaining effect of reaction times on discrimination perfor-
mance that might have not been captured by the two methods applied above, one would
expect to see better accuracy for longer reaction times. However, the CP group showed
worse performance. Also, there was no difference in reaction times between the two
different types of ICA manipulation, neither for control nor for CP subjects. A separate
description of the results after accounting for reaction time differences was therefore
omitted as well as an analysis of the influence of reaction time differences on inter-ICA
comparisons.
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Figure 3.9. A plot of square root of KL divergence as a function of manipulation distances
in temporal or spatial ICA for controls (black) and CPs (red) is shown on the left. To the
right is a table of P-values using χ2 approximation (Bootstrap with n=1000) for sequential
likelihood ratio tests on the influence of adding separate terms for the CP group in the
nullmodel, which is shown at the bottom. For the ease of notation we abbreviated distances
by d and global (local) by g (l).

3.4. Discussion

3.4.1. Summary

A model for the encoding of facial information in congenital prosopagnosia was proposed
and a twofold comparison of model and behavioral data was presented:

• the representation of faces provided by the models aligns well with known aspects
of human face processing, i.e. the models were able to replicate human data

• control and congenital prosopagnosics differ in discrimination abilities only for
manipulations in the functional processing regime, i.e. human behavior aligned
with the model dimensions.

The results presented in the two preceding section reveal how a structural constraint on
network connectivity can shape the developmental trajectory of a network to arrive at a
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Figure 3.10. Time taken by participants to complete the experiments. (a): Total duration
of the experiments (in minutes) for the two groups. (b): Average of the log-transformed
reaction times (restricted to the [0.05,0.9] quartile range) in single direction discrimination
as a function of the distance of the intermediate face from the average. Error bars denote
one standard error of the mean.

featural representation of facial information that is inappropriate for facial identification.
The neuropsychological interpretation in terms of reduced synaptic connectivity in the
face processing areas of the inferotemporal cortex is backed by recent evidence on reduced
structural connectivity (Thomas et al., 2009). Thus, the model proposed for the encoding
of facial information in congenital prosopagnosia allows to relate the observed structural
neurophysiological differences to deficits in the processing of information. Replacing the
structural constraint with a functional constraint on optimal information transfer leads
to a different network architecture based on globally dispersed, holistic features, which
is in line with psychophysical studies on normal face processing (e.g. Farah et al., 1998).
Thus, by shifting the balance between the two constraints the model allows to shift
between a functional and a dysfunctional processing regime.

In the experimental validation of the model, impoverished discrimination in congen-
ital prosopagnosia was only present for holistic manipulations based on a distributed
network connectivity. The absence of a deficit in discriminating featural manipulations
shows a clear dissociation of the perceptual deficit in congenital prosopagnosia aligned
with the two different processing regimes in the model.

In a similar study on ICA models, Draper et al. (2003) observed slightly better iden-
tity discrimination but worse emotion discrimination for spatial ICA (sparse activation)
compared to temporal ICA (sparse connectivity). If interpreted in the above context,
sparse connectivity could thus also explain the dissociation between identity and emotion
recognition often observed in CP.
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3.4.2. Converging Methods Approach

Neural networks present a powerful tool to bridge the gap in understanding between
neuropsychological observations and computational and/or statistical learning theory.
Providing the means to construct models for perceptual deficits is only a specific example.
The scope of models that can be implemented by neural networks is vast. For example
given a sufficient amount of network complexity in terms of the number of layers, hidden
units and/or connections any (psychophysical) function can be approximated (Hornik
et al., 1989, 1990). Thus, it might be a good idea to keep neural network models as
simple as possible and more importantly separate the derivation of the model from the
actual testing based on simulations and/or psychophysical experiments.

In this work, on the one hand information theoretic principles were used to derive
a functional constraint on a neural network encoding facial information. On the other
hand, concrete neuropsychological observations motivated a structural constraint on the
network. Thus, the two models contrasted were derived either from the principle of an
optimal observer (“how the system should process information”) or based on observable
differences presumably underlying the dysfunctional processing (“what a dysfunctional
system looks like”). The simplicity of the models derived allowed for a neuropsychological
interpretation of network parameters and a direct comparison of the models both with
each other and with behavioral data from control and congenital prosopagnosic subjects.

3.4.3. Encoding in a Hierarchically Structured Network

Appearance-based models in their simplest form operate directly on the pixel inten-
sity values in a digitized image. An example is the “Eigenface” approach (Turk and
Pentland, 1991) based on a principal component analysis of the pixel intensity matrix.
However, there are some limitations to the applicability of appearance-based methods
in general object recognition. Most notably, they are highly susceptible even to small
changes induced by transformations of the input, e.g. translation of the image by a single
pixel. This is a serious problem, as the pixel-intensity variation induced by transforma-
tions across images of the same exemplar can be larger than the variation across images
taken from different exemplars (Ullman, 1997). Thus, more complicated models of face
recognition are not direct appearance-based methods, but include (hierarchical) combi-
nations of feature- or fragment-based image representation (Wiskott et al., 1997; Parga
and Rolls, 1998; Ullman and Sali, 2000; Ullman, 2007; Serre et al., 2007; Wallis et al.,
2008).

The first layer of hierarchically structured neural networks usually involves some form
of local integration of information and is modeled by a layer of topographically arranged
filters with properties similar to those observed in simple and/or complex cells in the
human primary visual cortex (Bell and Sejnowski, 1997; Lee, 1996; Olshausen and Field,
1997; Hoyer and Hyvarinen, 2002). The second layer then integrates this information
into features, which possibly extend over a larger part of the visual field and encode more
complex information. Further layers perform subsequent integration and can achieve a
(position-)invariant representation of different object classes (Bartlett and Sejnowski,
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1998; Parga and Rolls, 1998; Deco, 2004). While certainly appropriate for the represen-
tation of object classes, with respect to face identification, this hierarchical fragment- or
feature-based approach has several shortcomings, which was discussed in more detail in
chapter 2. More specifically, it is unclear, whether the decomposition of an image into
parts or features (e.g. eyes, nose,...) is appropriate in the case when for a given image
these parts always appear in exactly the same combination in exactly the same spatial
configuration.

Nonetheless, a certain degree of hierarchical organisation is presumably beneficial even
for facial identification. For example, human observer selectively attend to different sets
of spatial scales depending on the actual face recognition task at hand (Schyns and
Oliva, 1999; Morrison and Schyns, 2001). Human observers tend to rely preferentially
on the information contained in vertical spatial relations, e.g. eye-height,... (Goffaux,
2008) and show better performance for in-depth rotations around the vertical axis (look
left or right) as compared to the horizontal axis (look up or down; Favelle et al., 2007).
This is precisely what would be expected for an optimal observer if most of the stimulus
transformations leave the vertical information intact, which presumably is the case for
human faces, where rotations to the left or right are more common and of a larger extent
than rotations going up or down. Thus, a further development of the model introduced
here, could include a preliminary layer of filtering according to orientation and spatial
frequency. However, given the specificity of the deficit in congenital prosopagnosia it is
unclear, whether this introduction of additional model complexity could lead to a better
characterisation of the deficit.

Here, a detailed model for apperceptive deficits in the encoding of facial informa-
tion as the basis of the face recognition deficit in prosopagnosia has been proposed for
frontal views. A further, important problem which was ignored in this model are possi-
ble deficits in the generalization across different views. As an extension of the proposed
model, the main idea of a constraint on the structural connectivity being more detrimen-
tal to identification than to classification tasks is not restricted to image-based encoding
in a feedforward architecture. A generalization in the framework of hierarchical neu-
ral networks could possibly cover the whole range of different forms of prosopagnosia,
including more associative and amnestic types.

Associating images taken from different viewpoints with the same exemplar can be
accomplished in an attractor network. For example, Parga and Rolls (1998) studied
a neurobiologically plausible recurrent network and showed that the capacity for view-
invariant recognition depends on the interplay of the number of exemplars to be stored,
the number of units available and the coupling strength of the recurrent connectivity.
These observation motivate a generalization of the model for the encoding of facial
information in congenital prosopagnosia proposed above.

First, reduced recurrent connectivity in associative networks of the inferotemporal
cortex, presumably more anterior than the encoding areas mentioned above, could lead
to associative deficits in facial identification, i.e. deficits in associating holistic represen-
tations of faces with a specific identity. Behaviorally these deficits could be manifested
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either in the temporal domain, as longer inspection times needed to evolve a holistic
representation (i.e. slower convergence rates due to decreased coupling) or in the stimu-
lus domain as deficits in associating images of the same individual taken across different
environmental conditions. In principle, these deficits should not be detectable in tests
of direct perception, e.g. face matching tasks in which the participant is simultaneously
presented with two identical/different face images.

Second, a reduction in the cortical volume (i.e. the number of units) in the associative
network would limit face recognition to a small number of individuals and/or views. This
would not necessarily be detectable in standard face recognition tasks, as the number
of target and distractor stimuli is mostly small and subjects could show normal recog-
nition performance for specific, known images of faces (e.g. pictures of famous people
printed in magazines). Evidence for volumetric differences in anterior temporal regions
as the cause of the face recognition deficit in congenital prosopagnosia is provided by
Behrmann et al. (2007), where a correlation of the volumetric reduction and the deficit
in performance in a famous face test was found.



4. Detailed Investigation of Face
Recognition Deficits in Congenital
Prosopagnosia

In the previous chapters a theoretical framework for individuation agnosias was proposed
and a specific model for a deficit in the encoding of facial information in prosopagnosia
was proposed and tested experimentally. In this chapter, a more behavioral characteriza-
tion of the face recognition deficits in prosopagnosia will be provided and a classification
of prosopagnosia into distinct subtypes is proposed.

Up to recent times prosopagnosia has only been observed in cases of acquired prosopag-
nosia, where the deficit was caused by neurological damage following e.g. intoxication,
head injury or encephalopathy (Bodamer, 1947; Hecaen and Angelergues, 1962; Damasio
et al., 1990; De Renzi et al., 1991, 1994; Barton et al., 2001). According to the cause
of the deficit the range of additional symptoms varies greatly. Following Damasio et al.
(1990) the deficits observed in acquired prosopagnosia have been roughly divided into
three categories:

apperceptive PA caused by dysfunctional perceptual encoding of faces

associative PA resulting from difficulties in associating encoded face perceptions with
individual persons

amnestic PA where the deficit is restricted to assessing semantic information for known
individuals

Congenital prosopagnosia (CP) refers to the lifelong impairment in face identification
that is present from birth (Ariel and Sadeh, 1996; Hasson et al., 2003; Behrmann and
Avidan, 2005; Behrmann et al., 2005; Kennerknecht et al., 2006; Grüter et al., 2007).
In contrast to acquired prosopagnosia, people with the congenital form never develop a
functional face recognition system in the first place. To the contrary, during the course
of their lives most congenital prosopagnosics have developed compensatory recognition
systems to overcome this deficit as well as evasive strategies to lower the risk of having to
confront the deficit. Still, the face recognition deficit in congenital prosopagnosia can be
both as specific to the isolated task of face identity discrimination and as profound as in
acquired prosopagnosia. However, a categorization of congenital prosopagnosia similar
to the one given above for acquired prosopagnosia has remained elusive so far. First,
most studies of congenital prosopagnosia are based on a very small number of subjects.
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Second, direct comparison of subjects has mostly been restricted to behavioral measure-
ments. Third, compensatory processing strategies may or may not enable them to per-
form normally in behavioral experiments (see also the discussion in section 2.5.3). Since
the strategies adopted vary greatly between individual prosopagnosics, this complicates
a categorization of congenital prosopagnosia based on a small number of behavioral tests.

In order to assess and better characterize the heterogeneity in the behavioral symp-
toms in congenital prosopagnosia, we1 conducted a series of experiments with up to 16
CP subjects participating in a single experiment. A set of experiments testing different
aspects of face and object recognition was developed to assess heterogeneity in perfor-
mance (accuracy and/or reaction times) not only in a single, specific task but over a
wide range of behavioral tests.

The setup of the experiments closely parallels those of other tests (e.g. Cambridge
Face Recognition Test (Duchaine and Nakayama, 2006)), however the tests were mostly
motivated by the computational theory derived in the previous chapters rather than
by concrete paradigms investigated in the face recognition community. For example, we
assumed that any recognition system will adapt its processing to the specific environment
and tasks with which it is confronted. Consequently, we restricted the experiments to
setups which have an analogue in real-life situations avoiding unrealistic conditions, e.g.
scrambling or inverting a face. Across a total of five separate experimental tests, five
focal aspects of face and object recognition abilities were studied:

• Temporal aspects: Do CP subjects need longer inspection times to achieve the
same recognition performance as control subjects?

• Stimulus transformations: Are CP subjects more impaired in their performance
by in-depth rotations of face images?

• Task differences: Are there different subtypes of congenital prosopagnosia where
the deficit is restricted either to the identification of a single target face out of
a population of distractor faces or the discrimination among a small, previously
known group of target faces?

• Temporal constraints: Is the face recognition deficit in CP more pronounced if the
presentation time of faces is limited during learning or recognition?

• Face specificity: Is the deficit limited to the recognition of faces or does it extend
to other object identification tasks?

In the first experiment (Object and Face Recognition Test Battery), we investigated
temporal aspects of object recognition. In the previous chapter a deficit in the encod-
ing of facial information was investigated. It was shown that subjects with congenital
prosopagnosia show worse performance in discriminating “holistic” face manipulations,
i.e. changes in a face that are not restricted to a specific face part but are spread out
over the entire face. A possible compensatory strategy of dealing with a deficit in this
parallel integration of features would be to integrate featural information serially, i.e.

1The experiments were conducted in collaboration with I. Kennerknecht, J. Jost, T. Elze and B. Welling.
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over the course of time and possibly including several fixations. In agreement with this
hypothesis, previous studies have reported longer reaction times for CP subjects in face
recognition tasks (Le Grand et al., 2006; Kress and Daum, 2003a; Behrmann et al., 2005)
as well as different gaze behavior (Schwarzer et al., 2007). Here, we investigated whether
this is attributable to longer inspection of the images or a longer decisional component.
Inspection of the images was constrained by tachystocopic presentation (i.e. “flashing”
the stimulus) of variable duration, which led to more pronounced deficits in acquired
prosopagnosia (Faust, 1947).

Second, but also contained in the first experiment, we investigated the ability of sub-
jects to generalize their recognition performance across stimulus rotation in depth2.
While recognition of images taken under identical viewing conditions can be solved by
image matching strategies, recognition across changes in viewpoint presumably necessi-
tates the formation of 3-dimensional object models. Previously, it was shown that for
faces learned in a frontal view, recognition performance decreases monotonically when
tested with images rotated around the vertical axis (Troje and Bülthoff, 1996). Here,
we assessed whether prosopagnosics show a similar or more pronounced decrease in per-
formance. Based on the computational theory developed in chapter 2, we proposed that
the face recognition deficit in prosopagnosia is not due to a deficit in accounting for stim-
ulus transformations. Thus, there should be no difference in the influence of rotation on
performance of controls compared to prosopagnosic subjects.

Third, in a comparison of the first and the second experiment (Bielefeld Famous Face
Test), task differences in face recognition were studied, namely the number of faces
that have to be distinguished. In real-life situations, generally a small but sizeable
number of people have to be recognized out of a huge population. However two extreme
situations are common. On the one hand, situations can occur in which a single, known
person has to be identified in a large crowd of unknown people, e.g. a public rendezvous.
On the other hand, one has to discriminate between a small, but sizeable number of
known persons, e.g. an extended family meeting. While this distinction was originally
motivated by differences in the face recognition deficit reported by CP subjects 3, it
can also be interpreted with respect to the computational theory outlined in chapter 2.
Picking out a specific individual from a crowd of people is a pure identification task,
while discriminating between a small set of (known) persons is a classification task,
although in real-life situations it is presumably the case that known persons have already
been encountered and therefore trained in identification tasks. There are also parallels
to two of the commonly used test situations for face recognition. In all famous face
tests participants have to discriminate between a small, but sizeable set of famous and
therefore known persons, while in other experimental tests (e.g. employing an old/new
paradigm) participants learn a very small number of previously unknown target faces,
which later on have to be distinguished from a limited set of also previously unknown
distractor faces.

2Contrary to stimulus inversion, rotation in depth occurs frequently under natural viewing conditions.
3This difference was initially observed and elaborated by J. Jost.
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Fourth, in the third experiment (Fixed Presentation Time Test) we investigated
whether there are differences in the effect of short presentation times depending on
whether they are applied during the encoding, i.e. learning, of a novel face or during
the decoding, i.e. recognition, of a previously learned face. Assuming that the face
recognition deficit in congenital prosopagnosia is based on the inability to encode faces
“holistically”, one can distinguish (at least) two possible causes. On the one hand, this
inability could be due to difficulties in establishing a stable, “holistic” representation of
a face during a short period of time. Interpreted in the context of artificial neural net-
works, this would correspond to a slow learning rate in adapting the neuronal weights
to a novel face image (see section 3.1), and the deficit should be more pronounced if
presentation time is limited during learning and encoding of the face image. On the
other hand, the inability for “holistic” processing could be due to structural constraints
on the neuronal connectivity in face processing regions, as was studied extensively in
the previous chapter 4. In this case the inability can not be overcome by longer inte-
gration time, and subjects would probably train compensatory, “featural” processing of
face images. As distinctive features vary between individuals, a serial inspection of all
features distinctive for any of the target faces would take longer inspection times during
recognition, possibly involving eye-movements to different face parts. Thus, compared
to control subjects the performance of prosopagnosic subjects relying on compensatory
strategies should be decreased more if presentation time of the stimuli is limited during
recognition.

Fifth, some of the experiments (Object and Face Recognition Test Battery, Longterm
Memory Test) were conducted not only with face stimuli, but also with shoe stimuli. All
shoe stimuli belonged to the same subcategory of shoes, i.e. Nike sneakers. Thus, it was
impossible for subjects to group the shoe stimuli into a priori established classes which
could be referenced by their name (e.g. boots, sandals, . . . ). This enabled an assessment
of the face specificity of the identification deficit (see appendix A.1.5). It is important
to note that a lack of differences in performance in the identifiation of shoes between
control and prosopagnosic subjects does not necessarily rule out the hypothesis of an
identification agnosia (see chapter 2), as both controls and prosopagnosic subjects are
not trained in identification tasks of shoes.

After reporting in detail on the different experimental tests applied4, a comparison of
individual performance differences across the tests will be made, extended by a compar-
ison of subjects performance in the behavioral tests with a real-life analogue reported
in this chapter with the performance on processing selectively manipulated face images
reported in the previous chapter. Finally, the chapter will conclude with a discussion
of implications of individual performance differences on the heterogeneity in congenital
prosopagnosia.

4The order in which the experiments are reported is not identical to the order in which the five different
aspects were introduced.
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4.1. Method & Materials

The tests were conducted at different times and locations. Diagnosis of CP subjects was
made by Prof. Ingo Kennerknecht from the Institut für Humangenetik, Westfälische-
Wilhelms-Universität, Münster. In addition all CP subjects filled out a screening ques-
tionnaire prior to all experiments (see section 4.1.2). Experimental testing of the CP sub-
jects took place at the Institut für Humangenetik, Westfälische-Wilhelms-Universität,
Münster. The first three tests (Object recognition tests, Bielefeld Famous Face Test, Ob-
ject and Face Recognition Test Battery) were administered to CP subjects in November
2006, the last two tests (Fixed Presentation Time Test and Longterm Memory) a year
later in November 2007.

Control subjects were recruited through personal contact. Experimental testing of
control subjects took place at the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences,
Leipzig. The first three tests were conducted from December 2006 to March 2007, the
last two tests roughly a year later from November 2007 to January 2007.

4.1.1. Participants

In total we tested 16 subjects diagnosed with congenital prosopagnosia (CP) and 36 age
matched controls (two for each CP subject). The age5 varied between 21 and 68 years
for the CPs and in exactly the same range for the controls. Except for one CP subject
(MB) all CP and control subjects reported normal or corrected to normal vision. MB has
a strabismus convergens, on which she was operated on three times during childhood.
However, she still reported on perceiving diplopic images and difficulties with stereopsy.

Participants with Congenital Prosopagnosia

CP subjects fall into two different age groups: one consisting of 8 younger CP subjects,
most of them students, aged between 21 and 26 years, the other consisting of 8 older CP
subjects, aged between 41 and 68.

• The younger group (born after 1980) consisted of five students of medicine, which
were detected by a screening study. The screening study was conducted by means
of a questionnaire 4.1.2. Students who reported suspicious behavioral deficits were
then invited for the semi-structured interview. In addition, three of the younger
participants established contact after having been informed about prosopagnosia
via public media or personal contact.

• The older group (age 40 or older) is composed only of people who initiated contact
themselves. To enable comparison and validate the screening questionnaire, all CP
subjects completed the screening questionnaire.

All of the 16 CP subjects were diagnosed using a semi-structured interview (Grüter,
2004; Kennerknecht et al., 2006), which includes questions on everyday-problems with

5The age reported here was calculated w.r.t. the exact date the first round of experiments was conducted
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Figure 4.1 Description of prosopagnosic
subjects. Age is with respect to the first
experimental series (November 2006).

name contact age gender

HE Self-reported 68 F

SE Self-reported 64 F

EB Self-reported 57 F

HG Self-reported 53 M

HB Self-reported 50 M

MB Self-reported 48 F

MR Self-reported 48 F

RK Self-reported 41 M

JM Self-reported 26 M

JF Screening 23 M

HS Screening 22 M

VK Screening 21 M

FP Self-reported 21 F

MG Screening 21 F

HW Self-reported 21 F

LL Screening 21 F

face and object recognition, mental imagery and avoidance strategies. See table 4.1 for
a short overview of CP subjects.

Three CP participants (JM, HW, LL) did not participate in the Fixed Presentation
Time Test. JM and HW also did not participate in the Longterm Memory Test.

Control Participants

For the first round of tests a total of 32 control participants were selected to match the
age of CP participants. In addition gender was matched in most cases. The younger
participants were mostly students in both the CP and the control group, while the older
participants - although not matched exactly - have a similar variety in profession, ranging
from medical doctors and researchers to construction workers and salesman. One of the
control participants was not of German origin and thus did not participate in the famous
face test.

For the Longterm Memory Test, out of the 32 control participants in 2006/2007 seven
were unable to participate in 2007/2008. However, additional controls were tested in
2006/2007, but not included in the analysis, because a closer age-match could be found.
One of them could participate in 2007/2008 and was thus included in the analysis of
the Longterm Memory Test, giving a total of 26 control subjects. Due to the differences
in participation, age-matching is not perfect in the Longterm Memory Test and CP
subjects are on average older than control subjects (mean age of 36.36 and 42.09 for
control and CP subjects respectively) .

For the Fixed Presentation Time Test a total of 24 age- and mostly gender matched
control subjects participated, 21 of whom also participated in other experiments.
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For an overview over CP and control participation in the experiments, see also figure
4.15(a) in the summary section.

4.1.2. Screening Questionnaire

The screening questionnaire administered consisted of 21 questions, of which 15 test
different aspects of face recognition while the others test orientation, mental image,
and consequences for social behavior (the original questionnaire is included in the ap-
pendix E). Each question was scored individually with 1 to 5 points, where larger scores
indicate noticeable difficulties, resulting in a total of 21 to 105 points.

4.1.3. Object Recognition Tests

The Birmingham Object Recognition Battery (Riddoch and Humphreys, 1993) consists
of 13 separate tests designed to assess particular aspects of visual processing and visual
object recognition. The Birmingham Object Recognition Battery is commonly used to
assess whether the processes of visual object recognition and naming are intact. Since
the participants in our study did not report any accidents or injuries leading to brain
damage, we conducted only a subsample of the tests concerned with higher-level object
recognition (tests Number 6, 7, 10 and 13).

The Visual Object and Space Perception Battery (Warrington and James, 1991) con-
tains eight different tests devised to focus on different components of visual perception.
Half of the tests are concerned with object perception, the other half with perception of
space. Since our participants did not a priori report on problems other than face recogni-
tion, we used the test only to validate this dissociation. Therefore we only administered
two tests of object and one of space perception (tests 2, 4 and 7).

In the following unless a single test is addressed specifically both subsets of tests taken
together will be referred to as the Object Recognition Test.

4.1.4. Bielefeld Famous Face Test

The Bielefeld Famous Face Test (in the following also referred to as Famous Face Test)
was developed as a test for antero- and posterograde amnesia (Jänicke et al., 2001; Kalbe
et al., 2008). It includes grayscale portrait photographs of German famous people of dif-
ferent decades. The photographs were taken from publicly available sources and include
non-facial cues. As CP subjects and controls subjects might have experienced different
cultural background to the German east-west divide, we only included pictures taken
after 1990. Although the BFFT includes scores for free name recall, free semantic recall,
cued name recognition and cued semantic recognition, we only investigate differences in
free name recall and only use PA and matched control data for 31 controls. One of the
controls was Russian and thus was not administered the test.
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(a): Faces (b): Shoes

Figure 4.2. Target stimuli used in the face and shoe recognition tasks of the Object and
Face Recognition Test Battery (OFRTB)

4.1.5. Object and Face Recognition Test Battery

This test battery consisted of a series of sequentially administered tests and was de-
veloped by the author. In an old/new task we initially trained participants to identify
four target objects (faces or shoes), which had to be recognized as “known” objects in
later test displays using variable presentation times but identical viewing conditions.
In the next step, based on individual estimates of the presentation time required by
CP participants to perform at a 90% accuracy level, recognition of rotated images was
tested.

Stimuli

The face stimuli were obtained from the publicly available Face Database of the MPI
for Biological Cybernetics (see Troje and Bülthoff, 1996, for details on the database
creation). This database contains snapshots of 3D-scans of 200 heads (without hair),
taken at seven rotations (frontal view and 3 rotations in each direction of 30°, 60°and
90°). Snapshots were used as distractor stimuli. Target stimuli (figure 4.2(a)) were
generated using the four individual full head models in the Face Database (two male
and two female heads). Snapshots of the full head models under the same rotations (30°,
60°and 90°) were generated using Blender free open source 3D content creation suite
(http://www.blender.org, open-source). All snapshots are 8-bit color images of 256x256
pixels.

The shoe stimuli were obtained as snapshots of different sneakers obtained from the
website nikeid.nike.com. A total of 53 distractor shoes and 4 target shoes (figure 4.2(b))
was used, all under the available three different rotation conditions (oblique view, side
view and view from above). For each CP subject a subset of 16 distractor images was
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randomly chosen, which were used for the learning blocks. The remainder was used as
distractors in the test part of the experiment. This split ensured that subjects learned
to recognize targets and not distractors. All matched controls had exactly the same
experimental setup (choice of distractors and order) as their respective CP subjects.

Experimental Setup

All subjects first conducted two experiments with faces and then two experiments with
shoes which will be referred to as face and shoe tasks respectively whenever a difference
is to be made.

Each experiment started with a simultaneous presentation of all 4 target images in
frontal view for unlimited duration, which was then followed by a feedback training,
which consisted of 16 trials, 8 of which showed the targets (2 times each) and 8 showed a
distractor (see figure 4.3 top row). The subject had to respond by clicking the left mouse
button for a target and the right mouse button for a distractor (two alternative forced
choice - 2-AFC). In the training feedback (correct/false) was given after the response.
Presentation and feedback training were repeated until participants made less than 2
errors. The presentation order of target and distractor image was randomized in each
training block of 16, but exactly the same for a CP subject and his/her two matched
controls. After the training the test started.

The first experiment tested recognition of the frontal view of target images under vary-
ing presentation times (PT), again as a two alternative forced choice task (see figure 4.3
middle row). The presentation times were chosen according to the accelerated stochastic
approximation method (Kesten, 1958; Treutwein, 1995) with a threshold at 80% correct,
see below. The algorithm increased presentation times, whenever a mistake was made
and decreased presentation time after a correct answer. Trials were grouped into blocks
of 8, such that in each block every target appeared exactly once. Again presentation
order of target and distractor image was randomized, but equal for a CP subject and
his/her two matched controls. After half of the trials (80 out of 160) the experiment
was interrupted by a second presentation and learning, in the same configuration as
described above. After successful completion of the second learning the second half of
the experimental trials followed. This split into two halves was used to ensure memory
of the target images sufficient for recognition.

The second experiment tested recognition of targets in the frontal view and under
rotations (two alternative forced choice with frontal view and 3 rotations in each direction
of 30°, 60°and 90°, see figure 4.3 bottom row). It also started with presentation and
feedback training as in the first experiment and, after successful completion, continued
with the test. As the number of available rotated pictures differed between faces and
shoes (seven and three respectively), the setup differs somewhat between the two. For
the face task the experiment contained two testing blocks of 56 images each (7 rotation
conditions with 4 targets and 4 distractors each). For the shoe task it contained four
testing blocks of 24 images each (3 rotation conditions with 4 targets and 4 distractors
each). After two test blocks subjects performed another presentation and training.
During the second experiment the presentation time of the stimuli was set to a fixed value
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chosen for each CP subject individually as an estimate of the time that he/she would
need to give correct answers 90% of the time (see below for details of the estimation
process). This presentation time was also used for both matched controls of the CP
subject.

Estimation of Presentation Times

To measure differences in presentation time needed by individual participants to achieve
the same performance an adaptive psychophysical sampling scheme was employed dur-
ing the first experiment (PT-adaptation test). Based on the assumption that the perfor-
mance of participants increases with increasing presentation time, iteratively choosing
presentation times according to accelerated stochastic approximation (Kesten, 1958)
guarantees stochastic convergence of participants‘ performance to an a priori fixed per-
formance value. Given a sequence of at least two answers pY1, . . . , Ynq, where Yk is 1
for a correct answer and 0 for an incorrect answer and an initial presentation time PT0,
presentation times are adjusted according to

PTn�1 � PTn � 500 ms

2�# tYk � Yk�1uk n
pYn � .8q. (4.1)

The denominator contains a counter of the number of shifts in the answer from correct to
incorrect or vice-versa. Here we chose a fraction of 80% correct answers to avoid ceiling
and/or bottom effects and achieve efficient sampling (Wichmann and Hill, 2001a,b).

Accelerated stochastic approximation was applied for 160 trials in the Object and
Face Recognition Test Battery to estimate the presentation time at which participants
would achieve a performance of 80% correct answers (PT80%). As the participants
completed the tasks on two different monitors with frame rates of 170 Hz and 200 Hz
respectively (see below) the actual presentation time sequences had stepsizes of 5 ms
and 1{170 � 6 ms. The mean of the presentation times of the last 16 trials was taken
as an estimate of PT80%.

Convergence of the accelerated stochastic approximation to PT80% was checked inde-
pendently for the face and shoe task using the last 16 trials. Convergence was assumed,
when the number of correct answers was within the 95% confidence interval of a bi-
nomial distribution with 16 trials and success probability of 0.8, i.e. when at least 10
and at most 14 correct answer were made during the last 16 trials. The sequence of
presentation times for faces converged for 30 out of the 32 control subjects and for 12
out of the 15 PA subjects. For shoes convergence was at 31 out of 32 for controls and
15 out of 16 for CPs. For all non-converged sequences of CP subjects the presentation
times during the last 16 trials were above control median and the sequence was still
decreasing, i.e. participants had at least 15 correct trials in the last 16 trials. One CP
subject (MB) failed to complete the face recognition task due to technical problems. MB
was therefore excluded from all analyzes of face recognition involving either PT80% or
PT90%. Furthermore the two matched controls of MB were excluded from all analyzes,
which are based on MB’s PT90%, i.e. recognition of rotated faces.
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Training before and in midtime of Test

4 target faces
unlimited PT

repeat 
if more than 1 
mistake in 16 trials

test 
if 1 mistake or less

2•4 target + 8 dist. trials
feedback, unlimited PT

Rotation Test

PT-adaptation Test

(4 targets + 4 distractors) • 10 blocks • 2 repetitions = 160 trials

PT n+1 = PT n − 500ms

2 + # { Yk = Yk− 1 } k<n
(Yn − .8)

Faces
(4 targets + 4 distractors) • 7 angles • 2 repetitions = 112 trials

Shoes
(4 targets + 4 distractors) • 3 angles • 4 repetitions = 96 trials

Presentation 2-AFC Training

Figure 4.3. Schematic depiction of the Object and Face Recognition Test Battery. Presen-
tation and Sufficient Feedback Training employing a two alternative forced choice (2-AFC)
paradigm (top) was repeated before and in the midst of each test. The PT-adaptation
Test (middle) assessed recognition performance under varying presentation times (PT), it-
eratively changed according to responses (Y). The Rotation Test (bottom) assessed perfor-
mance for rotated images at a fixed 90%-correct presentation time estimated on-line after
the PT-adaptation test.
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The data obtained in the first experiment, i.e. all pairs pYk, PTkqNk�1, was used for
each subject to estimate a presentation time at which he/she would achieve 90% correct
answers (PT90%). A modified logistic regression model was fitted to the data using
maximum likelihood estimation as an estimate of subjects psychometric function relating
the response to the presentation time(Wichmann and Hill, 2001a).

PrpY � 1|PT ;α, β, λ, γq � γ � p1� γ � λq 1

1� exp
�
� pPT�αq

β

	 , (4.2)

with guess rate γ, lapse rate λ and pα, βq specifying the shape of the logistic regression
function. The software package psignifit (http://www.bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/)
was used for data fitting with γ � 0.5 and parameter limits λ P r0, 0.05s, α P r0, 500s
and β P r0, 500s. The PT90% obtained by inverting the model in equation (4.2) was then
used in the second experiment. Each CP participant as well as the two matched controls
were shown images at the PT90% estimated for the CP participant. This ensured, that
even if the estimation is not perfect, comparisons between CPs and controls were still
valid. Based on a pilot study, we chose a 90% threshold - instead of the 80% threshold
estimated directly by the accelerated stochastic approximation - to avoid bottom effects
in performance on rotated images.

4.1.6. Longterm Memory Test

In this test longterm memory of faces and shoes was assessed. The test was based on
the familiarization of participants with a set of target faces and shoes in the Object and
Face Recognition Test Battery, which had been performed roughly one year prior to the
Longterm Memory Test.

The Longterm Memory Test assessed whether participants were still able to judge
whether a face or shoe was among the targets seen a year ago. The experiment had
an analogous setup for face and shoe recognition. Out of 20 faces (shoes) in total the
4 target faces (shoes) had to be identified. The 16 distractor faces (shoes) were chosen
for each subject as the 16 distractor faces (shoes) which had been selected for the first
two feedback learning trials in the object or face recognition test administered a year
earlier.6 Thus, subjects were familiar - to differing degrees - with most faces presented,
targets as well as distractors. Correct judgments could not have been made based on
familiarity alone. Matched controls had exactly the same experimental setup as their
respective CP subjects.

Both experiments were performed in two parts of 160 presentations each. In the first
part participants were presented with rotated target and distractor images (�30°for faces
or side/top-view for shoes), in the second part with frontal (oblique) images. In both
parts target faces were shown in one of four illumination conditions, where one condition

6Due to the random presentation order in the feedback trials, not all of the 16 images selected had
actually been presented. Most subjects had seen only 14/15 images previously and only two subjects
had actually been presented with less than 14.
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corresponded exactly to the illumination used in the Object and Face Recognition Test
Battery.

4.1.7. Fixed Presentation Time Test

The experimental setup chosen in the Object and Face Recognition Test Battery entailed
the presentation of stimuli for different durations, that were individually determined for
each CP participant and his/her respective matched controls. In a second round of
experiments, this time restricted to face recognition, four fixed presentation times were
used, hence it will be referred to as Fixed Presentation Time Test. The presentation
times, identical for all participants, were chosen to separate between the time needed
for preparation and execution of saccades (Munoz et al., 1998) and limitation was either
during learning (referred to as “1-in-4” test, as one target face had to be identified out
of four stimuli) or recognition (“2-AFC”, i.e. two alternative forced choice; here in an
old/new recognition paradigm) of the faces.

Stimuli

All stimuli were generated with the assistance of the Recognition and Categorization
Group in the Department Bülthoff at the Max-Planck-Institute for Biological Cybernet-
ics, Tübingen, Germany. Face images were obtained by rendering from a total of 96 full
3D head models. The acquisition of 3D-scans and the generation of the head models is
described in Troje and Bülthoff (1996).

For each test we selected 48 individuals, 24 male and 24 female faces. For each individ-
ual face we rendered 5 face images, differing in rotation and illumination. One reference
image (target stimulus) was taken in frontal view with ambient illumination (rgb= 0.5
0.5 0.5) and an additional white illumination (rgb=0.7, 0.7, 0.7) from a direction in
front, above and to the right of the face (horizontal rotation=50 °, vertical rotation=50
°). Four test images were taken under slight horizontal and vertical rotations of p�5,�5q
degrees. In all test images the position of the white illumination source was changed to
come from in front, below and to the left of the face (horizontal rotation=�50 °, vertical
rotation=�20 °).

All reference images were standardized to the same rectangular area (i.e. width x
height) of the facial image at roughly 25000 square pixels. Resulting images had widths
between 122 and 138, and heights between 181 and 204 pixels. Size variations (standard
deviation divided by mean) in width and height were slightly smaller compared to human
anthropometric measurements (Farkas, 1981). Resulting images were placed upon a
black background such that each face was in the center of a 140x210 pixels image.

Test images were not standardized as the standardization in reference images already
discounted all size differences with respect to a scaling of the whole image.
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Experimental Setup

In the first test, see figure 4.4 top row, a target stimulus was first presented for a
short duration of 50, 150, 450 or 750 ms. After a blank of 500 ms, the target stimulus
had to be recognized among a total of 4 face stimuli. This was done by pressing one
of the four arrow keys (left, right, up or down). Presentation during recognition test
was for an unlimited duration. The position of the target stimulus in the test display
was randomized. All combinations of 48 target stimuli and 4 presentation times were
tested exactly once per participant. As each stimulus was used both as target in 4
trials and as distractor in 3*4 trials, the order of the trials in which each stimulus was
presented as target or as distractor was counterbalanced across presentation times to
exclude influences of familiarity on the estimation of presentation time effects.

In the second test, see figure 4.4 bottom row, 4 target stimuli were presented for an
unlimited duration. This was followed by 3 rounds of 8 training trials again with unlim-
ited presentation time. In each training trial either one of the 4 target stimuli or one of 4
distractors was shown and participants had to indicate, whether the presented stimulus
was one of the 4 target stimuli. Each target and each distractor was presented once
in each training round in random order. At the end of each training trial participants
received feedback. After completing the 3 rounds of feedback training a test round of 32
trials was started. In each test trial participants had to indicate whether the presented
stimulus was one of the 4 target stimuli. In each test round every target was presented
4 times for a short duration of 50, 150, 450 and 750 ms, giving a total of 16 target
presentations. The 4 distractors encountered already in the training and an additional
4 new distractors were also displayed two times each for a total of 16 distractor presen-
tations. In these 16 distractor presentations each of the four presentation durations was
chosen four times, but no distractor was shown at the same duration twice. This cycle of
presentation, feedback training and test was repeated for 12 rounds such that each of 48
face stimuli was exactly once among the target stimuli, once among the distractors al-
ready present during the training and once among the additional distractors introduced
in the test round. Presentation order was counterbalanced across stimuli, groups and
presentation time.

In both test paradigms - except for the feedback training in the “2-AFC test” - test
and reference images differed in size, rotation and illumination (as shown in figure 4.4).

Choice of Presentation Times

Initial presentation durations of 50, 150, 450 or 750 ms were chosen to separate between
different types of eye movements. This separation was used as a proxy to investigate the
influence of saccadic eye-movements on performance. In comparison to direct on-line
measurements of eye-movements, e.g. using an eye-tracker, it is by far less reliable but
requires less equipment and is easier to set up.

As the experiment should be applicable to subjects of different age, we relied on
studies explicitly addressing age differences in the times needed to perform saccadic eye-
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¨1-in-4¨ Test: Limited Presentation Time (PT) during Learning

recognition of 

target face

48 faces
4 different PTs unlimited PT

¨2-AFC¨ Test: Limited Presentation Time (PT) during Recognition

repeat 
3 times

then test

2•4•4 trials
4 differenent PTsunlimited PT 2•4 trials

feedback

Total of 48 faces. In each round of trials only faces of the same gender.
In each of 12 rounds: 4 targets,  4 distractors in training, 4 additional distractors in test

Learning Test

TrainingLearning Test

Figure 4.4. Schematic depiction of the Fixed Presentation Time Tests. In the “1-in-
4” test (top) presentation time was limited at first presentation of a target stimulus but
unlimited during the immediately subsequent recognition in a display of 4 stimuli. In the
“2-AFC Test” (bottom) participants were trained to identify a set of 4 target stimuli as
familiar. Presentation time was unlimited during learning and training. During recognition
in a 2-AFC task (familiar / unfamiliar) presentation time was limited.
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movements (Munoz et al., 1998). However, it is possible that true saccade times found
in face processing deviate from the above mentioned times (Bindemann et al., 2008).

4.1.8. Presentation

In the Object and Face Recognition Test battery, images were displayed in original
resolution on either an IIYAMA Vision Master Pro514 monitor (22’, at 200 Hz) or an
IIYAMA Vision Master 506 (21’ at 175 Hz) (random assignment, for CPs and controls)
both running at a 800 x 600 resolution with a screen area of approximately 400 mm
x 300 mm. Participants were initially seated at a distance of 1m and stimuli covered
on average 140 pixels x 210 pixels, i.e. 70 mm x 110 mm, equal to a visual angle of
4.0°horizontally and 6.3°vertically at a distance of 1 m.

In the Fixed Presentation Time Test, presentation was always on an IIYAMA Vision
Master Pro514 monitor (22’, at 200 Hz) with a resolution of 800 x 600 and images
subtended 130 pixels x 190 pixels, i.e. 65 mm x 85 mm or 3.5°x 4.3°at the initial seating
distance of 1 m.

Both tests were run using the open-source flashdot experimental psychophysics pre-
sentation software developed by Tobias Elze at the Max Planck Institut for Mathematics
in the Sciences (available at http://www.flashdot.info), which allows a high temporal
precision of the presentation. Presentation duration was actually measured in frames,
durations are reported in ms for convenience and to enable comparisons between results
obtained at difference monitors with different frame rates. To convert between frames
and ms, we simply multiplied the number of frames by the inverse frame rate, which can
deviate from the actual presentation times for very small durations (Elze, 2006).

4.1.9. Statistical Analysis

All data analysis and statistical testing was done in the statistical programming lan-
guage R (R Development Core Team, 2009). Fitting of generalized linear mixed models
(see below) was done using the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2008). The algorithms
used in lme4 as well as the kind of analysis conducted here, are described by the main
contributor to the lme4 package in more detail in Faraway (2006). Significance of the
model based comparisons was assessed by likelihood ratio tests using a χ2 approxima-
tion and/or a parametric bootstrap to generate an appropriate distribution of the test
statistic (Faraway, 2006).

Model Based Comparisons

To assess differences between control and CP group, families of nested generalized linear
mixed models (GLMMs) were used. Using model based comparisons allowed the inclu-
sion of structural differences between participants (age) as well as individual variations
(random effects) in analyzing group differences at different levels of interaction. A more
detailed treatment of generalized linear mixed models, model based comparisons and
the calculation of residuals is given in the appendix D. Here, only a brief sketch will be
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provided.

A GLMM is a generalization of linear (fixed effect) models Y � °
βjXj in two ways:

• linearity is generalized by the introduction of a link function g:

ErY s � g�1p
¸
βjXjq

• random effects allow to incorporate information on correlated observations, which
arise e.g. due to repeated measurements taken from the same individual in different
conditions

Let ν � gpErY sq, with g the canonical link-function. The general form of a GLMM
without any interaction effects can be written as follows

ν � β0 �
J̧

j�1

βjXj �
Ķ

k�1

γkZk, (4.3)

where β0 is the intercept, βj are the fixed effects associated with the predictor variables
Xj and γk are the random effects (i.e. random variables) associated with the random
variables Zk.

In all our analysis the only random effect that was studied is the identity of the
individual subjects. This allowed to incorporate the correlation present in observations of
the same subject. All other variables (e.g. presentation time, age of the participant) were
modeled as fixed effects. First, a nullmodel was constructed based only on inspection of
the control group data. Based on the nullmodel, a nested family of models was defined
by stepwise inclusion of variable x group interactions for all experimental variables (e.g.
presentation time, block number). Thus main-effects model differed from the nullmodel
by a different constant intercept term for controls and CP (βcontrol0 and βCPo ), the first-
order model by different slope terms for all experimental variables (βcontrolj and βCPj ),
the second-order model by different slope terms for all interaction terms of experimental
variables (βcontroljk and βCPjk ), and so on. Significance of differences was tested by means of
a likelihood-ratio test comparing e.g. the main-effects model with different intercepts for
the two groups to a nullmodel without group differences. Models including higher-order
effects were tested against the nullmodel and all lower-order models.

Comparison of Residuals

In addition to model based tests of group differences residuals were calculated for each
subject as follows: The nullmodel as described above was fitted on the full control data
and then used to calculate residuals for the observations of CP subjects, i.e. the deviation
in performance from what would be expected from controls. For control subjects an ap-
proach similar to a leave-one out cross-validation was applied: The nullmodel was fitted
using data of all but one control subject; this model was then used to calculate residu-
als for observations of the left-out subject. Residuals were averaged across observations
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into a single number for each individual subject. For group comparisons of these average
residuals the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test, also referred to as Mann-Whitney
test, was used since CP residuals were in most cases not Gaussian-distributed.

Comparison of Reaction Times

Analysis of reaction times in the Object and Face Recognition Test Battery was restricted
to correct answers given during the feedback learning trials under unlimited viewing
condition, excluding the initial learning phase prior to the commencement of the test.
As there were only 75 errors in total in the original 5424 observations of reaction time
an analysis of possible speed-accuracy trade-offs would not have been possible anyway.
A fixed cutpoint for observations of reaction time was used dismissing observations
with reaction times above 2000 ms and below 500 ms to reduce the number of outliers
(Ratcliff, 1993). This further decreased the number of observations down to a final of
5080, which constitutes a decrease of 6.3% from the original 5424 observations.

Principal Component Analysis and Imputation of Missing Values

To obtain a summary measure of each individual subjects performance across all face
recognition tests (i.e. Bielefeld Famous Face Test, Fixed Presentation Time Test with
limited presentation time during recognition (2-AFC) or learning (1-in-4) of the stim-
uli, residuals in face recognition test for rotated images (ROTf), estimated 80%-correct
presentation time (PTf), reaction time (RTf) and longterm memory (LTf)), a principal
component analysis (see section 3.1.1) was applied. As several of the subjects did not
complete all of the face recognition test, a simple imputation scheme was used: missing
test results were replaced by the average over control subjects. In general, this shifts the
projection onto the principal components closer to the average over controls and thereby
leads to an underestimation of differences between individual subjects performance and
the control average.

Correlations between Tests

For all of the individual tests applied, we calculated pairwise correlations (Spearman
rank correlation, pairwise complete cases only) for each of the two groups separately.
Significance of differences in the correlation between control and prosopagnosic subjects
was assessed using 1000 bootstrap replicates. In each bootstrap replication, for each
group a bootstrap sample, consisting of the observations for which the correlation was
to be calculated and equal in size to the original data, was drawn with replacement,
for each group the correlation between the observations in this bootstrap sample and
the corresponding difference in this correlation between the two groups was calculated.
P-values for the difference observed in the original data were obtained as the relative
frequency of bootstrap replications, where the difference in correlations exceeded or fell
below the original difference.
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4.2. Results

4.2.1. Object Recognition Tests

Basic object recognition abilities were unimpaired in almost all CP subjects, i.e. they
scored within the control range reported in the test. Only one (HW) had consistent
difficulties across several object recognition tests (BORB 10, VOSP 2 and 4). Four
participants (HE, SE, HB, HG) had difficulties in recognizing object silhouettes in one
of the two tests (VOSP 2 and 4). Two CPs (EB, HB) had problems with the easy but
not the hard condition of BORB subtest 10.

4.2.2. Bielefeld Famous Face Test

On average subjects with congenital prosopagnosia had a worse performance in free
name recall than control subjects. The difference between CPs and controls can not be
explained by possible differences in media consumption.
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Figure 4.5. Percent correct free name recall in BFFT. On average CPs show worse per-
formance than controls (boxplots on the left) and for both groups performance decreases
with increasing age (middle, solid line). However there is large individual variation among
CPs and controls (dashed line shows 2 SD confidence bound). Variation is reduced after
taking account of differences in age, gender and media consumption (boxplot of residuals
after linear regression on the right).

Direct comparisons of correct free name recall (see figure 4.5 left) revealed a significant
location shift between CPs and controls (Wilcoxon rank sum, W � 343, n0 � 31,
nCP � 16, p � 0.017). Model based comparisons with a linear nullmodel including TV
and print media consumption (  1h, 1 � 2h, 3 � 7h, ¡ 7h per week), age and gender
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as fixed predictor variables revealed a significant main effect of group (χ2 � 12.75,
df � 1, p   .001), but no significance of an interaction model (χ2 � 3.55, df � 4,
p � 0.47). A more detailed analysis revealed the possibility of selective differences in the
way performance improves with increasing print media consumption: The positive effect
of print media consumption observed for control subjects was smaller or absent in CPs.
However, a test of the main-effects model against a model including a single interaction
term for print media consumption was only of borderline significance (χ2 � 2.93, df � 1,
p � 0.09). Accounting for differences in age, gender and media consumption reduces
variability in performance (see figure 4.5 right). CPs have significantly lower residuals
than controls, i.e. worse score than expected (W � 394, n0 � 31, nCP � 16, p   0.001).

4.2.3. Object and Face Recognition Test Battery

Feedback training under unlimited presentation time On average subjects with con-
genital prosopagnosia made more mistakes and needed more rounds of feedback training
than controls during the initial learning phase in the face recognition test, but not in
the shoe recognition test. Although they did not make more mistakes in the subsequent
feedback training trials with unlimited presentation time, they had longer reaction times
for faces, but not for shoes.
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Figure 4.6. Feedback training errors and residuals in reaction time. (a): On average CPs
made significantly more mistakes than controls in the initial learning phase for faces, but
not for shoes. (b): During later training trials they had longer reaction times (residuals
after log transformation) for face recognition but not for shoe recognition.

While 28 out of 32 control participants only needed a single feedback training block
in the initial learning phase of the face recognition test, 6 of the 16 CP participants
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needed more than one. The increased need for training was not present in the shoe
recognition test (30 out of 32 compared to 13 out of 16). During this initial training,
CP participants made on average more mistakes than controls for faces (Wilcoxon rank
sum test, W � 87, n0 � 32, nCP � 16, p   0.001) but not for shoes (W � 226, n0 � 32,
nCP � 16, p � 0.47), however individual performance is quite heterogeneous as can be
seen in figure 4.6(a).

Compared to controls participants with CP had longer reaction times (larger residuals)
than expected for faces (W � 95, n0 � 32, nCP � 16, p   .001) but not for shoes
(W � 239, n0 � 32, nCP � 16, p � .36) after accounting for individual differences in age
as well as a general tendency for faster responses in the course of the experiment. More
specifically, comparisons of residuals in reaction times are based on a nullmodel with the
logarithm of reaction times as response variable7, age and block number, as well as the
interaction between age and block number8 as fixed effects and individual identity as a
random effect.

Presentation time needed for 80%percent recognition On average CP subjects re-
quired longer presentation times9 than controls for faces (medians of 20.9 ms and 29.2 ms
respectively; Wilcoxon rank sum test, W � 87.5, n0 � 30, nCP � 12, p � 0.005) but
not for shoes (medians of 19.5 ms and 17 ms respectively; W � 234, n0 � 31, nCP � 15,
p � 0.52).

All control subjects only needed very short presentation times well below the time
needed for controlled eye movements (i.e. less than 200 ms ) to perform at an 80%
correct level in both the face (between 6 ms and 47 ms ) and shoe recognition task
(between 9 ms and 102 ms). In contrast, several subjects with congenital prosopagnosia
required far longer presentation times to accurately recognize faces (21 ms to 766 ms)
and/or shoes (7 ms to 462 ms).

To account for the influence of participants age on the presentation times required two
nullmodels were fitted for the face and shoe task using the logarithm of the individual
PT80%s as response variable and age as a fixed effect. Compared to the control group
CP subjects had larger residuals - need longer presentation times than expected - for the
face task (W � 57, n0 � 30, nCP � 12, p   0.001) but not for the shoe task (W � 230,
n0 � 31, nCP � 15, p � 0.48). The need for longer presentation times was selective
for face in each CP subject (figure 4.7(a)): All CP subjects with converged presentation
times series (red crosses) had higher residuals in the face task compared to the shoe task.

Comparison of presentation time and reaction time If longer reaction times (RTs) in
CPs were due to longer inspection times, subtracting the estimated 80%-correct presen-
tation time (PT80%) should reduce the differences in reaction times. While CP subjects

7This transformation improves statistical analysis of reaction times (Ratcliff, 1993).
8In addition to the initial training blocks before commencement of the test, participants were admin-

istered at least three additional feedback training blocks. Analysis of control data revealed that
participants responded faster in later training blocks. The interaction only improved the model fit
significantly for faces. However for better comparability we also included the interaction for shoes.

9PT80% estimated as the average over the last 16 trials, see Methods in section 4.1.5
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have significantly higher residuals of reaction times (W � 49, n0 � 30, nCP � 12,
p   0.001) there is no significant group difference left after subtraction of PT80% resid-
uals (W � 127, n0 � 30, nCP � 12, p � 0.15). Thus, the longer reaction times observed
for CP subjects are presumably due to increased inspection times of the stimuli and not
due to a prolonged decisional period.

Residuals in reaction times and PT80% were obtained as described in section 4.2.3 and
4.2.3. Only cases with a converged series of presentation times were included in group
comparisons10, but residuals of all cases are shown in figure 4.7 using an enlarged color
code.

The disappearance of group differences in reaction times after subtraction of PT80%

was corroborated by a model based direct test for interaction effects between group and
type of residuals (RT vs. (RT-PT80%)) based on linear mixed models with residuals
as response variable, group and type as fixed effects and identity of the participant as
random effect. The model including an interaction had a better fit than the model with
main effects only (χ2 � 9.14, df � 1, p � 0.003).
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Figure 4.7. Presentation time needed for 80%-correct recognition. (a): On average CPs
have higher PT80% residuals (generalized linear model correcting for age) than controls for
faces, but not shoes. Green (control) and blue (CP) characters denote subjects with non-
converged presentation time series in at least one of the two tasks. (b): The difference
between CPs and controls in reaction time residuals decreases after adjusting for differences
in PT80% residuals.

10Results were qualitatively similar if all cases are included. Therefore in the following, the distinction
between converged and non-converged is dropped and all tests reported were based on all subjects
excluding MB and her two matched controls for face tasks or face-shoe comparisons.
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(b): Shoes

Figure 4.8. Recognition of rotated images: Across all rotation angles CPs made more
mistakes than controls for faces (a) but not for shoes (b). Reported below each boxplot are
test statistics and p-values for a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Recognition of rotated images at estimated 90%-times Across all rotation angles
CPs performed significantly worse than controls for faces (Wilcoxon rank sum statistic
in figure 4.8(a) with n0 � 30, nCP � 15) but not for shoes (statistic in figure 4.8(b) with
n0 � 32, nCP � 16). Estimates obtained for the 90%-correct presentation time appeared
appropriate, as for presentations using this PT90% estimate median CP recognition of
frontal views (93% for faces, 95% for shoes) is only slightly above the target rate (see
figure 4.8(a) leftmost plot). However, similar to the estimates obtained for the 80%-
correct time, estimates for PT90% varied strongly between CP subjects. Estimates ranged
from 25 ms to 890 ms for faces and from 18 ms to 1776 ms for shoes.

Differences in the influence of rotation and presentation time on control and CP per-
formance were tested based on a binomial GLMM nullmodel with logit-link of correct
responses with age, rotation (absolute degrees) and presentation time (log-transformed
and mean-centered) as fixed effects and participant identity as random effects. Interac-
tions were tested both for rotation and presentation time combined, as well as specifically
for either of the two.

On average CPs performed worse than controls for rotated images in the face task
(main effect model tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 19.2, df � 1, p   0.001), but not
in the shoe task (χ2 � 0.03, df � 1, p � 0.87). There was no significant difference
in the influence of test images rotation on CP subjects compared to control subjects
performance in face recognition (group-rotation interaction model tested against main
effect model, χ2 � 1.8, df � 1, p � 0.18) or shoe recognition (χ2 � 0.2, df � 1, p � 0.66).
However, control subjects performance was more affected by presentation time than CP
subjects performance both for faces (group-presentation time interaction model tested
against main effect model, χ2 � 10.4, df � 1, p � 0.001) and shoes (group-presentation
time interaction model tested against main effect model, χ2 � 10.5, df � 1, p � 0.001;
group-presentation time interaction model tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 10.5, df � 2,
p � 0.005). Note that the latter interaction effect of group and presentation time
(shown in figure 4.9(a) for the face task) was to be expected, as presentation times were
selectively adapted to control CP subjects performance, while control subjects were
administered the presentation times of their corresponding CP matches. However, it
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(b): Recognition of rotated images (aver-
aged across all rotations)

Figure 4.9. Recognition of rotated images. (a): Average performance of individuals after
adjusting for differences in age as a function of the presentation time. At each presentation
time, one CP subject and two age-matched controls were tested. For controls performance
increased with increasing presentation time (black solid line) but not for CP subjects (red
solid line). (b) CPs have larger residuals,i.e. worse performance than expected, for faces but
not for shoes.

does not directly indicate influence of presentation time on any individual CP subject’s
performance, as every subject was tested only at a single presentation time.

Average residuals based on the nullmodel described above are larger for CP subjects
than for controls in the face recognition task (W � 399, n0 � 30, nCP � 15, p  
0.001) but not in the shoe recognition task (W � 248, n0 � 32, nCP � 16, p � 0.57).
If the shoe recognition task is interpreted as a baseline performance in subordinate
classification performance, face-specific deviation from this baseline can be measured by
subtracting the average over residuals in the shoe recognition task from the average in
the face recognition task, which graphically equals the distance of observations from the
diagonal line in figure 4.9(b). All CP subjects show face-specificity in their impairment
(observations above the diagonal).

Example of a feature-based compensatory strategy During post-hoc analysis of the
experimental results a check for unintended influences of experimental design factors
was conducted. One example of an unintended influence is the direction of rotation
away from the frontal view (i.e. left or right) used in the test images, where we did not
expect to find any differences. While this was generally supported by the data, analysis
of one CP participant (HW) revealed a surprising response pattern. While there was no
direction bias for three of the four target faces, she always recognized one of the target
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Figure 4.10. Feature-based recognition: One of the CP participants (HW) recognized
one of the target faces based on a small mole on the left side of the neck. Thus she failed
to recognize the target whenever rotated to the left and the mole was hidden, but always
recognized the target whenever rotated to the right and the mole was visible.

faces when rotated to the left but never when rotated to the right - irrespective of the
degree of rotation.

Close inspection of the face as well as post experimental communication with HW
revealed an instance of feature-based recognition by means of a small mole on the left
side of the neck. As can be seen in figure 4.10, the mole was visible for all rotations to
the right, but not for rotations to the left.

4.2.4. Longterm Memory Test

Overall, longterm memory for faces was better than for shoes. Longterm memory for
faces was significantly worse in CP subjects with a median of 86% correct responses
compared to controls with a median of 94% (Wilcoxon rank sum test, W � 73, n0 � 26,
nCP � 14,p � 0.002). Recognition of shoes did not differ significantly between control
(median of 82%) and CP (median of 74%) subjects (W � 121, n0 � 26, nCP � 14,p �
0.086). A separation of the error in false positives and false negatives led to qualitatively
similar results. As can be seen in figure 4.11(a) CP subjects tended to have a lower true
positive rate, i.e. missed more target stimuli, than controls (see model based comparisons
below), especially for frontal views.

To adjust for the influence of age on participants performance11 a linear nullmodel
including age, presentation condition (rotation and illumination) and trial type (tar-
get/distractor) as predictor variables was fitted to the control data. CP subjects have
larger residuals than controls subjects for the face task (W � 307, n0 � 26, nCP � 14,
p   0.001) but not for the shoe task (W � 204, n0 � 26, nCP � 14, p � 0.55).

Model based comparisons using the nullmodel described above confounded these re-
sults, i.e. group differences for faces (main effect model tested against nullmodel, χ2 �
20.42, df � 1, p   0.001) but not for shoes (χ2 � 1.09, df � 1, p � 0.3). The lower
recognition rate for faces in the CP group was presumably mainly due to a higher miss
rate. The negative influence of CP was higher for trials in which the target was present
(i.e. they made more mistakes) than for distractor trials and including this interaction
significantly improved the model (group-trial type interaction model tested against main
effect model, χ2 � 23.0, df � 1, p   0.001).

11 As already noted in section 4.1.1, mean age differed between control (36.36 years) and CP sub-
jects(42.09 years).
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Figure 4.11. Recognition after one year. (a): CPs show worse recognition of both targets
and distractors. Plotted is the rate of true positive answers (target recognized as such)
against false positive answers (distractor recognized as target). (b): Plot of averaged resid-
uals in face recognition against averaged residuals in shoe recognition (after accounting for
differences in age).

4.2.5. Fixed Presentation Time Test

Limited presentation time during learning Age-corrected performance (based on the
effect estimated in the nullmodel, see below) of CP subjects (nCP � 13) was worse than
control performance (n0 � 24) across all presentation times when presentation is limited
during learning (“1-in-4”, see the left part of figure 4.12 for test statistics and p-values).

A nullmodel for model based comparison and calculation of residuals was constructed
as a binomial GLMM with logit-link using age and presentation time (log-transformed)
as fixed effects and subject identity as random effect. There was a significant main effect
of group (χ2 � 13.3, df � 1, p   .001) with CPs performing worse than controls and
a borderline significance of the interaction between group and presentation time (tested
against main-effects model, χ2 � 4.06, df � 1, p � 0.044; parametric bootstrap with
1000 samples (see Faraway, 2006, for details) led to an estimated p � 0.016), with a lower
increase in performance for increasing presentation times in CP subjects compared to
controls (for CPs the effect size of presentation time in the model is at 80% the effect size
for controls). In other words, control subjects did profit more from increased presentation
times during learning than CP subjects.

There was no difference in average reaction time (log-transformed) between control
and CP subjects for any of the presentation times if tested separately (see the right part
of figure 4.12 for test statistics and p-values). In a LMM including age and presentation
time (log-transformed), inclusion of a main effect for group did not improve the likelihood
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Figure 4.12. “1-in-4” task with limited presentation time during learning of the stimuli.
Compared to controls, CPs performed worse across all presentation times (left, statistics
according to Wilcoxon rank sum test). There were no significant differences in reaction time
during recognition for any single presentation time condition (right). As a trend control
reaction times during recognition decreased with increased presentation time during learning
(see text).

significantly (χ2 � 0.002, df � 1, p � 0.97), but inclusion of an interaction between
group and presentation time (tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 9.87, df � 2, p � 0.007;
or p � 0.004 for parametric bootstrap with 1000 samples). While for control subjects,
reaction time during testing decreases with increased presentation time during learning,
there was almost no influence for CP subjects.

Thus, controls performed better than CPs already after a presentation of only 50 ms
and although both groups improved in performance with increasing presentation time
during the learning of the stimuli, the performance of control subjects increased stronger
than the performance of CP subjects.For controls, the reaction times during recognition
decreased with increasing presentation time, simultaneously to the increase in perfor-
mance. In contrast, CP subjects observations show no significant modulation of reaction
time during recognition as a function of presentation duration during learning.

Limited presentation time during recognition When tested with limited presentation
time during recognition of the stimuli (“2-AFC”) age-corrected (nullmodel based, see
below) CP performance was significantly worse than control performance for presentation
durations of 50 ms, 150 ms and 750 ms (Wilcoxon rank sum test, nCP � 13, n0 � 24, all
p   0.01 see figure 4.13 for detailed statistics). At 450 ms the difference was borderline
significant (W � 214, p � 0.067).

A binomial GLMM using a logit link with fixed effect variables age and presentation
time (log-transformed) and identify as fixed effect was constructed as a nullmodel. Cor-
roborating the results for individual presentation times, there was a significant main
effect of group (tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 10.03, df � 1, p � 0.002), with CPs
performing worse than controls. There was no significant difference in the influence of
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Figure 4.13. “2-AFC” task with limited presentation time during recognition of the stim-
uli. Compared to controls, CPs performed worse for presentation times of 50ms, 150ms and
750ms (left). There were no significant differences in reaction time between controls and
CPs (right).

presentation time between the two groups (group-presentation time interaction model
tested against main effect model, χ2 � 1.57, df � 1, p � 0.67).

There was no difference in average reaction time (log-transformed) between control and
CP subjects for any of the presentation times tested separately. Model based comparison
with a LMM (predictor variables as above) also did not show neither a significant main
effect of group (tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 0.003, df � 1, p � 0.95), nor a significant
interaction (tested against nullmodel, χ2 � 2.9, df � 2, p � .023).

Residuals of CP subjects (obtained using the two nullmodels described above) were
smaller, i.e. worse performance than expected, both for limited presentation during learn-
ing (Wilcoxon rank sum test, nCP � 13, n0 � 24, W � 261, p   0.001) and recognition
(W � 255, p   0.001). While residuals appeared to be correlated for control subjects,
there was no obvious correlation among performance in the two tasks in the CP group
(see figure 4.14 and the discussion of heterogeneous performance among CPs in section
4.3.2).

4.2.6. Variability of Performance across Tests

Performance of individual CP subjects is quite variable across different tests (see the
graphical summary table in figure 4.15(a)). A group of seven CP subjects (uppermost
cluster, complete linkage analysis (Hastie et al., 2001)) performed consistently below
control average in the tests. These seven all belonged to the group of CP subjects
who initiated contact to the investigators. For the remaining nine CP subjects, the
performance was more diverse. While on average they performed worse than controls,
some CP subjects had pronounced deficits only in a small number of the tests, or only
if their performance in face recognition was contrasted with their performance in shoe
recognition. Two CP subjects (MB and JM) did not show profound deficits - performance
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Figure 4.14 Fixed Presentation Time. Resid-
uals in performance of individual subjects af-
ter accounting for age, condition and trial (tar-
get/distractor). Residuals under limited presen-
tation time during learning (“1-in-4” task) are
shown in the x-direction and residuals under lim-
ited presentation time during recognition (“2-
AFC” task) in the y-direction.

of at least 2 standard deviations below control mean- in any single test and another three
CP subjects (RK, VK and MG) only for one single test.

This individual variability in the CP group was mostly induced by the extent of the
deficit of individual CP subjects. A principal component analysis of the face recognition
test results revealed that the direction of the largest variance in test results mostly coin-
cided with the separation into CP and control subjects12, and could thus be interpreted
as the face-recognition-deficit direction (see figure 4.15(b), which shows a projection of
all test results onto the first two principal components), where the first principle com-
ponent explained half of the total variance (r2

PC1 � .59) across all tests. The addition
of the second component added little to the explained variance (r2

PC1,PC2 � .71).
In general, there was good agreement between subjects’ self-assessment (questionnaire

score) and performance (first principle component, see above), with a significant corre-
lation (ρ � �0.52, p   0.001, n � 52) across all subjects (see figure 4.15(c)). On the
one hand, all of the seven CP subjects who had clear deficits in the experiments, also re-
ported profound deficits in the questionnaire. On the other hand, all of the CP subjects
who reported moderate deficits performed close to the lower boundary of the control
performance range. Exceptions were VK, who in personal communications reported a
suspicion that he might have overestimated his difficulties in the self-assessment, and
MB, who has to be considered as a special case of CP mainly for two reasons. First,
because of the aforementioned strabismus convergens (see section 4.1.1). Second, she
reported a photographic memory, which aligns well with her excellent performance in
subparts of the shoe recognition tasks, were she actually outperformed all control sub-
jects.13

12Note that, due to the replacement of missing values by the control average, the projection of several
prosopagnosic subjects (notably JM, LL and HW) is shifted towards the control mean.

13If instead of the residuals in the face recognition tests, the difference between residuals in the face and
shoe recognition tests are used, MBs deficits become apparent.
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Figure 4.15. (a): Individual z-scores for residuals for a subset of the tests applied with
subject in the rows and tests in the columns of the table plotted using a color code (top).
Depicted are the Bielefeld Famous Face Test (BFFT), the Fixed Presentation Time Test with
limited presentation time during recognition (2-AFC) or learning (1-in-4) of the stimuli,
the recognition of rotated images (ROT), estimated 80%-correct presentation time (PT),
reaction time (RT) and longterm memory (LT) in the Object and Face Recognition Test
Battery. For the latter tests, suffices are used to indicate residuals for face recognition
(ROTf, PTf, RTf and LTf) or the difference in residuals between face and shoe recognition
(ROTd, PTd, RTd and LTd). Missing values are drawn in black, values above (below) the
interval r�3, 3s are colored in red (blue). On the right are CP subjects initials on the left is
a dendrogram obtained by unsupervised clustering (complete linkage analysis), which was
used primarily for ordering of the rows. (b): Most of the variability in the face recognition
test results (see text for details) was between CPs (red initials) and controls (black circles).
(c): CPs self-assessment (questionnaire score) correlated well with behavioral test results
(first PC). (d): Projections onto the first PC are uncorrelated with residuals in either ICA
discrimination task for controls. For CPs the correlation is positive with ICAS and negative
with ICAT (red solid lines) but not significantly (both p ¡ 0.05). Correlations become more
pronounced and significant after outlier removal (red dashed line, see text for explanation).
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Correlation to Deficits in the Processing of Sparse Representations

General face recognition abilities (first principal component, see above) and residuals in
ICA discrimination were uncorrelated for control subjects with ρ � �0.01 and ρ � �0.08
(both p ¡ 0.05, n � 23) for ICAS and ICAT respectively (see figure 4.15(d)). Among
CP participants there seemed to be a positive correlation of general face recognition
abilities with ICAS (ρ � 0.53, p � 0.08, n � 12) and a negative correlation with ICAT

(ρ � �0.36, p � 0.26, n � 12). Both correlations were not significant if tested on all
observations (p � 0.21 and p � 0.12 respectively, both n � 12). More detailed analysis
of the correlation data based on a linear model fit revealed one prominent outlier among
the CP group - both in terms of residuals as well as leverage - within each dataset: JF
for ICAS and MG for ICAT . Repeating the correlation analysis without the outliers
lead to significant positive correlations between face recognition performance and ICAS

(ρ � 0.72, p � 0.016, n � 11) and negative correlation with ICAT (ρ � �0.62, p � 0.048,
n � 11).

Correlations between Individual Tests

Overall, face recognition tests results were mostly slightly correlated for controls as well
as CPs (red values), however some differences can be observed. First, inside the group
of prosopagnosic subjects, there was a slight negative correlation between deficits in the
famous face test (BFFT) and the recognition of rotated faces at 90%-presentation times
in ROTd and ROTf (ρ � �0.31 and ρ � �0.45, both p ¡ 0.05 and n � 15) in the
Object and Face Recognition Test Battery (see figure 4.16, left). In contrast, control
data showed a slight positive correlation between these two tests (ρ � 0.39 and ρ � 0.40,
both p   0.05 and n � 30). This difference in the correlation between controls and CPs
was itself significant in both cases (Bootstrap, both p   0.05), see also the left plot of
figure 4.16(c).

Second, when temporal constraints were either imposed during learning (“1-in-4” task)
or during recognition (“2-AFC” task) of the stimuli, performance was correlated across
both tasks for controls (ρ � 0.47, p � 0.02, n � 24) but not for CPs (ρ � �0.099,
p � 0.75, n � 13) with an almost significant difference (Bootstrap, both p � 0.07). Fur-
ther differences between control and CP subjects in the correlation of their performance
induced by temporal constraints can also be observed. A higher correlation between
performance in the “2-AFC” task - limited presentation during recognition - and pre-
sentation time needed for 80% correct recognition (PTd) for CPs (ρ � 0.37, p � 0.23,
n � 12) compared to controls (ρ � �0.28,p � 0.23, n � 20) with a borderline significant
difference between the two groups (Bootstrap, p � 0.06), see also the middle plot of fig-
ure 4.16(c). And a higher correlation between performance in the “1-in-4”’ task - limited
presentation time during learning - and the reaction time observed during learning trials
(RTd) for CPs (ρ � 0.62, p � 0.03, n � 13) compared to controls (ρ � �0.07,p � 0.77,
n � 20) with a significant difference between the two groups (Bootstrap, p � 0.03), see
also the right plot of figure 4.16(c).
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(c): Scatterplots of test results

Figure 4.16. (a): Raw correlations (Spearman rank correlation) in tests results (Spear-
man rank correlation, color-coded with numbers indicating p-values of two-sided significance
test). Correlations in the test results for the CP group are shown below and for the control
group above the diagonal. In general control observations had a larger correlation in perfor-
mance across different tests of face recognition than CPs (upper left part). (b): Differences
in correlation between controls and CPs (p-values for differences obtained using Bootstrap
estimates with n=1000 replications).(c): Scatterplots for significant differences with respect
to the the number of faces that have to recognized (BFFT ROTd, left) and temporal
constraints (PTd 2-AFC, middle, RTd 1-in-4, left). The former indicates a dissociation
in CPs (red), i.e. a lower correlation compared to controls (black), the latter an association,
i.e. a higher correlation.
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4.3. Discussion

4.3.1. Summary

All of the face recognition tests reported above led to significant differences in perfor-
mance between the group of CP subjects and the control group. CP subjects needed
more initial training, had longer reaction times and needed longer presentation times of
stimuli to achieve the same level of accuracy as compared to controls. The face recogni-
tion deficit in CP subjects was present for both: frontal views of the faces, which were
extensively trained, and rotated views of the faces, which were before only presented as
test stimuli. Longterm memory of four target faces was impaired for CPs compared to
controls. The deficits in longterm memory in CP subjects can not be explained solely
based on a decrease of familiarity over time, as subjects were made familiar with both
target and distractor stimuli a year ago.

Differences in reaction times were largely due to differences in the presentation times,
which were taken as proxies of the actual inspection time, needed to achieve a given
accuracy level. Thus, compared to controls CP subjects need to inspect face images for
a longer time in order to recognize them with the same accuracy.

Performance in face recognition decreased with increasing rotation angle between
learned view and testing view for both CPs and controls similarly. The absence of
an interaction effect of group and rotation might have been due to different reasons:

• the deficit in CP is not related to generalization across viewpoints,
• generalizing from a single frontal image to rotated images up to a 90°profile is very

difficult for controls (see e.g. Troje and Bülthoff (1996) for a discussion) or
• CP subjects used cues with a high degree of rotation invariance as part of their

compensatory processing strategies (see section 4.2.3).

Based on the evidence presented in this study none of these alternatives can be ruled
out and more detailed studies of both control and CP processing of faces in the presence
of stimulus transformation are needed.

The influence of constrained presentation times was investigated in more detail in a
second set of experiments. Again the performance of CP subjects was worse than of
control subjects, irrespective of whether presentation times were limited during learning
or training. Interestingly, the difference was already present for very short presentation
times (50ms). Restrictions on the inspection time played a more important role during
learning compared to the recognition of the face stimuli. Control subjects profited more
than CP subjects from increased presentation time during learning both in terms of
higher accuracy and shorter reaction times during later recognition. Group differences
in the influence of presentation time were absent if stimulus duration was restricted only
during recognition. These differences can be interpreted as evidence for a lower degree
of information accumulation over time during the learning and encoding of a face in CP
subjects. Whereas controls are able to refine their encoding of a face by incorporating
more and more information (possibly up to the point of very fast and highly accurate
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recognition) there seem to be more stringent limits to the information capacity of facial
encoding in congenital prosopagnosia.

In contrast to the differences found in face recognition, performance in the object
recognition tests of individual discrimination did not differ between the two groups,
although some CPs had difficulties.

4.3.2. Heterogeneity in Congenital Prosopagnosia

The heterogeneity in test results within the group of CP subjects raises the question
whether there are identifiable subgroups of CP, comparable to those found in acquired
prosopagnosia (AP, see appendix A.2). In AP a mature, fully functional face recognition
system is disturbed by an external event, unrelated to the system’s past performance. Ir-
respective of the exact processes underlying functional specialization of cortical regions in
the neural system of face recognition (see appendix A.1.3), this specialization presumably
leads to an alignment between cortical location and functional process. Damage inflicted
to a specific region can therefore lead to restricted deficits, conditional on the intercon-
nectedness and interdependence of the distributed processing (see also appendix A.2.3).
In contrast, the deficit in CP can not be traced back to an external event, but it is
rather the endpoint of a developmental trajectory (Thomas and Karmiloff-Smith, 2003),
a mature but dysfunctional system. Thus, even if there is a single cause to CP, it would
not be surprising to see a stronger heterogeneity among CP subjects - as compared to a
homogeneous group of AP subjects, i.e. with the same lesions - based solely on differences
in development, e.g. learning of different evasive and compensatory strategies.

The symptoms in AP have been differentiated into deficits related to amnestic, asso-
ciative or apperceptive aspects of face recognition ( A.2). Extending this categorization
to CP, a more apperceptive form could develop from initial deficits in structural encod-
ing of faces. For example the inability to process faces holistically - in combination with
unimpaired processing of isolated features - could lead to compensatory feature based
processing. 14 Amnestic deficits in CP could be caused by an insufficient “storage”
capacity in areas associating faces and identities of known persons. In the simplest case
a decrease in capacity is equivalent to a decrease in the size, i.e. the corresponding cor-
tical regions.15 However, a decrease in memory capacity of an autoassociative memory
network can also be caused by deficits in the recurrent, collateral connectivity, e.g. bal-
ancing the requirements of sufficient but minimal coupling among the excitatory cells of
the network (Rolls and Treves, 1998). This could serve as a model of more complicated
associative deficits, related to the learning and recall of face-identity association pairs.

Although, none of the tests employed in this study was tailored to analyze dissociations
between different forms of CP, some tentative observations can be made by looking at
correlations between different test results. A dissociation of deficits is indicated by less

14A more detailed model of apperceptive CP as attributable to a reduction in feedforward connectivity
will be given in chapter 3.

15Behrmann et al. (2007) actually found a volumetric reduction in the anterior fusiform gyrus, which
was correlated with deficits in the recognition of famous faces.
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correlation between two test results among CPs compared to controls16. In contrast, an
association, i.e. a higher correlation among CPs compared to controls, points to deficits
in specific aspects of face recognition that are shared by the two tests. For different tests
of face recognition unrelated in the experimental setup17 controls tended to show a slight
positive correlation (see figure 4.16(a), upper left part) that was absent or negative in
CPs. Interestingly, there was no significant correlation between results in the two tests of
longterm memory (Bielefeld Famous Face Test and Longterm Memory Test) neither for
controls nor for CPs. This mights have been due to the different nature of the tests: one
testing recognition memory based on experimental familiarization with face stimuli the
other testing memory based on prior familiarization unknown in its extent and nature
to the experimenter.

Among members of the CP group, there was a slight dissociation between deficits in
the famous face test (BFFT) and the recognition of rotated faces at 80%-presentation
times (ROTd and ROTf) in the Object and Face Recognition Test Battery (see figure
4.16, left). Whereas control data had a slight positive correlation, the dissociation in
CPs was indicated by a negative correlation between the recognition of famous faces and
rotated faces. These two tests differed mainly in terms of the number of faces, that had
to be recognized: The Object and Face Recognition Test Battery focuses on recognition
of a small number of explicitly learned faces. In contrast, the famous face test required
recognition of a larger number of face images that were never explicitly trained but are
likely to be known to the participants. For a pure amnestic CP, recognition of famous
faces is likely to be impaired, while the recognition of rotated faces in the experimental
setting should pose less difficulties, as only four faces would have to be remembered. In
contrast, in an associative CP, difficulties in the storage and recall of faces should be more
prominent in - or even limited to - experimental conditions imposing time limitations
on learning and inspection. For an apperceptive CP, there is no clear dissociation. Both
tasks can be solved equally well (or bad) by a featural strategy, based on either non-
facial, semantic cues (famous face test) or discriminatory features derived ad-hoc for a
limited number of faces (rotated faces)18. If the CP subjects in this study belong to
all three different types of prosopagnosia (apperceptive, associative and amnestic), the
pattern of results across the CP group should follow a trimodal distribution (no deficit,
a more prominent deficit in the experimental test and a more prominent deficit in the
recognition of famous faces), which is compatible to the results obtained (see figure 4.16,
left).

In the experiments reported above, the temporal constraints were either imposed
during learning (“1-in-4” task) or during recognition (“2-AFC” task) of the stimuli. For
controls, performance was correlated across both tasks, presumably more so than in CP

16More specifically, a perfect dissociation of deficits leads to a bimodal distribution, with values stretching
along the negative part of either of the two axes. This bimodal distribution entails a negative
correlation coefficient.

17Note that some of the correlations are due to the derivation of the variables, e.g. between all residuals
in face recognition and the difference in residuals for face and shoe recognition, while others are due
to the experimental setup, i.e. testing different aspects of the recognition of the same face stimuli.

18For an example of such a feature, see 4.2.3.
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subjects, which seemed to be impeded either consistently during learning (correlation
between performance in the “2-AFC” task and PT80%) or during recognition (correlation
between performance in the “1-in-4” task and reaction times obtained during training).
This might point to two different subtypes of the face recognition deficit either during
the structural encoding and storage of a face image into a representation suitable for
identification or during the recognition process in which the stored representation is
retrieved and matched against the face images presented. However, whether these are
actually distinct subtypes of the deficit or rather symptoms of two different compensatory
strategies used to overcome a homogeneous deficit remains unclear.

Tentative evidence for a link between subjects performance in the behavioral tests re-
ported above and selective deficits in “holistic” encoding are provided by correlations to
subjects performance in processing selectively manipulated face images, as reported in
the previous chapter. For CP subjects, the ability to discriminate “holistic” (or global)
manipulations of face images was positively correlated with their face recognition per-
formance. In addition, a negative correlation of face recognition performance with the
ability to discriminate “featural” (or local) manipulations was observed, which can be
interpreted as a sign of compensatory feature based recognition processes. Subjects are
better trained in feature based, compensatory processes if they are more constrained
in the appropriate holistic processing of faces. This latter “positive” effect of compen-
satory processing for discrimination of featural manipulations is not present in controls.
Instead, they seem to recruit the same kind of “holistic” processing for both kinds of
discrimination tasks, leading to a high correlation between their ability to discriminate
“holistic” or “featural” changes.



5. Conclusion

5.1. Summary and Discussion of the Results

Congenital prosopagnosia (CP) refers to a lifelong impairment in face recognition that
is present from birth. The deficit is both profound, as individuals with CP often fail
to recognize even close family members and friends, and specific, as it is mostly re-
stricted to the task of facial identification. In this work, a computational theory of
object recognition with a focus on identification and classification tasks was introduced
and prosopagnosia was discussed as a special instance of a visual identification agnosia.
Furthermore, a computational model for the deficit in facial encoding in prosopagnosia
was introduced and tested experimentally. Finally, a detailed investigation of face and
object recognition in a large group of prosopagnosic subjects enabled a better behavioral
characterization of the deficit and the identification of subtypes of the deficit.

In chapter 2, a computational theory of object recognition processes was proposed.
Formally, recognition tasks were divided into identification tasks, i.e. the process of sep-
arating am individual from its sampling population, and categorization tasks, i.e. the
partitioning of the full space into distinct categories like male and female faces. It was
shown that a high-dimensionality in the sensory representation of individual objects fa-
cilitates individuation task (“blessing’ of dimensionality”’) but complicates estimation of
object class representations (“curse of dimensionality”). The theory provides a formal-
ization of two concepts discussed in the psychological literature: The theory of “visual
expertise” (Diamond and Carey, 1986; Gauthier and Nelson, 2001) and the concept of
an abstract face space (Valentine, 1991). Moreover, the theory provides a direct relation-
ship between properties of the representation space and the level of expertise requested
in a specific task. In this sense, prosopagnosia can be conceived of as a special instance
of an individuation agnosia that is caused by representation in a low-dimensional face
space.

In a computational model of facial encoding, studied in chapter 3, the dimensionality
of representations was modeled explicitly by imposing constraints on the feedforward
connectivity of a single layer artificial neural network. Compared to an unconstrained
network for optimal representation of faces, a structural constraint on reduced connectiv-
ity lead to a representation which exhibits perceptual deficits similar to those observed
in prosopagnosia. More specifically, whereas optimal information encoding of faces leads
to a “holistic” (high-dimensional) representation of faces, a constraint on the network
connectivity induces a representation of faces in terms of a localized, “featural” (low-
dimensional) representation by face parts. In an experimental validation of the model
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with a large group of subjects with congenital prosopagnosia, we found that the per-
ceptual deficit in prosopagnosia was limited to holistic face manipulations and did not
extend to localized manipulations of face parts. These findings motivate a further de-
velopment and refinement of the characterization of prosopagnosia as an individuation
agnosia. It is proposed that in congenital prosopagnosia a neurophysiological constraint
on the structural connectivity of “face-processing” areas in the visual cortex prevents the
development of the high degree of“holistic” processing necessary for facial identification
while sparing abilities of “featural” processing involved in facial classification.

Face processing in congenital prosopagnosia (CP) differs from normal processing in
various aspects, which were studied in more detail in chapter 4. Experiments employing
realistic stimulus conditions were conducted and the results provided a characterization
of congenital prosopagnosia in terms of:

Temporal aspects: CP subjects evinced a longer inspection time of facial stimuli and a
decreased performance already for presentations of 50 ms. This suggests a slower
rate of information accumulation in congenital prosopagnosia compared to controls
and is compatible with a low-dimensional representation of faces.

Stimulus transformations: The deficit in CP is presumably not due to processing diffi-
culties induced by stimulus transformations: On average in-depth rotations of face
stimuli exert a similar influence on control and CP subjects.

Task differences: Tentative evidence hints to a possible dissociation of deficits into diffi-
culties more pronounced either in discriminating between a small number of faces
or in picking out single individual faces out of a larger population of unknown
(distractor) faces.

Temporal constraints: Performance under short presentation times decreased for both
control and CP subjects. For controls, there is a correlation between the decrease in
performance caused by limited presentation times during learning and the decrease
caused by limited presentation during recognition of the stimuli. This correlation is
missing for CP subjects, which might point to two different subtypes of prosopag-
nosia. In the subtypes the deficit is due to slower information accumulation either
during the process of establishing a representation of a novel face or during the
process of matching a stored representation with a novel stimulus.

Specificity of the deficit: Differences in CP performance with respect to the control
group were mostly specific to faces and did not extend to subordinate classification
of shoes.1

5.1.1. Individuation Agnosia

The concept of individuation agnosia admits a generalization of prosopagnosia in two
different ways: Person identification by other sensory modalities or visual identification of
other object classes. For the former generalization, an analog to prosopagnosia has been

1None of the control subjects was a proclaimed expert in the processing of Nike sneakers, thus the
specificity of the deficit observed in our experiments does not allow conclusions with respect to
expert processing in individuating objects.
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found in the domain of vocal identification, called phonagnosia. Similar to prosopagnosia,
phonagnosia has been observed in both forms: Acquired phonagnosia after damages to
the inferior and lateral parietal regions of the right hemisphere (Van Lancker et al., 1988,
1989) as well as developmental phonagnosia without an apparent cause (Garrido et al.,
2009). Although identification tasks might appear in other areas of visual expertise than
face recognition, it is hard to find examples of visual identification tasks that occur as
frequent and - as an area of visual expertise - as widespread as facial identification. One
possible example might be the identification of specific landmarks, e.g. famous or familiar
places. As a specific form of a topographical disorientation, landmark agnosia (Aguirre
and D’Esposito, 1999) has been observed after lesions of the lingual and fusiform gyrus
(Takahashi and Kawamura, 2002) and often co-occurs with prosopagnosia (Landis et al.,
1986).2

Several of the prosopagnosic subjects I encountered during this study reported func-
tional visual identification of persons based on other criteria, e.g. gait, facial expression
or the appearance of other body parts like hands and ears. It has to be clarified whether
these dissociations in identification abilities can be traced back to the specifics of the
constraints on structural connectivity on the one hand and/or the properties of the
stimulus class on the other hand. For example, if the connectivity is constrained only
in cortical regions involved in the processing of static stimuli but functions optimally in
regions processing motion or stimulus transformations, this could lead to the coincidence
of prosopagnosia and the ability for gait identification.

5.1.2. Face Processing in the Williams Syndrome

Williams syndrome is a rare genetic developmental disorder caused by a deletion of up
to 28 genes on chromosome 7. It is characterized by severe deficits in visuospatial con-
struction (i.e. the ability to visualize an object as a set of parts), planning and problem
solving on the one hand, and a relative strength in face and object processing and rela-
tively proficient expressive language skills (see e.g. Donnai and Karmiloff-Smith, 2000).
More specifically, subjects with Williams syndrome show intact “holistic” processing
of faces, but deficiencies in the discrimination of faces that differ only in the relative
positioning of face parts (Karmiloff-Smith et al., 2004). Williams syndrome is associ-
ated with abnormal white matter integrity in brain regions of the dorsal stream, the
“where” or visuospatial pathway of object recognition. Compared to control subjects,
Hoeft et al. (2007) found a higher fractional anisotropy in the superior longitudinal fas-
ciculus of subjects with Williams syndrome. The increase in fractional anisotropy was
significantly correlated with deficits in visuospatial construction. Thus, with respect to
object recognition abilities, Williams Syndrome seems to be a counterpart of congenital
prosopagnosia. Whereas prosopagnosia is a deficit in “holistic” processing caused by di-
minished connectivity (decreased anisotropy) of ventral visual areas, Williams syndrome
is a deficit in “configural” or parts-based processing caused by an increased integrity
(increased anisotropy) of network connectivity in dorsal visual areas. Based on the

2The exact regions are close to but distinct from the face-processing areas, see appendix A.1.3)
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computational theory derived in chapter 2, the deficit in visuospatial construction in
Williams syndrome could thus be characterized as a visuospatial classification agnosia.

5.1.3. Classification of Congenital Prosopagnosia into Subtypes

The heterogeneity in behavioral tests observed between subjects with congenital prosop-
agnosia does not admit a clear classification into subtypes. However, some trends are
discernible that align with the classical grouping of acquired prosopagnosia into an ap-
perceptive, associative, and/or amnestic type.

First, there was a slight dissociation among subjects with congenital prosopagnosia
between results in the famous face test, where a larger number of previously familiar
faces had to be recognized, and the identification of a small set of target faces which had
been learned in the course of the experiment. This dissociation was most pronounced
if face images taken at different viewing angles had to be associated with the same
individual. This points to subtypes of congenital prosopagnosia where the deficit either
more amnestic, i.e. a decrease in the storage capacity for familiar faces, or associative, i.e.
difficulties in associating novel faces (or views of the same face) with a specific identity.

Second, both controls and prosopagnosic subjects show a decrease in performance if
stimuli are displayed shortly. For control subjects there is a correlation between the
decreases in performance when the presentation times are limited either during learn-
ing or during recognition of the stimuli. This correlation is not present for subjects
with congenital prosopagnosia which points to a further dissociation of the deficit. If
the prosopagnosia is due to an apperceptive deficit, i.e. the representation of faces is
restricted to the use of “featural” or local information, the face recognition system is
disturbed at an early and fundamental processing stage. In this case, it is likely that
compensatory, “featural” strategies on which subjects rely for face recognition have
evolved. During the initial encoding, isolated features can be rapidly extracted in a
serial manner and only the number of discriminative features that are memorized de-
pends on the presentation time during learning. During subsequent recognition, already
a match between a small number of memorized features to the image presented might
be sufficient for accurate recognition. However, the serial nature of a feature matching
process necessitates longer inspection time than a parallel, “holistic” processing . If the
prosopagnosia is solely due to an associative deficit, a high-dimensional, “holistic” rep-
resentation that is sufficient for fast and accurate recognition can be constructed. Even
if the presentation time is limited during the recognition of the stimuli, the “holistic”
processing employed does not differ from control processing. Due to a reduced recurrent
connectivity in the associative areas of the face processing system, the initial convergence
into a stable representation is slower compared to the control case. Thus, a pronounced
decrease in performance should be observed if the presentation time is limited during
learning of the faces.

However, based on behavioral tests alone it can not be decided whether the heterogene-
ity is due to underlying neurophysiological/-anatomical differences (see section 5.1.4) or
a consequence of different compensatory strategies adapted by individual subjects.
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5.1.4. Constraints on the Development of a Neural Face Processing System

By formulating constraints that act on the formation of face representations in neural
networks, models for the influence of congenital differences on developmental trajectories
can be formulated. In a neural network sparseness constraints or limitations can be
imposed at different levels. Examples include:

Sparse coding: Enforcing a sparsely distributed output activation maximizes informa-
tion transmission through the network (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995) and increases
storage capacity and response specificity (Field, 1994).

Sparse forward connectivity: Restricting the input dimensionality of output units (e.g.
by spatial restriction) enables a parts decomposition and improves generalization
(counter the “curse of dimensionality”).

Sparse recurrent connectivity: The coupling strength of the recurrent connectivity in-
fluences the convergence rate as well as the capacity to recognize individuals across
environmental changes (Parga and Rolls, 1998).

Limited units: The storage capacity in neural networks increases with the number of
units (e.g. linearly for Hopfield networks (Hopfield, 1982)), which directly affects
the number of individuals that can be memorized.

Here, the impact of the first two sparseness constraints on the representations of a set
of face images was analyzed in a simple feedforward network. Sparse coding was studied
as a functional constraint on the development of a normal system and sparse connec-
tivity was studied as a detrimental constraint. It was proposed that the cause of the
face recognition deficit in (apperceptive) congenital prosopagnosia is a predisposition
towards a reduced connectivity of face processing areas in the ventral visual cortex that
induces a lack of “holistic” processing in the structural encoding of facial information.
Furthermore, all different sparseness constraints were discussed with respect to the clas-
sical categorization of prosopagnosia into apperceptive, associative, and amnestic types.

Recent neuroanatomical studies support the hypotheses that the face recognition
deficit in congenital prosopagnosia is due to the influence of sparseness constraints on
the human system for face processing.

• In subjects with congenital prosopagnosia, Behrmann et al. (2007) observed a
reduction in the cortical gray matter volume (i.e. number of units) in anterior
inferotemporal areas which presumably are involved in memory storage. Moreover,
the individual volumetric reductions were correlated with a decreased performance
in a famous face test.

• Investigating age-related differences in face processing, Thomas et al. (2008) found
a robust correlation between a reduction in the integrity of fiber tracts connecting
face processing areas and a decline in the ability to discriminate faces.

• Thomas et al. (2009) observed a reduction in the structural connectivity in the
ventral occipito-temporal visual cortex in subjects with congenital prosopagnosia,
both in the forward connectivity of lower visual areas to associative areas of the hu-
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man face processing system as well as the recurrent connectivity inside these areas.
The reduction was correlated with a decreased performance in face recognition.

5.2. Implications for Computational Vision

Even though modern computer face recognition systems can keep up with human per-
formance in laboratory benchmark tests (Phillips et al., 2007), their performance is far
inferior under more realistic conditions (Bundeskriminalamt, 2008). Thus, the human
face recognition system can still serve as a gold standard for the evaluation and devel-
opment of computer vision systems. Applying methods and techniques developed in
computational statistics, machine learning, and information theory can help to analyze
human processing in more detail and in quantitative ways. The understanding gained by
studying a fully functional and well performing system of face recognition might be well
worth the initial effort of becoming acquainted with the concepts, terms, and notations
used in the different fields of psychology.

The focus of this work was to study a dissociation between identification and clas-
sification tasks specifically for the case of the human face recognition system, but the
results derived from the computational theory formulated in chapter 2 do not depend on
specifics of human processing. The observation that each of the two tasks poses different
requirements on the processing of information suggests that in designing computer vision
systems the aim of the recognition processes should be reflected upon more carefully: Is
it necessary to achieve a domain-general representation of the full object space at the
cost of a diminished resolution in the representation of each individual object or is it
more important to discriminate a restricted subset of objects with a high accuracy and
reliability?

In the design and implementation of a computer system, one is faced with multiple
constraints posed by hardware limitations. So far these constraints have been mostly
met by restricting the influences of the environment, limiting the overall resolution or
abandoning the idea of online, i.e. real time evaluations. The constraints also shaped the
way computer vision is approached, namely by focusing on the problems encountered in
implementing a running system under the constraints posed by hardware limitations. As
it is likely that implementation problems posed by hardware limitations will be abated or
even eliminated by sufficient scaling of the system, the focus in computer vision research
on how to deal with these (temporary) limitations should be amended by efforts to
understand the working of the human face recognition system as a (temporary) gold
standard.

For example, an important aspect that is separating computational from cortical pro-
cessing is the difference between serial and parallel computation. The parallel compu-
tation of thousands of projections out of a high-dimensional space, important for the
human face recognition system, is hard to implement online in a computer system and
most face recognition algorithms apply a pre-processing step of dimensionality reduction
or more sophisticated feature selection techniques.
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In chapter 2, it was shown that formally sophisticated feature selection methods are
not needed for the accurate processing of facial identity as long as the dimension of the
sensory description is high enough. In a benchmark study on face recognition, Yang
et al. (2007) investigated different feature selection strategies which were applied prior
to constructing sparse representations of face images. Accurate recognition was achieved
by different conventional feature selection strategies (i.e. principal component analysis,
parts decomposition,...). Interestingly, as the dimensionality of the featural description
(i.e. the number of features used) was increased, the conventional selection strategies were
matched in performance by unconventional features like down-sampling of the images or
even random projections.

5.3. Outlook

The computational theory introduced in chapter 2 was applied only to the encoding
of frontal face images, i.e. for fixed environmental conditions. A natural extension is
the generalization to images taken from different views or, more generally, images ob-
tained under stimulus transformations. Associating views of individual objects taken
under different environmental conditions poses new and different problems on the pro-
cessing of sensory representations. A fundamental question is how the requirements on
the form and dimensionality of the optimal representation for identification tasks have
to be formulated if the problem is changed from representing point masses to repre-
senting individual transformation manifolds which are generated by applying the set of
transformations to individual points. Is an explicit representation of each individual
transformation manifold necessary? Do the individual manifolds share a similar struc-
ture? Is it necessary to model the manifolds at all? In the following, some proposals are
made with respect to the structure of sensory representations that is needed to allow an
identification generalized across transformations.

As a first step, several transformations (e.g. translation or scaling) affect all possible
objects in a similar fashion and can thus be dealt with by general processes that are
independent of the actual task. As a second step, sensory features could be selected that
exhibit both: a certain degree of invariance against the transformations encountered
most often and simultaneously a high-degree of variance across the population. This
can be formulated as a signal-to-noise ratio. In identification tasks, the transformation
is modeled as noise, the expected signal (i.e. deviation from the population average)
is determined by the population variance (see section 2.4). In a third step, observa-
tions of individual objects obtained under different environmental conditions have to be
combined into a representation of the transformation manifold. This is presumably the
most difficult step, as the structure of the manifold is unknown and can become quite
complicated (for example it contains singularities caused by occlusion after rotation in
depth).

Representations of low-dimensional transformation manifolds embedded in a high-
dimensional description space can be computed for example based on a locally restricted
calculation of pairwise distances (Tenenbaum et al., 2000) or by generating coordinate
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systems based on observations in the neighborhood of the original observation (Roweis
and Saul, 2000). Representing transformation manifolds explicitly helps to estimate
the exact transformation needed to match a stored object representation taken at a
canonical view to the actual stimulus observation. An intermediate, between an explicit
representation of the full transformation manifold and the representation by a single
canonical view, is provided by representing a set of different views together with a
local representation of the transformation manifold that is restricted to a neighborhood
around a specific view. Given knowledge about the actual view present, linear projections
restricted to stimuli in the transformation neighborhood of this view can be applied to
discriminate between object classes (Kim and Kittler, 2005). It remains to be clarified
whether in the case of individuation, optimal linear projections for each transformations
neighborhood retain the simple structure proposed in section 2.2 for a fixed environment
and whether the pre-classification into transformation neighborhoods is a necessary step.
The formation of a unified concept across different transformation neighborhoods might
be achieved by temporal consistency, i.e. the fact that any individual object will exhibit
changes in its transformation neighborhood - and thereby the corresponding sensory
representation - in a temporal succession.

Providing a model of how associations between different views of the same objects can
be computed and represented in a neurobiologically plausible architecture might deepen
our understanding of the distributed neural system for face recognition in humans and
the neurophysiological deficits underlying associative and amnestic types of congenital
or acquired prosopagnosia.



A. Face Recognition and Prosopagnosia

“Wondrous is the brain when it works correctly. Fascinating when it doesn’t.”

It wouldn’t be surprising to hear such a statement from a clinical researcher promoting
his own field of interest. However, this statement was made by a woman with congenital
prosopagnosia, who has to cope with a profound face recognition deficit everyday. Con-
trary to the above statement, it can sometimes be easier to describe the processing of a
brain when it does not work correctly, then when it does. Up to the mid 90’s most of
the research on prosopagnosia was based on acquired prosopagnosia, which is caused by
closed head injuries or strokes. Often the damage is restricted to brain regions that are
generally involved in face recognition. This allows to associate a specific observed deficit
in face recognition with the localization of the damaged region and thus a straightfor-
ward explanation of the deficit. However, in the case of congenital prosopagnosia such
an explanation in terms of a damaged system is not possible. This complicates the study
of congenital prosopagnosia and necessitates a deeper understanding of the process of
face recognition in general.

This chapter starts with a selective review of some of the important findings on human
face recognition. Most notable, in subsection A.1.1 the conceptual model of face recogni-
tion developed by Bruce and Young (1986) is introduced which separates the process of
face recognition in separate cognitive subtasks which helps to analyze their dependencies
and prerequisites. The encoding of face images into a representation suitable for face
recognition will be analyzed and discussed in more detail. Also the framework is em-
bedded into the larger abstract concept of a face space introduced by Valentine (1991).
While the latter concept is a basis for the formalization of face recognition given in the
theoretical chapter 2, the study of face encoding is central to the model of apperceptive
congenital prosopagnosia in chapter 3. The neuroanatomical substrates of the human
face recognition system will be outlined in the subsequent section A.1.3, as they are nec-
essary to understand the nature of the deficits observed in acquired prosopagnosia. In
contrast to acquired prosopagnosia, where initially a fully functional face recognition sys-
tem was developed, in congenital prosopagnosia the system is assumed to develop along
a different trajectory. This trajectory might be shaped by genetic differences and/or
differences in ontogeny. To better understand the interplay of nature and nurture, sec-
tion A.1.4 contains a short review of what is known about the “normal” development
of face recognition abilities. In acquired prosopagnosia, the specificity of the deficit can
be largely explained by functional specialization of cortical areas. To enable a latter
explanation of the specificity in congenital prosopagnosia a discussion of differences in
the processing of faces and objects is given in section A.1.5.
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After having sketched out face recognition in the brain “when it works correctly”, the
subsequent two sections will deal with the study of cases “when it doesn’t”. Section
A.2 contains a description of acquired prosopagnosia in terms of neuroanatomy and be-
havioral symptoms that have been used for diagnosis and a brief discussion of existing
conceptual and computational models of acquired prosopagnosia. Although only few
cases of congenital prosopagnosia have been studied until recently, there is evidence for
several important similarities and differences to acquired prosopagnosia. Most impor-
tantly, subjects with congenital prosopagnosia show only subtle anatomical alterations
and normal fMRI activation in face selective areas of the ventral visual cortex.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of the differences between acquired and con-
genital prosopagnosia. Differences that demand a more detailed investigation of congen-
ital prosopagnosia within a larger group of subjects and developmental models that are
not based on damaging a functional face recognition system.

A.1. Face Recognition

Faces are a special class of stimuli. They are rapidly detected in images (Guyonneau
et al., 2006; Crotizet et al., 2008)1 and provide a multitude of different information
important for social communication. Very basic information like the gaze direction can
be reliably extracted already early on in infancy (Hood et al., 1998; Scaife and Bruner,
1975). The process of extracting this information is neither limited to human faces nor
is it uniquely human and has been observed in other primates for faces of conspecifics
(Tomasello et al., 1998) as well as human faces (Okamoto et al., 2002). Recognizing gaze
depends only upon a small set of changes in a restricted region of the human face and
this set of changes does not vary greatly across different humans2. Although very basic
in the requirements on the information processing involved, recognition of gaze direction
is considered foundational for important aspects of cognitive and social development
(Reid and Striano, 2005).

Facial expressions are used by humans and nonhuman primates to communicate infor-
mation about emotional state (Parr, 2003). Human neonates show a rudimentary ability
to recognize and mimic facial expressions (Field et al., 1982). In extracting emotional
expressions one is faced with additional variability compared to the perception of eye-
gaze. The information is in general not confined to a single region and exact mimics as
well as degree of expressiveness vary between individuals.

Visually derived semantic information (Bruce and Young, 1986) such as age, gender
and ethnicity can be extracted more or less reliable even for previously unfamiliar faces.
In addition to its inherent informational content, this information can also be used to
remember and/or match unfamiliar faces e.g. by means of an attribute list (see A.3

1Rapid detection of faces is largely based on the amplitude spectrum and a bias can be observed even
after full scrambling of the phase spectrum, i.e. there is no actual left face to be seen.

2In principle gaze direction can be calculated based on geometric properties: The transformation of a
circle (iris) embedded in a sphere (eyeball).
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for similarities to evasive strategies of face recognition employed in congenital prosopag-
nosia).

An intermediate level between visually derived semantic information and individual
recognition, is recognition of kinship. Chimpanzees are able to recognize mother-son
relations in previously unfamiliar faces (Parr and de Waal, 1999). Comparing judgments
of kinship and perceived facial similarity Maloney and Dal Martello (2006) found a
strikingly large agreement between both ratings and concluded that perceived facial
similarity of children is little more than a graded kin recognition signal.

The ability to recognize and remember familiar individuals by their faces enables di-
rected communication over longer distances and enables social cooperation. Thus, it is
not surprising to find the ability for conspecific identification also in other primates (Parr
et al., 2000) and also in social insects (Tibbetts, 2002; Sheehan and Tibbetts, 2008)3.
Observations of face recognition deficits in persons with autism spectrum disorder sug-
gest a functional importance of social interest in developing this ability (Grelotti et al.,
2002, 2005). In the following mainly the process of face identification - which is impaired
in prosopagnosia - will be discussed in more detail. However, comparisons to other face
recognition processes will be given, whenever suitable to explain observed differences.

The ordering in the examples of information extracted from faces given above roughly
corresponds to the computational difficulties encountered in extracting this kind of in-
formation. Here, by computational I use a literal interpretation, namely how state-of-
the-art computer programs are able to perform in these tasks. The most basic task -
face detection - can already be solved reliably by commercially available software and is
actually included in most modern digital cameras. Gaze recognition can be automated
with high accuracy and is likely to be employed in active safety systems monitoring
automobile driver’s vigilance level (Ji and Yang, 2002). Regarding recognition of fa-
cial expression and identity under realistic conditions, there are no reliable commercial
systems available yet (Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2000; Bundeskriminalamt, 2008; Phillips
et al., 2007). However, one should note that identification has attracted a lot more
attention and resources than automated recognition of gaze or facial expression.

A.1.1. Models of Face Recognition

Conceptual models of face recognition have been developed to disentangle different as-
pects involved in the encoding of perceptual information and the subsequent processing.
The model proposed by Bruce and Young (1986) integrates different aspects of face
recognition (see figure A.1).

Bruce and Young identify seven types of information derived from faces: Pictorial,
structural, visually derived semantic, identity-specific, semantic, name, expression and
facial speech. The information processing has hierarchical components and independent
parallel components. In the beginning, the observer is presented with pictorial informa-

3Identification of human faces has also been observed in honeybees(Dyer et al., 2005), but the experi-
mental setup did not rule out the use of image matching strategies that are not specific to faces.
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tion. Although pictorial information is easily accessible, it is strongly affected by changes
in viewing condition (e.g. viewing angle, distance, illumination). Hence it is supposed
that in a process of structural encoding the pictorial information is transformed into a
structural code, which captures only those aspects of the structure of a face necessary
to solve the actual face recognition task. Thus, structural encoding transforms this in-
formation into distinct descriptions suitable for the higher-level analysis of facial speech,
for the analysis of expression and for face recognition units. This encoding of semantic
information can be extracted either directly from the image (e.g. age or gender) or -
after successful recognition as a known person - as semantic information about a spe-
cific individual (e.g. name, biographical information). Higher-level information derived
directly from the structural description is processed in parallel modules.

Figure A.1. A functional model of face recog-
nition (Bruce and Young, 1986)

The model has become a standard refer-
ence model and further modifications were
proposed (e.g. Breen et al., 2000; Ellis and
Lewis, 2001). In the center of most of
these modifications is the observed dou-
ble dissociation between overt and covert
face recognition. Persons with acquired
prosopagnosia often have a deficit in overt
face recognition, but show covert recog-
nition of familiar faces - measured for
example by changes in skin conductance
(Bauer, 1984). The opposite can be ob-
served in patients suffering from the Cap-
gras syndrome: Patients are able to cor-
rectly identify faces, but fail to show
autonomous responses to familiar faces
(Tranel et al., 1995). This is accom-
panied by the delusional belief that fa-
miliar people have been replaced by im-
postors (Bourget and Whitehurst, 2004).
Breen et al. (2000) accordingly introduced
a separate affective processing route of
faces that operates in parallel to the face
recognition units in the Bruce and Young
(1986) model (see A.1). In order to ex-

plain the delusional misattribution in Capgras patients Ellis and Lewis (2001) introduced
an ”Integrative device” which has access to both overt and covert routes of face process-
ing. This additional pathway has been challenged by Farah et al. (1993), who discard
the hypothesis of two separate processing pathways and interpret covert recognition as
an emergent property of a partially damaged face recognition system (see A.2.3 for a
discussion with respect to acquired prosopagnosia).

As the model has influenced the conceptualizations of face recognition prominent in
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psychological literature, it is important to note two important shortcomings. As a box-
and-arrow model the focus is on a conceptualization of functional steps and no reference
is provided as to how these steps could be achieved by specific information processing
and where in the brain these processing modules could be located. The latter has been
clarified to some extent by more recent imaging studies (A.1.3), although the results
obtained probably have to be reinterpreted in the light of imaging studies of subjects
with congenital prosopagnosia (Behrmann et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2009). The missing
reference and detailed description of the information processing involved still remains a
problem.

For example, the process of retrieving semantic information about a person when the
identity is given can in principle be solved by a simple look-up table, i.e. a dataset
which lists a unique identifier and semantic information e.g. name, age, and gender.
In contrast, a computer system or computational theory which provides a structural
encoding, e.g. as a

[...]set of expression-independent structural codes for distinct head angles,
with some codes reflecting the global configuration at each angle and others
representing particular distinctive features (Bruce and Young, 1986)

has remained elusive so far. By giving these two different processes of name retrieval and
structural encoding an equal weight or rather by omitting a more detailed description
of the latter, the model allows for interpretations which misrepresent the underlying
difficulties inherent to the specific functional steps of face recognition.

As noted above face detection and face identification are two recognition tasks, that
can be separated and it is thus not necessary to include a face detection step in a
computational model. Similarly, processing steps like rescaling of a (retinal) image or
translation in the image plain (retinal half-sphere) are not specific to face recognition.
However, it is unlikely that the process of structural encoding is task independent and
can be treated as a pre-processing stage (Sowden and Schyns, 2006; Nestor et al., 2008).
For example human observers flexibly switch between different spatial frequencies(i.e.
fine or coarse grained information), depending on the task (Schyns and Oliva, 1999;
Morrison and Schyns, 2001).

Structural Encoding

In contrast to basic visual processing, where stimuli are often described by a small num-
ber of parameters, e.g. orientation, size, contrast, face recognition is faced with complex,
but highly structured stimuli which can not be manipulated easily. Early research fo-
cused on selectively manipulating specific, isolated face parts or features like the eyes, the
nose or the mouth (Bradshaw and Wallace, 1971). This was later termed as changes in
first order features and extended to include the spatial arrangement or relative position
of features as second-order features (Diamond and Carey, 1986), also termed a configu-
ration of features. Experiments showed, that reaction time increases with the number of
features changed (Bradshaw and Wallace, 1971), changes in features are not processed
independently (Sergent, 1984) and first- and second-order changes have equal influence
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Figure A.2. The ”Thatcher-Effect” (Thompson, 1980) is a classic paradigm for holistic
processing in upright face recognition. Both faces look naturally when viewed inverted.
However, the difference is striking, when both faces are viewed upright.

(Schwaninger et al., 2002). Wallraven et al. (2005) implemented a computational archi-
tecture of face recognition that uses a two route model to combine low-level features and
spatial relations. The performance of the model closely mimics performance of human
subjects on recognition tasks involving scrambled - faces are separated into parts which
are positioned randomly - and blurred faces (Wallraven et al., 2005; Schwaninger et al.,
2002). Other studies on human face recognition have emphasized the role of holistic
processing, i.e. that “faces are recognized primarily as undifferentiated wholes” (Farah
et al., 1998). Explicit information on isolated parts or features may also be available,
but “face recognition involves disproportionally more holistic representations than the
recognition of other types of patterns” (Farah et al., 1998).

A widely used paradigm for the “holistic” nature of face recognition is the recognition
of upright and inverted faces. Inversion of a stimulus does neither alter the appearance
(first-order) nor the relative position (second-order) of features. However, inversion does
affect all features as well as their configuration simultaneously. It has been repeatedly
shown that inverted faces are processed very differently from upright faces 1969; 1988;
1980; 2005.

Other commonly used paradigms to study differences in “holistic”, “configural” and
“featural” processing are Thatcherization (Tanaka and Farah, 1993; Carbon and Leder,
2005, see figure A.2 for an example), recognition of composite-face stimuli, where either
the upper or the lower part of the face is manipulated (Maurer et al., 2002; Michel et al.,
2006), or scrambled faces (Schwaninger et al., 2002), where facial parts (e.g. eyes, nose,
. . .) are isolated and placed in an arbitrary spatial configuration.

The discussion about the exact nature of the structural encoding of faces employed
by human observers is still ongoing (Maurer et al., 2002; Wallis et al., 2008; Wilbraham
et al., 2008). More recent evidence points to an encoding in terms of detailed appear-
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ance and relative positioning of abstract features (Wallis et al., 2008). Abstract features
are pictorial elements of locally restricted parts of faces, which are not necessarily anal-
ogous to the semantic face parts, e.g. nose, face,... but are chose according to their
usefulness in discriminating between different faces. However, care has to be taken when
generalizing results on featural, configural and holistic processing obtained by experi-
mental manipulation of face images, specifically unnatural manipulations of the stimuli
(e.g. scrambled faces). Whereas in experiments participants make judgments on faces
that differ only in isolated features and/or their position, differences in real faces are
always holistic by nature. For example, although participants might show sensitivity
to isolated manipulations of the eye-distance, this does not necessarily imply that in
order to identify people by their face, humans do calculate the eye-distance. After all it
is very unlikely that one encounters two people whose faces only differ with respect to
their eye-distance. However, even under realistic conditions, facial parts might serve to
communicate a discriminative feature of a previously unknown face to a person. Also
judgements of similarity between people are often communicated via reference to face
parts (e.g. “has his mother’s nose” 4)

It is interesting to note the similarities to the ongoing search for automated face recog-
nition algorithms. Until the introduction of the appearance based (“holistic”) “Eigen-
faces” approach (Turk and Pentland, 1991) most methods involved extraction of metric
distances, or isolated, possibly invariant features. Most modern algorithms use a com-
bination of low-level and abstract features and information on relative spatial position
(Wiskott et al., 1997; Ullman, 2007). Computer systems and more specifically computa-
tional approaches to the structural encoding of images and representation of information
is treated in more detail in chapter 3.

Sensory Features in Psychology and Computational Vision

In the literature on computational vision, the term feature is used mostly in a very
general sense, comparable to the definition given above. For example, it is often assumed
that stimuli can be described as finite vectors (e.g. pixel-intensity values of an image)
and that a single feature maps this description vector to a number. In contrast, the
notion of a facial feature in the psychological literature is in general applied only to
nameable face parts and configurations of features refer to the spatial arrangement of
these parts (see e.g. Bradshaw and Wallace, 1971; Diamond and Carey, 1986; Leder et al.,
2001; Schwaninger et al., 2002; Mondloch et al., 2002; Zhang and Cottrell, 2004). This
restricted usage is presumably due to the limitations in image manipulation techniques
employed in experimental investigations and the benefit of having an explicit description
of the manipulations. Colloquially, a feature could be used as a feature of a face (e.g.
“a face has two eyes”) or a distinctive feature in a face (e.g. “he has a scar in his face”).

4Note that in this specific example, judgements of perceived facial similarity and kinship are closely
related (Maloney and Dal Martello, 2006) and thus reference to parts is again mainly enforced by
communication not by perception.
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This complicates verbal descriptions, as for example someone can be identified by his
eyes, but not by (having) eyes in general.

In the computational theory in chapter 2, a sensory feature was defined as s a mapping
from the stimulus space onto some set of values, e.g. a real number or a finite set.
Assuming that all stimuli are projected onto the sensor in a similar fashion and in
analogy to computational vision literature, in this section, a sensory feature will map
from a two-dimensional image plane

Â
x,y Ipx, yq to the set of real numbers. To avoid

confusions, Wallis et al. (2008) introduced the term “abstract feature” for pictorial sub-
elements of a stimulus in order to distinguish them from the nameable “features” in
psychological literature. Based on this definition, sensory features can be characterized,
compared and described according to mathematical properties.

The discussion of different characterizations of sensory features given below is mainly
based on the dimensionality of the preimage (size of the receptive field), which can be
measured quantitatively. This dimension can vary and therefore describe simple, one-
dimensional features, more complex higher-dimensional features (e.g. shape and texture
of the eyebrows, angularity of the face) or even mapping from the full image of the face.
Different features can be combined into a hierarchy of features, based on their preimages.

The terms “featural” and “holistic” processing of faces as used in the psychological
literature (see section A.1.1) can be interpreted directly as corresponding to positions
in this hierarchy of features. Whereas “featural” processing refers to the use of sensory
feature that have low-dimensional, spatially restricted preimages, i.e. they incorporate
only local information, “holistic” processing is based on sensory features with high-
dimensional preimages. For example, calculating the similarity of an observed face to a
full stored face by comparing every single point in the image is an example of “holistic”
processing. Checking whether two person have the same eye-color, only involves an
average taken over color values from a small subset of the face; it is thus a more“featural”
processing.

Receptive fields A sensory feature S mapping the stimulus space to a feature space S
can also be characterized by its receptive field RpSq, i.e. the spatial locations in the image
plane Ipx, yq from which the feature extracts information. If two features S1, S2 have
non-overlapping receptive fields they mostly provide independent information about the
stimulus.

It is possible that two features S1, S2 only differ with respect to translations of their
receptive fields, i.e. there is a pair pτx, τyq such that S1pIpx�τx, y�τyqq � S2pIpx, yqq for
all px, yq. Correspondingly every feature S induces a family of features by translations
of its receptive field pSpτqqτ .

Parts decomposition A decomposition of a stimulus I � bpx,yqIpx, yq into parts is
a decomposition of the stimulus into a product or concatenation of sensory features
S1, . . . , Sn with non-overlapping receptive fields, i.e. RpSiq XRpSjq � H for i � j, such
that I � bx,yIpx, yq � bni�1

�bRpSiqpIpx,yqq�. The decomposition is not unique in the
sense that parts can be assembled into even larger parts or split into smaller parts.
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Feature configurations Assume two families of features pS1pτ1qqτ1 , pS2pτ2qqτ2 , where
features in each family differ only with respect to translations of their receptive fields,
and receptive fields do not overlap between the families, i.e. RpS1pτ1qqXRpS2pτ2qq � H,
a configuration of two features is characterized by the positions of the receptive fields,
i.e. the pair pτ1, τ2q.

In the psychological literature the term feature configuration is not used in a unique
fashion. Here, we adhere to the use given by e.g. Mondloch et al. (2002) which is in
conflict with the use in other studies (e.g. Schwaninger et al., 2002).

Feature combinations The combination, i.e. the product S1�S2, of two features is not
necessarily again a feature as it possibly maps onto a two dimensional space. However,
any mapping of a pair of feature values ps1, s2q onto a one-dimensional feature-space S
is again a feature. For example, in a hierarchical feedforward neural network every unit
is a sensory feature mapping (parts of) the input activations to an output activation,
but a pair of units remains a pair of sensory features.

Families of features In computer vision, sensory features are often restricted to a
a parametrized family. For example, 2D Gabor wavelets obtained as the product of
a harmonic function and a Gaussian envelope can be characterized by six parameters
specifying the two-dimensional location pµ1, µ2q, extent pσ1, σ2q and orientation pη1, η2q.
(Lee, 1996)

Gpx, yq � 1

2πσ1σ2
exp

�
�π

�px� µ1q2
σ2

1

� py � µ2q2
σ2

2

�

exp pi rη1x� η2ysq

Gabor wavelets can be used as linear filters on input images, i.e. via
°

px,yq Ipx, yqGpx, yq.
Gabor filters have become prominent in modeling biological vision as their properties
closely match those found for sensory neurons (i.e. simple cells) in the primary visual
cortex.

Face Space

Independent of the exact nature of the structural encoding process, it provides a repre-
sentation space for faces. Thus, in an abstraction every individual face can be represented
as a point in a multidimensional face space (Valentine, 1991). This face space is spanned
by different characteristics that serve to discriminate between individual faces. Valentine
(1991) proposed that this face space can be conceptualized as a vector space of finite
dimension equipped with a Euclidean metric, in which faces are distributed normally
around the origin, defined as the central tendency of each individual dimension. The
face space conceptualization provides a useful heuristic framework and has been adopted
widely (Tanaka et al., 1998; Blanz and Vetter, 1999; Leopold et al., 2001, 2006; Rhodes
et al., 1998; Rhodes and Jeffery, 2006; Rhodes et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2002).

Valentine (1991) assumed discrimination to be based upon either a norm-based coding
model, in which individual faces are stored as vectors from the origin, or an exemplar-
based coding in which only locations of known faces are stored. These two codes are
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per se equivalent, but differences arise as Valentine proposed two different similarity
measures. In norm-based coding, similarity of novel faces to known faces is calculated as
a dot-product of the two vectors, whereas in the exemplar-based model it is calculated
in terms of the distance between the two points.

The assumption of an Euclidean metric as the basis of distance calculations and/or
similarity judgments has been challenged by the atypicality bias (Tanaka et al., 1998).
Using morphing methods, the authors constructed 50-50 morphs as an equidistant inter-
polation between a typical and an atypical face. However, subjects perceived the morph
to be more similar to the atypical than to the typical face. This atypicality bias can
be explained by differences in the population density across the face space. For a given
discrimination performance, attractor fields, i.e. regions in face space associated with a
particular face, are larger for atypical faces than for typical faces.

Adaptation effects to anti-faces (see below) (Leopold et al., 2001; Rhodes and Jeffery,
2006) are taken as evidence for prototype-referenced coding with respect to the origin of
the face space. Using morphable 3D-models of faces (e.g. Blanz and Vetter, 1999) for a
given target face an anti-face is constructed, which is positioned exactly on the opposite
side of the face space origin (anti-face). Whereas previous presentation of anti-faces de-
creases recognition thresholds for recognition of target faces, the thresholds are increased
for presentation of different distractor faces. (Leopold et al., 2001). This effect becomes
stronger with increasing adaptation time and weaker with test duration (Leopold et al.,
2001). Evidence for norm-based coding comes from single-cell recordings in monkeys
that show an approximately linear relationship between neuronal response and distance
of the presented face from the origin (Leopold et al., 2006).

A more mathematical treatment of the concept of face space was given in chapter 2.
Here, only some short remarks are provided. First, a strict norm based coding based
on the dot product (denoted by   �, � ¡) would lead to high similarity between a face
and a caricature of this face. If x is the face vector, then obviously   αx, x ¡ is greater
than   x, x ¡ for all α ¡ 1. Scaling the representation to unit norm would not solve the
problem, but lead to the same similarity rating for all αx. Second, every exemplar-based
coding model includes an implicit estimate of the origin, as the face with minimal average
squared distance to the exemplars stored (center of gravity). Third, adaptation effects
to anti-faces can be explained by exemplar coding as well. Anti-faces are more similar
to stored exemplars which are different from the target face than to those which are
in the neighborhood of the target face. Thus adaptation would diminish the perceived
distances to exemplars in the neighborhood of the target faces, such that new faces would
appear closer to a neighborhood of the target face and the target face itself. Fourth, as
has already been noted by Valentine (1991), to represent different categories of faces,
e.g. different gender or races, multiple norms would need to be constructed. This entails
the problem of selecting the appropriate norm to which an individual face should be
compared. Taken together, I agree with Valentine in that

the exemplar-based model should be preferred on the grounds of parsimony
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in the absence of any evidence compelling the norm- based coding model to
be preferred.

A.1.2. Stimulus Transformations

Although humans are able to recognize faces under a large variety of transformations, the
recognition is presumably not based on invariant features or a fully transformable model.
Human face recognition seems to be highly sensitive to certain stimulus transformations
and at the same time humans are able to recognize known individuals over a large
range of different environmental and facial transformations. It seems, that the scope of
transformations under which faces are perceived without loss in performance is mostly
limited to those previously encountered (see e.g. Hancock et al., 2000, for a review).

Translations and Fixations Encoding of a facial image starts with registration at the
retina, where stimulus positions in space (polar coordinates pφ, θ, rq) are projected onto a
2D sphere (i.e. one can assume perfect angular projection onto pφ, θq). Translations which
only change the angular component i.e. the distance to the observer stays the same, will
lead to corresponding translations in the projection, which can be measured in absolute
terms. Translations that change only the distance to the observer, will be reflected in
changes of overall size (scaling). Scaling can only be detected in absolute terms due to
stereopsy and otherwise only relative to a reference frame or specific reference sizes for
objects (Konkle and Oliva, 2008). Both kinds of translations are ubiquitous and can be
caused by direct actions of the observer. Thus, one would expect general mechanisms
enabling human observers to model these translations for all kinds of faces.

In experimental studies on face recognition translations of the stimulus can either be
passive, i.e. the observer fixates the same spot, while the stimulus changes position, or
active, i.e. the observer is free to fixate on different points on the screen. Using eye-
tracking devices to measure fixation, several studies have found very stable series of
fixations. For example, Blais et al. (2008) presented western Caucasian and east asian
subjects with Caucasian and asian face stimuli in frontal view. The choice of the fixation
points depended on the cultural background of the observer, but not on the stimulus.
While western Caucasians had a preference for the eyes and the mouth, Asians fixated
more often on the nose region. Tracking fixations over time for faces presented from
different viewpoints (Bindemann et al., 2008) found consistent fixations across all ro-
tations on the eyes, which were partially amended for frontal views by fixations of the
nose. Fixation on specific face regions seems to be functional for successful recognition.
Henderson et al. (2005) studied face recognition under restricted or free eye-movement
during the learning of facial stimuli. When tested under free viewing subjects with re-
stricted eye-movements during training showed worse performance. Interestingly, there
was no difference in the scanning patters between the two groups, suggesting that scan-
ning patterns are not chosen according to the encoding used during the learning.

These studies seem to indicate, that while there is variation in scan paths across
cultures, individual subjects tend to perform the same series of fixations irrespective
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of the stimuli presented. Thus, stimuli are always viewed at exactly the same angular
location in the visual field. Restricting fixations to a stable scan path could thus serve
the purpose of eliminating the need for translation models and simplify comparison with
stored representations of known individuals.

Rotations Rotations of a face stimulus in the image/retinal plane can as well be caused
by observer and or the stimulus. Under natural viewing conditions both kinds of rota-
tions are restricted by anatomy to a very narrow range.5 For faces restrictions apply
symmetrically, observer and stimulus restrictions are the same. Human performance
decreases with increasing rotation angle (Valentine and Bruce, 1988), although the spe-
cific functional form of the decreases is still debated (see e.g. Collishaw and Hole, 2002;
Rossion and Boremanse, 2008), and drops dramatically for inversions, i.e. rotations of
180°. . . , which was illustrated above by the Thatcher-effect (section A.1.1).

Influence of in-depth rotation on recognition performance has mostly been studied for
rotations around the vertical axis (look left or right). For faces learned in a frontal view,
recognition performance decreases monotonically when tested with rotated images (Troje
and Bülthoff, 1996). More general, performance decreases with increased rotation angle
between learning and testing view, and learning views with a rotation between 22.50
and 67.50 lead to better recognition performance (Troje and Bülthoff, 1996). Rotations
around the horizontal axis (look up or down) also decrease recognition performance and
to a larger extent than rotations around the vertical axis for a given rotation angle
(Favelle et al., 2007).

Motion Learning and recognition of familiar and unfamiliar faces is facilitated by ob-
servations of rigid and non-rigid motion (Pilz et al., 2006), see (O’Toole et al., 2002) for a
review. In addition to providing a dynamic identity signature and information obtained
by a structure-from-motion analysis(O’Toole et al., 2002), dynamic displays can provide
general information on variability in appearance.

Shape and Texture Modern computer graphics provide additional methods to manip-
ulate face images in a precise and controllable manner. 3D models of human heads allow
a separation of shape and texture information, both of which contribute substantially to
human recognition performance (Troje and Bülthoff, 1996; O’Toole et al., 1999).

A.1.3. A Distributed Neural System of Face Recognition

Prior to the development of functional imaging methods, localization of specific functions
in specific brain regions was based mainly on the specific deficits displayed by patients
who suffered cortical lesions. In the case of face recognition the location of lesions in
patients with acquired prosopagnosia pointed to a distributed network of face regions in
the extrastriate occipito-temporal regions (see section A.2.1). This has been corrobo-
rated and refined by evidence obtained in functional brain imaging studies. Face specific

5Although children use to play viewing the world upside-down, adults rarely take this perspective.
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activation has been found in the “fusiform face area” (FFA) in the lateral fusiform gyrus
(Kanwisher et al., 1997), the “occipital face area” (OFA) in the inferior occipital gyrus
(Gauthier et al., 2000b), and parts of the superior temporal sulcus (Hoffman and Haxby,
2000). In a recent review Haxby et al. (2000) integrated the findings and proposed a
distributed neural system of face recognition, comprised of a core system dedicated to
aspects of visual analysis and an extended system which further processes this informa-
tion in various ways (see figure A.3). The proposed network architecture closely aligns
with the functional model introduced previously (see section A.1.1).

In contrast to the fMRI localizer studies cited above, which contrast activation for face
images with activation for object images, Ng et al. (2006) used an adaptation paradigm
to find areas containing neurons that are more selectively tuned for individual faces and
would thus only show sparse activation across a large sample of faces. Although the
coarse localization of the regions found in the fMRI adaptation study aligns with that
of the traditional localizer studies, there is little overlap on a fine scale.

A.1.4. Development of Face Recognition

Given the social importance of the ability to identify individuals, it is not surprising
that the use of facial cues to retrieve the identity of conspecifics can also be observed in
other social animals e.g. primates (Parr et al., 2000) or wasps (Tibbetts, 2002; Sheehan
and Tibbetts, 2008). Initial face recognition abilities in other primates are not limited
to conspecifics, but extend to cross-species identification of human faces in chimpanzees
(Martin-Malivel and Okada, 2007) or honeybees (Dyer et al., 2005). The ability for
cross-species identification is also present at birth in humans but is lost if not trained
by exposure during the first months(Pascalis et al., 2005).

In humans, abilities to discriminate between individual faces have been shown in in-
fants already after the first days of age (Pascalis and de Schonen, 1994; Turati et al.,
2008) and continue to develop rapidly (de Haan et al., 2001; Mondloch et al., 2003). It
has been argued that these very early abilities are actual precursors to the face recogni-
tion abilities developed later on (McKone et al., 2009). As an alternative to an innate
cortical face processing module Morton and Johnson (1991) proposed a two process
theory: An innate, possibly subcortical orienting mechanism (CONSPEC) ensures pref-
erential observation of face-like patterns. This input is then submitted to a second pro-
cess (CONLEARN) which ensures development of face recognition and discrimination
abilities.

Several studies reported preferential orienting towards face-like stimuli in newborns
and toddlers (Kleiner and Banks, 1987; Simion et al., 1998; Turati et al., 2002; Mondloch
et al., 2003). However, the visual system of newborns is not fully mature yet, showing
less acuity over all spatial frequencies compared to adult vision (Candy et al., 1998). The
shift of newborns‘ preference for face-like stimuli could be caused by a rapid improvement
of visual acuity especially in higher spatial frequencies (Maurer et al., 1999).

Deprivation or degradation of visual input due to cataracts can lead to specific face
recognition deficits that persist even after the removal of the cataract in early childhood
(Le Grand et al., 2001, 2003) and adulthood (Elliott et al., 1997). Social interest also
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Figure A.3. A schematic depiction of the distributed neural system for face recognition
(Haxby et al., 2000) including areas in the inferior occipital gyrus (blue), the lateral fusiform
gyrus (pink), the superior temporal sulcus (white/black) and parts of the inferior temporal
and the lateral occipitotemporal gyrus close to the anterior temporal pole (green).
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seems to be a necessary condition for the development of normal face recognition skills.
Persons with an autism spectrum disorder show deficits in behavioral tasks of face recog-
nition as well as less face specialization in the fusiform gyrus (Grelotti et al., 2002). An
interesting case of a boy with autism is reported by Grelotti et al. (2005). The boy
has a pronounced interest in “Digimon” cartoon characters, which he not only identifies
faster and more reliably than faces or other objects, but for which he also shows selective
activation in the fusiform gyrus. However, he shows no differences between faces and
other objects neither in performance nor in cortical activation.

Recent neuroimaging studies have fueled the ongoing nature vs. nurture debate in
face recognition. On the one hand, category selectivity in cortical activation emerges
along different trajectories (Scherf et al., 2007). In contrast to adults, children show less
face-selectivity in classical face regions, while there are no differences in place and object-
selective activations. On the other hand, the location of face- and place-selective regions
in the ventral visual cortex is more similar in monozygotic compared to dizygotic twins
(Polk et al., 2007). In the light of the two-process theory (Morton and Johnson, 1991)
these differences can be reconciled as two different aspects, the anatomical location and
the developmental specialization of the CONLEARN mechanism. The interplay between
intrinsic and extrinsic factors is discussed in more detail in de Haan et al. (2002) where
a comprehensive overview on the development of face recognition is provided.

A.1.5. Are Faces Special?

In the preceding sections, a short overview of information processing in face recogni-
tion was provided. Although at some points, results have been marked as face specific
(e.g. cortical activations) the question arises whether the processes described for face
recognition are the same or different from those that are used to recognize other objects?

So far, two different hypotheses have been brought forward to address these differ-
ences. The theory of “domain-specificity” (Yin, 1969) proposes face-specific cognitive
and neural processes that are functionally and anatomically distinct from the processes
employed for recognition of objects from other domains (e.g. animate beings, plants,...).
In contrast, the theory of “visual expertise” (Diamond and Carey, 1986; Gauthier and
Nelson, 2001) claims that there is no a priori domain-specificity and differences in pro-
cessing and anatomical location of activations arise due to increased training with faces
as compared to other objects and the need to recognize faces at an individual level as
compared to a classification of objects (e.g. a honeybee). The debate can be framed
as part of the more general nature vs. nurture discussion and is still ongoing (see for
example Robbins and McKone (2007) and the subsequent discussion of the article).

Neuropsychological evidence for distinct processing areas comes from case studies
indicating a double dissociation between prosopagnosia, i.e. face-agnosia and object
agnosia (see McKone et al., 2007, for a review). Duchaine et al. repeatedly report
(Duchaine et al., 2004; Duchaine, 2006) on a case with congenital prosopagnosia - Edward
6 - who possesses normal object recognition abilities, even in learning to discriminate

6Presumably, Edward is the same Edward Butterworth, one of the coauthors.
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artificially generated stimuli at a subordinate, i.e. individual level. Reversely, Gauthier
et al. (2004) studied a patient showing defective object discrimination, extending to a
subordinate level, while possessing undiminished face discrimination abilities. Imaging
studies testing differences in the activation of face specific areas for objects of expertise
have produced mixed results (Gauthier et al., 2000b, 2003, 2005; Grill-Spector et al.,
2004; Yue et al., 2006).

Behavioral evidence rests mainly on differences in processing of distorted stimuli. Ex-
periments on stimulus inversion found that it disproportionally affects face recognition
more than recognition of other objects, which are also customarily seen only in one ori-
entation (Yin, 1969). However, there is mixed evidence as to whether inversion effects
occur for recognition of objects of expertise, i.e. sufficient skill in individual discrimina-
tion (Diamond and Carey, 1986; Robbins and McKone, 2007). Face specific effects have
also been shown for the composite effect - recognition of aligned/misaligned stimulus
parts, manipulated independently - as well as for the part-whole effect - decrease in
recognition performance if only the manipulated part is presented in isolation (Robbins
and McKone, 2007; McKone et al., 2007).

A.2. Acquired Prosopagnosia

In his seminal work Bodamer (1947) reports on three cases of prosopagnosia, the inability
in identifying a person by looking at his/her face. Although the absence of intact face
recognition was common to all cases, they differed in the extent and type of additional
deficits. Patients also showed difficulties in the recognition of facial expressions and/or
object recognition in general. In one of the patients the prosopagnosia was transient,
i.e. the deficit disappeared after some time. Since then a multitude of cases of acquired
prosopagnosia (AP) have been reported (see for example Mazzucchi and Biber (1983)
for a review of 74 cases).

Acquired prosopagnosia is a heterogeneous disorder where the nature and extent of
the deficit depend on the exact location of the lesion (Damasio et al., 1990). In addition
to the diagnostic deficit, subjects with AP suffer from different face specific deficits,
e.g. a lack of overt recognition of familiar faces with intact covert recognition (Bauer,
1984; Tranel et al., 1995; Barton et al., 2001; Bobes et al., 2003; Sperber and Spinnler,
2003), a deficit in configural encoding of faces (and objects) (Barton et al., 2002, 2003;
Barton and Cherkasova, 2005), an impaired imagery of faces (Barton and Cherkasova,
2003), difficulties in processing facial expressions (Humphreys et al., 2007). Although in
most cases the deficit is not restricted to faces, there are cases of AP with intact object
recognition abilities(McNeil and Warrington, 1993; Farah et al., 1995). Vice versa, cases
of object agnosia but intact face recognition abilities have been reported (Gauthier et al.,
2004). This has been taken as evidence for a double dissociation between face and object
recognition, which will be discussed in more detail in A.1.5.

A distinction is made between apperceptive and associative prosopagnosia (De Renzi
et al., 1991; Damasio et al., 1990) following the definition by Lissauer (1890) of associa-
tive and apperceptive agnosia. While the former can be characterized as inadequate face
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perception due to insufficient integration of the visual input, the later results of mne-
mestic / semantic association inabilities. However, already Lissauer (1890) recognized
that the distinction between associative and apperceptive types of agnosia is anything
but clear and suspected that all observable cases of prosopagnosia would be rather a
mixture between the two extremes.

A.2.1. Neuroanatomy of Acquired Prosopagnosia

In all the three cases initially reported by Bodamer, the cause of prosopagnosia is at-
tributable to cortical lesions caused by head injuries due to shell splinters or bullet
penetration. More generally, prosopagnosia can be acquired due to neurological damage
following e.g. intoxication, head injury or encephalopathy Barton et al. (2001). In most
reported cases the lesions were large and sometimes not even confined to one hemisphere.
Therefore a unique locus of the deficit could not be determined individually. However, a
localization can be achieved by comparing the lesions of different individuals and looking
for an overlap of damaged regions.

Most of the patients have bilateral lesions in occipito-temporal regions (Damasio et al.,
1990), although it has been suspected early on (Hecaen and Angelergues, 1962) and later
observed that lesions in the right hemisphere are sufficient (De Renzi et al., 1994). Le-
sions restricted to the left hemisphere leading to prosopagnosia have not been observed,
although they can lead to “deep prosopagnosia” (Damasio et al., 1990), a condition in
which patients cannot make precise recognitions, i.e. they mistake an individual for some-
one else with similar semantic characteristics (e.g. Ronald Reagan for George Bush). In
general, more anterior bilateral lesions of the temporal lobe show “amnestic associative”
deficits, i.e. accessing semantic information for a known person, possibly extending to
non-visual sensory modalities. Lesions of inferior occipital and temporal visual associa-
tion cortices (fusiform and lingual gyri) lead to “pure associative” deficits, i.e. a deficit
in associating a real image or photograph of a known face to a person. Lesions in right
visual association areas within the occipital and parietal lobe lead to “apperceptive”
deficits, i.e. insufficient encoding of the visual information to make identity judgments
(see figure A.4).

An untypical case of AP is reported by Bukach et al. (2006). The patient, LR, acquired
the prosopagnosia due to a motor accident which damaged anterior and inferior sections
of the temporal lobe including the amygdala, but apparently sparing more posterior
regions including the fusiform gyrus. LR shows good face expertise but only over a
limited spatial window, i.e. fine level feature discrimination. But he limits his attention
to the mouth, unlike normal people who spent more than 80% of their time attending
the eyes, with eye movements being functional in learning and recognition of novel faces
(Henderson et al., 2005). However, Caldara et al. (2005) studied a case of AP who also
exhibits the same focus on the mouth region and neglect of the eyes, after occipital and
occipitotemporal injuries. 7

7The injuries do not overlap in both cases
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FACE AGNOSIA 99

Figurela Diagram of human cytoarchitectonic fields in regions whose damage is associated

with face agnosia. Note that the disposition of human visual cortices is remarkably different

from that of the monkey. The primary visual cortex (field 17 or V1) is placed entirely on the
mesial brain surface. It occupies the depths and banks of the calcarine fissure. Fields 18 and

19 contain several functional regions that have been defined neurophysiologically, e.g. V2,

V3. Note also the remarkable size of the human fields 39 and 40 in the inferior parietal lobule
and of field 37 in the posterior temporal region. The label [37 +] designates the combination

of fields 37, 36, and 35 in the mesial temporal region.

Figure Ib Regions of damage correlated with face agnosia of the "associative" type. The

lesions are bilateral and are located below the plane defined by the calcarine fissure. The

lesions compromise the inferior component of cytoarchitectonic fields 18 and 19 and part of

the nearby cytoarchitectonic field 37. Note that the superior component of fields 18 and 19

as well as the cytoarchitectonic fields in the parietal region are not involved.
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100 DAMASIO, TRANEL & DAMASIO

Figurelc Distribution of damage found in cases of face agnosia of the "amnesic associative"

type. The lesions are bilateral and involve the anterior temporal re#on but not the posterior
oecipitotemporal cortices. The damage compromises the hippoeampal system (entorhinal

cortex, hippocampal formation, and amygdala), as well as paralimbie and neocortical fields
in cytoarchitectonic fields 38, 20, 21, and 22.

Figure ld Damage found in face agnosia of the "apperceptive" type. Note that the lesions

are in the right hemisphere and that no lesion in left cortices appears necessary. Current
evidence suggests that damage to both inferior and superior components of fields 18 and 19,

both mesially and laterally, are necessary. Damage to part of fields 39 and 37, on the right,

has been found in all the cases we studied.
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Figure A.4. Localization of different subtypes of prosopagnosia, according to Damasio
et al. (1990). Upper left: Brodman enumeration of the areas. Upper right: Regions of
damage correlated with the “apperceptive” type - deficits in encoding. Lower left: Regions
of damage correlated with the “pure associative” type - deficits in associating an image with
a person. Lower right: Regions of damage correlated with the “amnestic associative” type
- deficits in accessing semantic information, not necessarily restricted to face images.
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Also cases with transient prosopagnosia have been observed postoperatively (Bodamer,
1947; Mesad et al., 2003), after an ischemic stroke localized in the right fusiform-gyrus
(Lang et al., 2006) or as part of an epileptic aura (Mundel et al., 2003) with an epileptic
focal region in the right posterior-inferior temporal lobe.

A.2.2. Diagnostic Tests

From early on behavioral test were introduced to supplement patients anamnesis, neu-
roanatomical findings and personal narratives with an objective, reliable diagnostic cri-
terion. Commonly used tests for recognition of unfamiliar faces are the Warrington
Recognition Memory for Faces (Warrington, 1984) and the Benton Facial Recognition
Test (Benton et al., 1983). However, the use of these two tests is disputed. The pictures
in the RMF include abundant non-facial information (e.g. clothing), while stimuli in
the BFRT are presented simultaneously, enabling the use of picture matching strategies.
(Duchaine and Weidenfeld, 2003) demonstrated that in both tests normal subjects can
obtain almost the same recognition scores with the original stimuli and with altered
stimuli in which all internal facial features had been removed. Reliable differences be-
tween prosopagnosics and normal controls only occur when measures such as reaction
time or sensitivity of judgment are taken into account, see (Behrmann et al., 2005).

The observation that prosopagnosic patients often achieve normal results in these two
common tests of unfamiliar face recognition led to the proposal of a double dissociation
between familiar and unfamiliar face recognition and the hypothesis of separate pathways
for familiar vs. unfamiliar face recognition (Stone and Valentine, 2003; Burton et al.,
1999).

Recently Duchaine and Nakayama (2006) proposed a different test battery. The Cam-
bridge Face Memory Test uses pictures restricted to internal facial features. In a delayed
forced-choice paradigm target individuals have to be recognized either as initially pre-
sented or in a novel picture of the same individual with or without Gaussian noise added
to the picture.

A.2.3. Models of Acquired Prosopagnosia

Neuropsychological models of acquired prosopagnosia are mostly based on damages to an
existing, functional face recognition system (Fox et al., 2008). The focus of the models is
to establish a relation between anatomical locus of the lesion and the specific functional
deficit incurred and submodules of face recognition models (e.g. Bruce and Young, 1986;
Breen et al., 2000; Ellis and Lewis, 2001; Haxby et al., 2000).

Although rarely restricted to isolated face-specific regions, cortical lesions are of a
qualitative nature in that all tissue in specific regions is permanently destroyed. This is
analogous to the removal of boxes and/or arrows in a functional model. More generally,
functional - in contrast to computational - models of face recognition and prosopagnosia
share the assumption of face-specific cognitive and neural processes embedded in func-
tionally and anatomically distinct processing modules (“domain-specificity”, see A.1.5).
However, often the cortical damage that formed the basis of an acquired prosopagnosia
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Figure A.5 Schematic
description of damaged
network models of acqui-
red prosopagnosia. The
colored boxes represent
different subtypes of pro-
sopagnosia that can be
associated with damages
to the corresponding
brain regions and/or their
connectivity to higher
areas: Apperceptive pro-
sopagnosia (red) , pure
associative prosopagnosia
(light green) , amnestic
prosopagnosia (dark
blue). Figure adapted
from Haxby et al. (2000).

as well as the resulting deficit is more of a quantitative nature and hence the early
functional models have been augmented by and adapted to quantitative analysis.

Implementing an interactive activation model (MCClelland and Rumelhart, 1981) Bur-
ton et al. (1991) studied the process of face recognition in a more quantitative model.
The interactive activation model introduces pre-specified face, person and name units.
Face and name units of a specific individual have strong excitatory connections to the
respective person unit. Units inside the same pool (face, name, person) have weak in-
hibitory connections. Prosopagnosia was modeled as damage to the connectivity between
face and name units. Although the model captured imported aspects of prosopagnosia,
i.e. it exhibited a dissociation of overt and covert recognition, it is mainly based on
an ad-hoc implementation of the conceptual model (see O’Reilly and Farah, 1999, for a
discussion of the model) and has not been applied on actual face images. Thus, it can
not be counted as a general computational model.

Computational models of acquired prosopagnosia, which is modeled as damage to an
existing functional face recognition system, have shown decreases in face recognition
performance of attractor networks after removal of network units (Farah et al., 1993),
with a fast decay in the learning rate (Pessa et al., 1999) or with lower self-excitation of
output units (Zifan et al., 2007). Based on methods from statistical mechanics, showed
that after random destruction of synapses, i.e. setting weights to zero, the output activity
state of a neural network will be closer to a class prototype than to the original input
pattern.

A.3. Congenital Prosopagnosia

McConachie (1976) reported a special case of prosopagnosia in a 12 year old girl, where
the deficit could not be attributed to head injuries. To distinguish from the acquired
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form of prosopagnosia McConachie (1976) originally referred to it as developmental
prosopagnosia. However, the term developmental prosopagnosia can be misleading. It
does not distinguish between temporary exogenous (e.g. social isolation during a critical
period) and congenital influences (e.g. genetic effects) which shape the development of
the face recognition system.

Evidence for specific developmental deficits in face recognition was presented in a
study of Le Grand et al. (2001). Nine years old children, having been deprived of visual
inputs during early childhood (up to 2-6 month), showed worse performance and a face
inversion effect in a face matching task. The deficits however were limited to stimuli
with configural differences, as opposed to featural differences. This was taken as evidence
for the hypothesis that early visual experience is necessary in order to develop normal
face recognition, a model of pure developmental prosopagnosia in which a temporary
unfavorable condition during development lead to a permanent deficit in face recognition.

In contrast Grüter (2004) reported a total of 8 families with 31 cases of prosopagnosia.
The familial recurrence followed a clear inheritance pattern which pointed to genetic
differences and made exogenous causes highly unlikely. Subsequent affirmation of this
hereditary form of prosopagnosia applying screening methods to large samples found a
strikingly high prevalence of around 2% of the population (Kennerknecht et al., 2006).

Following Ariel and Sadeh (1996) I will continue to refer to all cases of prosopagnosia
without any exogenous cause as cases of congenital prosopagnosia (CP), without explic-
itly addressing the question of heritability.

It is surprising that such a specific deficit affecting such a large share of the population
has not received more attention in the scientific (and popular) literature up to now. This
might be partially explained by the different onset of the deficit. In acquired prosopag-
nosia the deficit usually manifests itself instantaneously as the consequence of an injury.
The sudden loss of an ability used frequently in everyday life will not passed unnoticed
for the patient. Also, because of the injury and the subsequent medical treatment, a
patient will be explicitly tested for deficits. This ensures a high probability that the
deficit is detected and correctly diagnosed. In contrast, most congenital prosopagnosics
do not perceive their face recognition deficit as an abnormal condition, but rather as
a personal weakness or glitch. Over the course of their lives, most have been able to
develop evasive or compensatory strategies to deal with this deficit (Kennerknecht et al.,
2006; Grüter et al., 2007). Establishing contact to a doctor or psychologist is mostly
contingent upon reports of prosopagnosia in popular media or personal contact.

A.3.1. Manifestation

Behavioral symptoms of congenital prosopagnosia (CP) were found to be heterogeneous.
All reported cases shared a lifelong history of severe problems in individuating faces,
often including members of the family and close friends. When interviewed on their
deficits CP subjects reported relying on non-facial cues (e.g. gait, hairstyle or voice) for
identification. Some admitted recruiting the help of close friends or relatives by asking
them to name familiar people in the vicinity or provide names and physical descriptions
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of a set of people they are going to meet. They often reported the use of evasive
strategies to avoid situations in which they would be forced to identify another person
e.g. by appearing first to an appointment or avoiding meetings in crowded places.

When tested experimentally, CP subjects have shown normal performance in standard
face recognition tasks albeit mostly in combination with longer reaction times (Le Grand
et al., 2006; Kress and Daum, 2003a; Behrmann et al., 2005).This might have been due
to the use of compensatory strategies, an example of which will be provided below in
4.2.3. CP subjects have shown a more dispersed gaze behavior (Schwarzer et al., 2007),
including fixations on external facial features (e.g. hair, ears,. . . ). Subjects with CP
did not exhibit a face-inversion effect (Behrmann et al., 2005) and evinced normal face
detection performance (Le Grand et al., 2006).

In some cases of prosopagnosia the deficit has been shown to extend to discriminations
between common or artificially generated novel objects, e.g. Greebles (Gauthier et al.,
2004), the processing of biological motion (Lange et al., 2008) or the encoding of curved
surfaces (Laeng and Caviness, 2001). However, other cases have been reported, where
the deficits seems to be specifically restricted to faces only (Duchaine, 2006).

Structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed anatomical alterations in con-
genital prosopagnosia (Behrmann et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2009). Specifically CP
subjects showed a volumetric reduction in the anterior fusiform gyrus, that is correlated
in size with behavioral impairments in a famous face task (Behrmann et al., 2007). Diffu-
sion tensor imaging revealed a disruption in structural connectivity in two white-matter
tracts in the ventral occipito-temporal cortex in CP subjects (Thomas et al., 2009). The
latter findings are in line with a previous study that found a robust correlation between
age-related changes in structural connectivity and face recognition performance (Thomas
et al., 2008). In spite of these structural differences in face-specific regions A.1.3, no
differences in functional MRI have been found so far in core regions of the face process-
ing system neither using classical localizer paradigms (Hasson et al., 2003; Avidan et al.,
2005) nor adaptation paradigms (Avidan et al., 2005; Avidan and Behrmann, 2009) but
only in the extended system outside the ventral occipito-temporal cortex (Avidan and
Behrmann, 2009).

However, as can be seen in figure A.6, CP subjects evinced larger activations in regions
outside the ventral occipito-temporal cortex, most notably the prefrontal cortex (Avidan
et al., 2005), which was interpreted as a correlate of compensatory strategies.

Investigations on normal face recognition using electro-physiological methods have
revealed a N170 event related potential over lateral/posterior temporal regions as being
crucial to face recognition (Eimer, 2000). The N170 is reported to be larger following
face presentation compared to object presentation and not influenced by face familiarity,
stimulus repetition or emotional content (Eimer and McCarthy, 1999; Eimer and Holmes,
2002). The difference in the N170 between objects and faces was found to be absent in
CPs (Kress and Daum, 2003b).
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Figure A.6 Subjects
with congenital prosopag-
nosia (CP, upper part)
show fMRI activation in
face specific areas of the
visual cortex that is com-
parable to controls (lower
parts). Differences can
be found in frontal and
pre-frontal cortical areas
commonly associated
with cognitive processing.
Figure taken from Avidan
et al. (2005).

Evasive Strategies in Prosopagnosia

In real life situations, the recognition of a person is often a mutual process, in that both
persons simultaneously try to recognize each other and tend to communicate their results
to the counterpart, e.g. by greetings or changes in mimic. Thus, recognition can be aided
by signals additional to the physical description of a person. In most encounters, a clear
signal is only communicated if two known persons meet each other, e.g. a nod of the
head or a verbal answer. Waiting for the communication of such a signal will reduce
the number of false positive identifications, i.e. erroneously believing to know a person.
If a counterpart sends no recognition signal, which could in the first place be due to
inattentiveness as well as failed recognition, this does not necessarily imply an unknown
person. Thus, waiting for a response does not necessarily decrease the chance of misses,
i.e. erroneously assuming the opponent is unknown. In a Bayesian framework, an optimal
decision threshold for classifying a novel observation with a known likelihood depends
upon the prior probabilities as well as the loss function. For example, there could be
situations in which different errors in prediction are valued differently regardless of the
priors: On the one hand, a false positive identification is likely to cause at least more
confusion in the first place, than a false negative identification. On the other hand, a
series of repeated false negative identifications of the same counterpart, can hardly be
explained by inattentiveness.

In prosopagnosia, the identification deficit is a deficit in visual perception, and other
recognition signals can be interpreted correctly. As a positive identification signal can be
given by any of the two persons involved, prosopagnosic subjects often simply wait until
such a signal is given by the opponent. One evasive strategy employed by prosopagnosics
is therefore to overtly display inattentiveness and wait for counterpart signaling, i.e. the
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“professor with his head in the clouds” strategy.8 In an experiment on longterm memory,
where participants had to identify a set of four target faces they were made familiar with
one year before, prosopagnosic subjects had a higher error rate than controls for known
faces, i.e. more misses, and less so for unknown faces, i.e. only slightly more false positives
(see section 4.2.4 for detailed results), which is compatible with the use of an evasive
strategy.

As an example for a task dependent modification of a prior, test expectations can
change performance. While conducting a famous face test with prosopagnosic patients
(see chapter 4), we included a photo of the instructor of the experiment into the set of
famous faces. Out of the 16 prosopagnosic subjects that participated 4 were unable to
identify the instructor, i.e. the person sitting directly in front of them, while an additional
5 had great difficulties. At least two of the prosopagnosics who correctly identified the
instructor without difficulties admitted that they read about this “instructor test” in the
psychological literature on prosopagnosia, and had been waiting for an instructor photo
to appear. This a priori knowledge about psychological tests presumably allowed them
to adjust their prior over the set of admissible “famous” faces to include the instructor.
Thus, whenever they could not identify the stimulus as a famous face, they explicitly
checked whether it was the instructor. In comparison, all controls were naive to the
question and therefore surprised by the appearance of the “infamous” instructor face.
Still, among 32 controls only a single subject did not identify the instructor while one
other subject had great difficulties. This suggests that most controls where able to base
their judgements on the posterior probability and accordingly adjust their identification
prior to include an image of the person in front of them.

8Unfortunately, this perfectly rational strategy, i.e. waiting for a signal by the partner with a higher
accuracy, is often interpreted as arrogant behavior.



B. Mathematical Derivations

B.1. Compression Lemma

Let X,Y be random variables

X : pΩ, σpΩq, P q Ñ pX , σpX qq
Y : pΩ, σpΩq, P q Ñ pY, σpYqq

and let T : X Ñ T be a sufficient statistic of X w.r.t. Y .
Then for every random variable

S : pΩ, σpΩq, P q Ñ pS, σpSqq
with PX measurable conditional probability density pSps|xq there exists an

S1 : pΩ, σpΩq, P q Ñ pS, σpSqq
with PT (and therefore PX) measurable conditional density pS1ps|tq such that

IpS;Y q ¤ IpS1;Y q and IpS;Xq ¥ IpS1;Xq.
The diagram below schematically illustrates the assumptions:

Ω

Y

��/
/////////////

X //

S,S1
''PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP X

pS

  @
@

@
@
T // T

pS1

���
�
�

S

Y

Proof. Define pS1ps|tq via the conditional expectation by pS1 � T � ErpSps|xq|T s. This
uniquely defines pS1 , PT a.s.

I. pS is T measurable ñ pS1 � ErpS |T s � pS .

II. pS is not T measurable:
HpX|Sq ¤ HpX|S1q follows from averaging pS over subsets of X and the concavity
of � log2pxq. Therefore IpS;Xq ¥ IpS1;Xq.
Since

P pS � sq � ErpSps|xqs � ErErpSps|xq|T ss � ErpS1ps|tqs � P pS1 � gq
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and

P pY � y|S � sq � °
t P pY � y|S � s, T � tqP pT � t|S � sq

� °
t P pY � y|T � tqP pS � s|T � tqP pT�tqP pS�sq

� °
t P pY � y|T � tqP pS1 � s|T � tq P pT�tqP pS1�sq

� . . . � P pY � y|S1 � sq

we obtain HpY |Sq � HpY |S1q and therefore IpS;Y q � IpS1;Y q.

B.2. Mututal Information in Binary Identification Tasks

Assume features X as random variables mapping to a binary d-dimensional feature
space X � t0, 1ud and Individuals Y as random variables with values in the finite set
Y � t0, 1, . . . , nu with joint distribution PpX,Y q given by marginals on Y . For ease of
notation we introduce Y� :� Yzt0u Specifically we assume po � P pY � 0q and uniform
distribution over known individuals py � 1�p0

n py P Y�q and conditional distributions
ppx|yq :� P pX � x|Y � yq.

B.2.1. Noiseless Case, iid

In the case of zero observation noise, the conditional distributions of individuals are a
point-mass, i.e. dirac densities ppx|yq � δxypxq with xy P X for y P Y�. Furthermore for
each J � t1, . . . , du we denote by XJ the projection of X onto the dimensopns in J , i.e.
XJ :� πJ �X. For each such projection we obtain:

ppxJq �
¸
yPY

ppxJ |yq ppyq

� ppxJ |y � 0q p0 �
¸
yPY�

δxJy pxJq ppyq
(B.1)

We define a mapping ZJY pointwise by ZJY pxq :� °
yPY� δxJy pxJq. For each given set

of txyuyPY� P X , ZJY is a function from XJ to t0, . . . , nu. Conversely for each fixed
x P mathcalX ZJY pxq is a random variable, its distribution depending on the choice of
the txyuyPY� .

Furthermore we assume that the distribution ppxJ |y � 0q does only depend on ZJY pxJq,
but not on the exact value xJ , i.e. ppxJ |y � 0q � c0pZJY pxJqq. For example take the
uniform distribution on full observations

ppx|y � 0q �
#

1
2d�n

ifZJY pxq � 0

0 else
(B.2)
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with the straightforward generalization to projections xJ :

ppxJ |y � 0q � 2d�|J | � ZJY pxJq
2d � n

(B.3)

Note that now ppxiq � p0c0pZJY pxJqq � 1�p0
n ZJY pxJq only depends on ZJY pxJq.

Using (B.1) and py � 1�p0
n py P Y�q we obtain for the entropy of XJ

HpXJq � �
¸

xJPXJ

ppxJqlogpppxJqq

� �
ņ

k�0

¸
xJ :ZJY px

J q�k

ppxJqlogpppxJqq

� �
ņ

k�0

2|J | P pZJY � kq
�
p0 c0pkq � p1� p0qk

n



log

�
p0 c0pkq � p1� p0qk

n



(B.4)

and as ppxJ |yq � δxJy pxJq it follows that HpXJ |yq � 0 for y P Y� and we get the
conditional entropy

HpXJ |Y q �
¸
yPY

ppyqHpXJ |Y � yq

� p0 �
¸

xJPXJ

ppxJ |y � 0qlogpppxJ |y � 0qq

� p0 �
ņ

k�0

2|J | P pZJY � kq c0pkqlogpc0pkqq

(B.5)

B.2.2. Noiseless Case, best and worse

In both scenarios the txyuyPY� are sampled uniformly over a subspace

X Jpnqpcq :� tx P X : π�Jpnqpxq � cu where Jpnq � t1, . . . , rlog2pnqsu, for some c P
t0, 1ud�Jpnq. Furthermore we use the approximation P pX |J ||Y � 0q � 2�|J |, which is
close to the true value if log2pnq ! d. And to simplify calculations, set n � 2m, i.e.
rlog2pnqs � m.
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For all k   m we get for projections pkq � t1, . . . , ku

ppxpkq|yq �
#
δxpyiqpkqpxpkqq , for y ¡ 0

2�k , for y � 0

ppxpkqq � p02�k � p1�p0q
n |ty ¡ 0 : xpkq � xpyqpkqu|

� p02�k � p1�p0q
2m 2pm�kq

� 2�k

ppy|xpkqq �

$'&
'%
p1� p0q 2k�m , for y P ty ¡ 0 : xpkq � xpyqpkqu
0 , for y ¡ 0, y R ty ¡ 0 : xpkq � xpyqpkqu
p0 , for y � 0

HpY |Xpkqq � �p0logpp0q � p1� p0qlogpp1� p0q 2k�mq
HpY |Xpkqq �HpY |Xpk�1qq � 1� p0

Note that for k � m there is only one y left in ty ¡ 0 : xpkq � xpyqpkqu and consequently

ppy|xpmqq �
#
p0 , if y � 0

p1� p0q , if y ¡ 0, xpmq � xpyqpmq.

For all m   k ¤ d this implies that

ppy � 0|xpkqq �
#

1 , if ty ¡ 0 : xpmq � xpyqpmqu � H
2�kp0

2�kp0�2�mp1�p0q
� 2�pk�mqp0

2�pk�mqp0�p1�p0q
, else.

As the probability of any xpkq with ppy � 0|xpkqq   1 is approximately p1 � p0q �
2�pk�mqp0, using the abbreviation ck :� 2�pk�mqp0 � p1� p0q one obtains

HpY |Xpkqq � �ck
�

2�pk�mqp0
ck

logp2�pk�mqp0
ck

q � 1�p0
ck

logp1�p0
ck

q
	

HpY |Xpkqq �HpY |Xpk�1qq � cklogpckq � ck�1logpck�1q
� 2�pk�mqp0logp2�pk�mqp0q � 2�pk�1�mqp0logp2�pk�1�mqp0q.

Thus, the information rate decays approximmately exponentially in k.

While the calculations given above correspond to the best case scenario, it it easy to
check, that for the worst case scenario most calculations are the same. As only the order
of the two blocks is exchanged, this leaves the information rate in the blocks unchanged.
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B.3. Mutual Information in Binary Classification Tasks

B.3.1. Minimizing Description Length

Assume X � t0, 1ud, 1 ¤ n ¤ 2d. For the ease of notation, let J � t1, . . . , nu and
D � t1, . . . , du. We define the test function

tpi, jq �
#

0 , if @k P JDlpkq P Jpiq X Jpkqztju : xpykqlpkq � xpyiqlpkq
1 , else

1. Initialize n classes pxpyiqqni�1 by sampling uniform without replacement from X ,
reducable = t1, . . . , nu

2. While reducable� H

a) randomly choose i P reducable

b) if Dj P Jpyiq : tpi, jq � 0 Jpiq Ñ Jpiqztju
else : reducable Ñ reducable ztiu

The algorithm always converges, but in general the solution will depend on the se-
quence of random choices of i and j.

B.3.2. Noiseless Case, non-overlapping

We assume object classes yi i P t1, . . . , nu that are defined by class-specific dimensions
Jpyiq � t1, . . . , du (REF) with a point-mass on class-specific dimensions , i.e. ppxj |yiq �
δxpyiqj pxjq for j P Jpyiq where xpyiqj P t0, 1u will be called the class-specific feature of the

class-specific dimension j. Furthermore we assume ppXj � 0|yiq � ppXj � 1|yiq � 1
2 for

j P t1, . . . , duzJpyiq. We will refer to |Jpyiq| as the description length of the object class
yi and denote the elements of yi by X pyiq :� tx P X : xj � xpyiqj@j P Jpiqu. Object
classes are non-overlapping, i.e. @i � k P t1, . . . , nuDj P t1, . . . , du : xpyiqj � xpykqj .

ppxJ |yq � δxpyqJpyqXJ pxq 2�|Jpyq
cXJ |

HpXJ |yq � �°xJ ppxJ |yq logpppxJ |yqq
� �°xPXJ pyq 2�|Jpyq

cXJ | � |Jpyqc X J |
� |Jpyqc X J |

HpXJ |Y q � °
y ppyqHpXJ |yq

� 1
n

°n
i�1 |Jpyiqc X J |
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HpXq � �°x ppxq logpppxqq
� �sumy

°
xpyq ppxqlogpppxqq

� �sumy
°
xpyq

�°
y ppyq ppx|yq

	
log

�°
y ppyq ppx|yq

	
� �°y ppyq logp ppyq

|X pyq|q
� logpnq �°n

i�1
|Jpyiq

c|
n



C. Eye-distance under Rotation in Depth

The example is based upon measurements of eye-distance (binocular diameter, pup-pup),
eye-midline distance (pup-m) and depth difference between endocanthion and midline
(πz(en-m)) (Farkas, 1981; Farkas and Munro, 1987)1. Figure C.1 schematically depicts
the measurement points and measured distances.

Farcas reports mean and standard deviation of measurements, we assume normal
distributions for the measurements. Under the normal assumption the reported mea-
surements are used to calculate

• the mean of the depth difference between pupils and midline (πzppup�mq)
• an approximation of the variance of (πzppup�mq) by πzppup�mq

πzpen�mq varpπzpen�mq
• an approximation of the covariance of πzppup�mq and (pup-pup).

Two population samples (male, female) are generated under the hypothesis of a mul-
tivariate normal distribution for πzppup�mq and (pup-pup). For each individual

• the projected eye-distance d‘pαq as a function of rotation angle
• the maximum rotation angle up to which occlusion of one eye doesn’t occur

• the ratio of projected left/right-eye to midline distance
d‘leftpαq
d‘rightpαq

as a measure of

deviation from symmetry,

are calculated as observable features in a simulation with n=100 individuals (50 females,
50 males).

For each given rotation angle, the projected distance follows a normal distribution (see
figure C.2(a), left). Thus in principle, if the rotation angle α is known, it can be used

1The number reported for male variance in binocular diameter was also used for female variance, as
the original number reported in the available edition is disproportionally small and would lead to
erroneous results.

Figure C.1 Schematic depiction
of the anthropometric measure-
ments (Farkas, 1981; Farkas and
Munro, 1987):
pup-pup, pup-m (both sides),
πz(en,m). Additionally the dis-
tances πz(pup,m) and πx(pup,m)
were calculated.
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to infer the identity of the individual. However, any given projected distance can result
from a large set of pairs of original distance and rotation. Taken in isolation the projected
distance is neither well suited for the estimation of the rotation angle, identification or
classification. The distance ratio (see figure C.2(a), right) allows estimation of the
rotation angle α relatively independent of the identity. Also, genders are more clearly
separated in distance ratio than in distance (This partly follows from shallower noses in
women (πzppup �mq � 7.0mm) than in men (9.7mm)). But for small rotation angles
the distribution across the whole population is strongly compressed; For zero rotation,
every symmetric face has a ratio of one.

Combining both observable features can yield improved estimates of rotation angle
and both gender or identity (figure C.2(b)) over a larger range of rotations. But still
individual transformation trajectories from the same or different genders intersect each
other, depending on individual eye-distances and eye-midline differences in depth. Thus,
any observation of distance and distance ratio can result from several individuals with
different original distances. Note that, even perfect estimation of the rotation angle (e.g.
known rotation of 30 °, denoted by x) can at best reduce the problem to an identification
task without stimulus transformations ( 2.2).
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Figure C.2. Eye-distance and deviation from symmetry after planar projection as a func-
tion of rotation angle α for n=100 individuals. Individuals are sampled according to an-
thropometric measurements (Farkas, 1981; Farkas and Munro, 1987). Male trajectories are
colored in light blue, female measurements are colored in light pink, with means given by
the thick lines. Points x denote measurements at 30°rotations.





D. Model Based Comparisons using
Generalized Linear Mixed Models

A linear model relates an outcome random variable Y to a set of predictor random
variables X � pX1, . . . , XJq via a linear map: Y � °J

j�1 βjXj . A Generalized Linear
Mixed Model (GLMM) is a generalization of linear (fixed effect) models in two ways:

• linearity is generalized by the introduction of a link function g:

ErY s � g�1p
J̧

j�1

βjXjq

• random effects allow to incorporate information on correlated observations, which
arise e.g. due to repeated measurements taken from the same individual in different
conditions

Let ν :� °J
j�1 βjXj be the linear predictor. It is assumed that there is a functional

relationship, specified by the link function g, between this linear predictor and the ex-
pected observed outcome, i.e. ν � gpErY sq. For random variables Y which have a
distribution from the exponential family, g is mostly chosen such that ν � gpErY sq � θ,
where θ is the canonical (or location) parameter of the distribution. In this case, the
link-function is called the canonical link-function(Faraway, 2006). Examples for canon-
ical link-functions are the identity function, gpxq � x, for normal distributions and the
logit-function, gpxq :� logp x

1�xq, for Binomial distributions.

Usually, the link-function is fixed a priori and estimation of the model parameters
is limited to the coefficients βj and selection and/or transformations of the predictor
variables Xj . Introducing a differentiation between fixed and random effects, the general
form of a GLMM can be written as follows

νpXq :� β0 �
J̧

j�1

βjXj �
Ķ

k�1

γkZk, (D.1)

where β0 is the intercept, βj are the fixed effect coefficients for the observed Xj and γk
are the random effects for the observed Zk.

Here, only point-estimates of the model parameters were calculated as maximum like-
lihood estimates.
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Nested Families of Generalized Linear Mixed Models To study the influence of a
single factor, here the group of the subject, a family of nested models was fit to the
data.

First, a nullmodel νo was fit using only the control data. Starting with a full model,
e.g.

ν0 :� β0 �
J̧

j�1

βjXj �
J̧

i,j�1, i¡j

βi,jXiXj � . . .�
Ķ

k�1

γkZk,

stepwise variable selection and/or transformations for the resulting nullmodel were per-
formed based on model based comparisons (see below). For the group variable Y with
Y � 0 for controls and Y � 1 for prosopagnosic subjects, a main-effect (or 0th-order)
model was defined by adding a term α0 Y . Similarly, a 1st-order effect models was de-
fined by including interactions with all products of length 1 in the predictor variables
Xi with βi � 0, i.e. by adding terms α1

i Y Xi. More general, a kth-order model was
defined by including interactions with all products of length kthin k different predictor
variables pXi1 . . . Xik with βi1,...,ik � 0. For each model, maximum-likelihood estimates
of the parameter values αki1,...,ik were computed to fit the model onto the complete data
set including observations of prosopagnosic subjects.

Model Based Comparisons Significance of differences in the quality of the fit of nested
models was tested by means of a likelihood-ratio test. For two nested models, a null
model M0 and an alternative model M1, with respective log-likelihoods l0   l1, 2pl1� l0q
was calculated as a test statistic. A χ2 distribution with degrees of freedom equal to
the difference in the dimension of the two parameter space was assumed for the null
distribution. However, this is only an approximation and tends to give to small p-values
(Faraway, 2006). In cases where the χ2 statistic led to p-values close to 0.05, additionally
a parametric bootstrap approach was used to generate a different null distribution. In
a parametric bootstrap, synthetic data is generated under the null model M0 using the
fitted parameter estimates, parameters of the alternative model are fit to this data and
the test statistic 2plB1 � lB0 q is calculated. Repeating this process generates an empirical
distribution of the test statistic under the assumption that the null model is true, i.e. an
empirical null distribution, against which the observed value for the original data can
be tested.

Calculation of Individual Residuals Based on a fit of the nullmodel to the control data,
for each subject we calculated residuals comparing the actual performance y with the
expected performance under the null model ŷpxq. As the identity of the subject was
included as a random effect with mean zero, for the predictions only the fixed effects
were used.

For each prosopagnosic subject, the residual of an observed outcome yi for a given
vector of predictors xi was calculated using the outcome predicted by the nullmodel,i.e.
ŷ0pxiq and the residual was calculated as the difference between observed and predicted
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outcome, ri :� pyi � ŷiq. For each control subject, the parameters of the nullmodel
were estimated anew using all observations of all controls but this one. Predictions and
residuals were then calculated as was done for prosopagnosic subjects.
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